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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, April 21, 1973

In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

We always enjoy reading the
studies conducted by Councilman Melvin Henley. His last
one was on a "trash pickup
study" which probably is the
most learned dissertation on
trash that we have ever read.
He injects government into his
studies also which would do
credit to a history professor.
•••

_

There is quite a lot of harmony in the City Council in spite
of the frequent "No" votes on
various issues. Most have a
good sense of humor so in spite
of differences, everyone can
still have a good laugh over

things.
Councilmen Mansfield,
Workman and Allbritten voted
against the ordinance which
gives an increase next year to
the mayor, city prosecutor, and
city judge

Brown Tucker, local stamp collector, potnia out various stamps of interest to Lester Naeney sod Ceraie Hendon at the Rotary
Club meeting Thursday.The stamp collection will be on display at the local post office as part of "Postal People Day."
(Staff Photo by David Hill)

Daylight Saving Tim
Sas."

Afidumaitanal:dime/ CaeliktJill well as
the rest of the nation, will lose an hour this weekend
make summer days seem longer.
Daylight Saving Time goes into effect at 2 a.m. Sunday.
nage who remember will set their clocks ahead one hour.
The conversion applies throughout or in parts of 48 states,
with Hawaii and Arizona the last complete holdouts. In Indiana and Michigan, on the border between Central and
Eastern time zones, the situation varies among different
counties.
To be sure to get to church on time Sunday, set the clock up
one hour before going to bed Saturday night. For example if
-.you go to bed at 9 p.m., the clock should be advanced to
p.m.
Daylight Saving Time will continue until the last Sunday of
October, at which time the hour "lost" this weekend, will be

rePined
Mayor will be increased from
$4400 to $5000; city prosecutor
(See Seen & Heard, Page 14)

Two Accidents
Occur Here
On Thursday

Postal Week Observances
Slated at Local Facility
This week's activities will be
tighltgbIeti Mendess -Aprilalas
with Postal People Day observances at the local post
office, during which ten stamps
honoring the postal people who
serve America will be issued for
the first time.
Appropriate ceremonies will
mark the occasion beginning at
9:00 a.m. with Postmaster
Nanny presiding. All living
retired employees of the
Murray Nit °Mc*,--Tiave
received an invitation from the
postmaster to participate.
Postmaster Nanny noted that
ail postal customers visiting the
Murray post &lice on Postal
Peoples Day will be given free
sourvenir envelopes, printed
with special cachets, so long as
the limited supply lasts. If
customers desire, they may
purchase First Day Covers,
featuring the ten 8 cent stamps,
for the 80 cents face value of the
.stanaps. he said.
Included in the plans for
Postal People Day and Postal
Week will be an exhibit by
Winners in the Student Essay;
iSee Postal, Page 14)
Contest, sponsored by the Zeta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, were announced
at the meeting of the department held Thursday evening at
the club house.
The topic for the essay contest
was "How Should Kentucky
Celebrate the 200th Birthday of
the U.S.A.?" Mrs. W.P. Russell,
treasurer,
department
A benefit gospel sing for
presented cash awards to the Rodney Paschall will be held
winners at the meeting.
Saturday, April 28, at 7:30 p.m.
Named as winners in Grades at Jeffrey gymn, Calloway
six, seven, and eight at the County High School.
Murray Middle School were
Young Paschall, son of Mr.
Craig Klein,son of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs James C. Paschall of
Richard Klein, first, and Danny Murray Route Two, was injured
Thompson, son of Mr. and Mrs. in a car accident last October
William F. Thompson, second, and was a patient at the
both seventh grade students. Murray-Calloway County
The winners in Grades nine Hospital and Western Baptist
through twelve at the Calloway Hospital, Paducah, until
County High School were Donna recently. He is now at home but
Poulson, daughter of Mr. and still almost completely inMrs. Joseph E. Poulson, first, capacitated, according to
and Debbie Miller, daughter of persons sponsoring the benefit
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Miller,
Tickets at one dollar each are
second, both seniors at on sale now,but the price will be
Calloway.
$1.50 at the door. Groups to be
The first place winners were featured include The New
submitted to the Kentucky Kentuckians,The Bu Mac Boys,
Federation of Women's Club to The Happy Gospel Sound, and
be entered in the state contest. Wayne and Cathy rerrin.

"Postal Week," designated
by-Postmaster •-Camertri--E1SKlassen as a time for
"recognition of the vital
responsibilities assigned to the
mail service," begins Sunday in
the Murray and Calloway
County community.
In announcing the schedule of
the week's activities, Postmaster Lester Nanny noted the
Postmaster General's
statement that this week is a
valid time"What-stock of the
challenges which must be met
by postal people and by the
millions of citizens throughout
America who depend upon the
mail as an essential part of their
personal and business lives."

Five Murrayans Honored
Winners Of
At President's Review
Contest Are
Announced

Cadets Robert L Waters of
Route 4 and Edmund D. Fenton
of 315 South 15th Street were
presented the Department of
the Army Superior Cadet
Award, for MS II and MS I
respectively. The Superior
Cadet Award is the highest
award a cadet can earn within
his respective military science
Church Women United
class and is based on demonstrated officer potential as
Collecting Used Books
evidenced by ROTC and
Church Women United under
academic grades, military and
the chairmanship of Mrs. Alfred
academic leadership.
Lindsey are still collecting used
Both cadets were also the
paperback books, preferably
recipient of a second award.
Westerns, best-sellers,
Cadet Fenton earned the Sons of
mysteries, detective stories,
the American Revolution
astrology, and science fiction
for distribution by Chaplain General Military Excellence
Award for outstanding qualities
Robert Planck of the Eddyville
in
military
leadership,
State Prison.
discipline,
character,
and
Mrs. Lindsey expressed
appreciation to all those who citizenship. Cadet Waters
received the United Daughters
have helped by giving their used
of the Confederacy Award
paper back books.
presented annually to the most
The collection point is the
Education Building, 1st floor, of outstanding member of the
the First Christian Chruch, 111 ROTC Ranger Company.
North Fifth Street, Murray. 7— (See ROTC, Page 14)
Five young men of Murray
were honored for their
distinguished performance as
members of the Murray State
University Reserve Officers
Training Corps, at the 1973
President's Review of the
ROTC Cadet Corps, Thursday.

Two accidents were investigated by the Murray City
Police Thursday, according to
police records; no injuries were
reported in either of the accidents.
The first accident occurred at
4:20 p.m. Thursday on West
Main, and involved cars driven
by Joe W. Smith, Box 131,
Richey Phillips, 1617 Main, and
1
2 N.
James E. Manning, 603/
18th. Police said all three cars
were going west on Main at the
time of the accident.
Damage to the Smith car
was to the rear end, damage to
the Phillips car was to the front
and rear, and damage to the
Manning car was to the front
end,according to police reports.
The second accident occurred
at 9:47 p.m. Thursday on
Chestnut, and involved cars
driven by Carl P. Futrell, Route
Three, and Gary L. Nanny, of
Beaver Dam, according to
police.
Investigating officers said the
Futrell car was making a left
turn out of a parking lot, and the
Nanny car was headed east on
Chestnut when the accident
occurred. Damage to thLS
Eighteen faculty and staff
Futrell car was to the right members at Murray State
front, and damage to the Nanny University representing more
car was to the left side, ac- than
290 years of service will be
cording to police.
standing on the sidelines in
retirement for the first time
when a new school year begins
in the fall.
Faculty members retiring
June 30, and the year they
joined the faculty are: E.B.
Frost Warning tonight
Rain ending this afternoon, Howton, chairman of the
agriculture,
clearing and colder tonight with departmentof
scattered frost likely. High to- 1939; Dr. Hunter M. Hancock,
day near 60, low tonight in the chairman of the department of
upper 30s. Mostly sunny Satur- biological sciences, 1954; Arday, with a high in the low 60s. dath Canon, associate professor
Partly cloudy and warmer Sun- physics, 1946; Clara M. Eagle,
professor and former chairman
day.
of the art department, 1946;
Kentucky's extended outlook Rufie Lee Williams, associate
Sunday through Tuesday
professor of home economics,
Partly cloudy Sunday. Cloudy 1962; and Hazel Tarry,
assistant
with a chance of rain Monday professor of
educational serj and Tuesday. Cool during the vices,
1968.
period. Low temperatures in
the upper 30s and-low 40s Surs
&AMEIIAMES
day morning, ahd in the upper
Jimmy D. Jackson of Route
40s and -tow.30s Monday and
is not the Jimmy
Tuesday morning. Daytime Jackson listed in the delinquent
highs in the mid 60s to low 70s tax list published earlier this
during the period.
week.

18 MSU Faculty Members
To Retire On June 30

The Weather
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Two Sections
Today
22 Pages
Vol. U(XXXIV No. 100

Council Discusses
Issues of General
Interest Thursday

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

We are still working on trying
to get the alley paved across the
street from us. This is a well
travelled alley and needs
paving. We are also trying to
get the short alley paved which
lams from the alley behind
Winchester Printing north to
Walnut Street. To say that we
have a selfish interest in this
would be putting it mildly. We
unload newsprint in the back of
Steve Yarbrough's place and
getting that big truck up that
rutted gravel alley is quite a
chore. At least we are honest
about it.
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Two faculty members from
the English department retired
on Dec. 31, of 1972—Dr. Ralph
Slow, professor, 1959; and
Mildred Hatcher, associate
professor, 1960.
Among the other retirees is
(See Retirees, Page 14)

Dr. Hal Houston To
Speak Monday At
Nurses' Meeting
Dr. Hal Houston, surgeon
associated with the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc., will be
the speaker at the Community
Continuing Education meeting
for nurses at the conference
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital on Monday,
April 30, at 7:30 p.m.
The Murray doctor will speak
n ..the subjeet, "The Importance of Good Post-Op
Oval'
All community and hospital
nurses are invited to attend, a
hospital spokesman said.

Gospel Sing To
For Paschall
Be On Saturday

Routine business was con- suspension ended yesterday.
ducted by the Murray City
The three ordinances passed
Council in an hour and one-half on the second reading included
meeting last night.
two amending the business
Principal business conducted privilege license and one inincluded:
creasing the salary of three
—Passage of three or- elected city officials.
dinances on the second reading.
An ordinance passed on the
—Passage of one ordinance first reading changed the zoning
on the first reading.
of an area on the south side of
—Purchase of two new police the city from Residential 2 to
cars.
Residential 4.
—Approval of bids on a new
Two police cars will be
street sweeper.
purchased from Parker Ford
—Purchase of two steam for the sum of $4,486.56 with the
cleaning devices.
exchange of two present cars.
—Discussion on a trash_Detain Taylor Chevrolet bid
pickup study.
$2,988 per unit. Both firms Also_
—
The City Council took no made lease bids.
further action in the case of
Councilman Buel Stalls'exAssistant Fire Chief Donnie plained a resolution passed by
-NeWW4 i'ho iffigedly The cir-fuien *UM -inakei-11
sprayed water on a prisoner in mandatory for the Murray
the city jail who was charged Police Department to carry out
with cirunkeness, and who was minimum training under
making unnecessary noise and Kentucky Revised Statutes. If
disturbing firemen. Newberry the local police take the forty
was suspended for one week hour training, their pay will be
without pay by the Mayor and increased by 15 per cent from
Fire Committee. Mayor Ellis Federal and State funds at no
said that Newberry apologized cost to the city.
to the prisoner and indicated he
did not desire a hearing. His

Mrs. Hodge Is
Guest Speaker,
Kiwailis Club
Mrs. Kathy Hodge, a senior at
Murray State University, told
the Murray Kiwanians last
night about the growth of the
science
al fair
annually- at wtlieh
Murrayis State'
University.
Mrs. Hodge became interested and involved in the fair
after seeing the enthusiasm of
the students who entered the
fair during her freshman year
at the university. She is
secretary to ombudsman
William Taylor and has been
very active in the develojiment
of the fair. This year more than
650 projects were entered
'representing more than 1,000
students in this entire area.
Ninety prizes were awarded.
President Raymond Carter
presided at the meeting which
was held at the Woman's
Clubhouse. Henry Thompson, of
Perry, Florida, was a guest
Kiwanian at the meeting.
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(See Council, Page 141

Anne Gregory And
Molly Watson Place
In Piano Festival

Local piano students placed
high in the recent Piano
Festival-Contest which was
held Saturday, April 21, in the
Fine Arts building of Murray
State University.
—
Miss Anne Gregory,daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John A.
Gregory, received a superior
rating in the junior division, and
Miss Molly Watson, daughter of
Mr. and Mas. W. Edward
Watson, received an excellent
rating in the senior division.
All students receiving
superior ratings in the seven
districts of Kentucky will be
honored at a "Student
Recognition Day" reception in
Louisville on May 12, during
Which they will again perform.
The —annual Festival is
sponsored by the Kentucky
Music Teachers Association
and may be entered by students
whose teachers are members
of KMTA or of KMEA. Students
Carol Bailey
performing in the Festival this
year were from Madisonville,
La Center, Mayfield, Benton,
and Murray.
In addition to performing
Miss Carol Bailey has been from memory a piece from the
awarded a Spanish scholarship Baroque era and a contrasting
in the amount of $150 by the piece, students entering the
Department of Romance and Festival are also given a
Slavic Languages at Murray written test in music theory.
State University.
Murray teachers whose
The scholarship recipient is a students appeared in the
senior at Calloway County High Festival are Mrs. Neale B.
School and is the daughter of Mason and Mrs. Robert
Rev. and Mrs. Max Bailey.
Johnson.

Scholarship Given
To Carol Bailey

Magruder Resignation Adds New
Dimension To Watergate Issue

any high administration official
involved in the widening wiretap affair.
In another development, The
Washington Post, The New
York Times and New York
Daily News quoted sourtees as
saying that Acting FBI Director L. Patrick Gray III destroyed documents belonging to
convicted Watergate conspirator E. Howard Hunt Jr.
after being told by presidential
aides John Ehrlichrnan and
John W. Dean III that the
documents should "never see
the light of day."
Ehrlichman issued a statement through the White House
press office confirming that at
Po**
s June 1972 meeting in his
White House office Dean gave
Graya sealed envelope containing "some of the contents of
Hunt's safe."
"Mr. Gray was told by Mr.
•
Dean that the contents were
sensitive materials not in any
way. related to the Watergate
4 •,
case," said the statement. "I
was present but neither then
v ••••••
.
•us..
nor at any other time did I give
•
Mr. Gray any request, suggestion or instruction regarding
Mrs. W.P. Russell. left, treasurer of the -Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club, presents what should be done with the
awards to, left to right, Donna Poulson, Debbie Miller, Craig Klein, and Danny Thompson, for their contents "
[)van and Gray could not be
selection of winners in the Essay contest sponsored by the department
••••••••

Councilman Prentice Lassiter
urged the purchase of a new
street sweeper for the city. Bids
will be taken. Revenue sharing
hinds will be used.
Parks Director, Gary Hohman reported that a number of
men's softball teams had been
organized, but as yet no playing
fields have been found. The
ladies teams will play at the
Dexter field. An effort is still
being made to find a playing
field for the mens teams.
Councilman John Ed Scott
read a letter from the Murray
Planning Commission in which
they indicate they have

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
sudden,unexplained resignation
of former Nixon campaign deputy Jeb S. Magruder from the
Commerce Department adds a
new dimension to the Watergate scandal.
It was the first resignation of

reached for comment.
Magruder reportedly had
been both an accuser and an
accused in the case. He left his
$36,000-a-year job as Commerce
Department director of policy
(See Watergate, Page 14)

Carter, Robertson
Schools To Give
Musical Programs
Carter and Robertson Schools
will present a musical program
entitled "Music in the Land of
Make Believe."
T' program will be Thursday, May 3 for Carter
Elemeatary School and Friday,
May
4
for
Robertson
Elementary School. The
programs will be held in the
Middle School Auditorium at
7:00 p.m.
Every child in the two schools
will participate in these
programs.,
There will be a small admission charge of 50 ..cents for
adults and 25 cents for children.
Children participating in the
program will not be charged.
Proceeds will' go to purchase
school equipment, a spokesman
said.

.
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West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

at a busy ski resort. Alice, a beginner, was "snowplowing" cautiously downhill when a wayward
sled struck her from behind.
lainfully injured, she decided
to claim damages from the resort
management. She blamed her accident on the fact that the ski
run and the sled run were located
right next to each other, with no
physical separation between them.

First Baptis
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Force reduction talks falter

=DOER•TIMES PILE

Cassel Outland, a resident of Hazel Route Three,
died April 25 at the Murray Hospital.
The Fiscal Court in a meeting on April 25 slashed
salaries of- inUy officieU in a move-to?educe ---'
xpendittireS,___

tile

"Mrs. E. W. Roberts, mother of Dees Roberts, on
liazel Highway, has more flowers than anyone we
ihave seen yet," from the column, "Seen & Heard
:Around Murray."
New officers of the Almo High School PTA are
!Wilson Gantt, president, Mrs. Macon Rickman, viceresident, and Mrs. Bill Mill, secretary-treasurer.
Showing at the 95 Drive In Theatre is "Springfield
SI:title" with gary Cooper and Phyllis Thaxter.
-

Thoughtfor Today
.Bible
•
** He maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves
thereof are still.—Psalm 107:29.
When trouble comes we find God can help and this
is why man's extremity is often God's opportunity.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Ribk4 Jr.

i

fied concerning the death of a
• man who had been charged as
a conspirator. Robert Warren

Earlier this year a world weary of weapons of war would be a meaning~Inlet
-less propaganda cambial_
war and
Brezhnev now has told French
corned the news of practical steps
being taken to reduce world tensions journalists, "The question of the reso that nations could presumably duction of forces will be discussed
concretely later, after the European
live together in peace.
Among the pragmatic efforts were Security Conference. That problem
the second round of strategic arms is a separate one, a delicate and
limitation talks which convened in complicated one."
March in Helsinki, the European SeIndeed it is. In fact it is the centralcurity Conference preliminaries question so far as the survival of
which began at the end of February Western Europe is concerned, as the
and the procedural dlietisdOil kir a Soviet Union knows. Having prommutual and balanced reduction of ised to address the arms reduction
forces which have been in progress question at the same time it talks
since the end of January.
abOut European security, the Soviet
Little is heard of the strategic Union now is dragging its feet. It will
arms limitation discussions these not even agree as to which nations
days. Hopefully the silence is indica- should take part in the arms reductive of some sincerity ari_thejtast_of tion talks:
the Soviet Union as well as a busiWhile it is stalling on talks the Sonesslike approach to the matter of
Union has moved 1,200 more
viet
reducing the threat posed by its intanks into Eastern Europe and at
tercontinental missiles.
least two more infantry divisions. It
_Theuropean- Security Confernow has three times as many tanksence is a horse of another color. The
in
the region as the North Atlantic
Soviet Union is taking great pains to
Organization nations have.
Treaty
trumpet the advantages of calling 34
levels in its European
troop
Its
nations together, including the
at an eight-year peak.
satellites
are
United States of America, to discuss
acts of good faith.
not
are
These
the reduction of tensions in Europe.
enhance the security of
not
They
do
Indeed, Soviet Party Chairman LeoEurope. They deliberately strengthnid firezhney insists that the conferthe hand of the Soviet Union if seen
ence is so important that it must get
arms reduction talks are held
rious
under way in June regardless of the
date by giving it more barlater
a
at
progress in talks for balanced rechips.
gaining
ductions of arms.
The sound position for NOrth AtThe Soviet Union, it must be remembered, has consistently op- lantic Treaty Organization memposed any linkage between Europe- bers, we believe, is-not difficult to
an security talks and mutual arms perceive. They should insist that the
reductions. It agreed to hold them on Soviet Union live up to its previous
a parallel basis only at the insistence bargain and hold meaningful arms
of the United States which quite ac- reduction talks parallel with secucurately insisted that to talk about rity talks — and exhibit its sincerity
peace without talking about the by its deeds.

At the court hearing, the management pointed out that it had
put up signs warning sledders to
stay away from the skiers. But the
Memories Live On
court granted Alice's claim, saying:
"Sleds are not easily controlled, I never can go home again
v.hile novice skiers are notorious- For mother's gone away,
ly unable to direct their own The house is up for auction,
movements. The location of these There'd be no place stay.
two runs made accidents not only
possible but probable."
The growing popularity of ski- All her things divided,
ing has focused new attention on Empty rooms and floors cold and
the question of liability in case of Home is just a house now
injury. Generally speaking, as in Since mother is not there. k
the case above, the management is
liable for accidents which it could The ole' torn cat just won't leave,
have prevented by reasonable
Keeps hanging 'round the back door,
foresight.
'
•
Nonetheless, skiers .77,,baying Waiting for the screen -to open
chosen a relatively dangerous' And hi supper ci be-Teal-W.
sport—must accept a fair share of
the risk. In another case a skier The plum trees need picking,
was hurt when he struck a rock
The birds are having a feast.
concealed under the snow. But
the rock was small and the slope The honeysuckle vine needs trimming,
It's getting full of bees.
had been checked regularly.
Denying liability, the court
said:
The garden needs hoeing.
"Skiing conditions may change The flowers need watering too,
quickly. To hold that the ski trail I guess everything feels deserted,
down a mighty mountain should
be kept free from (all hazards) And a little lonely too.
would be to demand the impoeIneVer-cati go home again
sible.w
Several cases have involved ac- But home has come to me.
cidents on ski lifts. By and large, As I relive moments of Splendor
the management bears a heavier In precious memories.
responsibility for a chair-type lift
than for a rope tow, on which die
skier has more control over his* I thought I could allways go home,
For this place was mine.
own destiny.
Thu-4.0w Trutnagentent was hisId4 -I never riaiflied betore,
-4
liable when a skier's sleeve caught' But home was mother all the time,
on a protruding wooden stud ii'
he was trying to dismount from a And sweet memories live on & on &On,
And sweet memories live on.
moving chair. This was a hidden
danger, said the court, which he
could not be expected to notice.

flood Damages Estimated $193 Million

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. Murray was killed in December
(AP) — Defense and peose- during a robbery attempt at a
Knoxville grocery store.

Chadwell said that, in investigating the Murray death,
some keys found on Murray's
body were traced to a house
outside Knoxville. He said officers found a tool box, metal
stamps, blank auto registration
forms, and some filled-in
forms, license plates, car keys
and windshield and body plates
in the house.
Chadwell said there was evidence that more than one pev
son had lived in the house.
Earlier Wednesday, testimony indicated a government
witness carried a gun int& the
building herewhere the trraIN
being held. Detective Sgt.
James Yeager of the- Jefferson
County Police Department said
he had "heard .that" the wit ness, Joseph Lynn Goldman-,
had carried a .45 calibex automatic pistol into the building
last week.
Goldman has mt yet. testified. He is an unindicted coconspirator in the alleged theft
ring.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

NertAside
Morning Worship
worship
Evertino

The cause he thought was nothing but fate,
That timed with eerie perfection.
The mound of dirt and his rambling gate,
"I'll swear," he said, looking back.

Sinking Why
Morning Worship

Evening worship

Ilazei hoot
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Poplar Soria,
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Grace Saptii
PASSIM,Worship
EVIIN1110 Wars/119

By NICK'
TATRO

Associated Press Writer
Floodwaters have inundated
10.4 million Acres of land in
seven states, officials say. They
estimate damage to farm crops
and businesses at $193 million.
The rain-swollen Missouri
punched holes Wednesday in 92
Central Missouri levees, including one near St. Louis that
forced the evacuation of 600
mobile home residents at Boshetown, Mo.
'Thousands of families from
the Gulf of Mexico to the Great
Lakes have been affected by
the floods which have forced
many to abandon their homes
or lose their livelihoods.
The flood claimed two more
victims Wednesday, raising the
death toll to at least 10.
The body of George Thad
Watts was found in St. Charles
County, Mo., and authorities
say he apparently drowned as
he waded through flood waters
to reach his trailer home.
In Illinois, Larry Wolfe, 23, of
Havana drowned as he was
bringing a boat filled with
sandbags to shore up the
linois River levee.
Maj. Gen. CharleS_Noble, who
tallied the damage for the Mississippi River Commission at
Vicksburg, Miss., said Loui-

siana and Arkansas had the stage was expected Saturday,
most acreage under water - a the highest in 200 years of
combined total of 6.8 million
recorded history. Damage was
acres.
expected to be light because
Drenching rains, tornadoes,
and hail pounded Arkansas the city is protected by a 52Wednesday night and more foot wall.
than 200 persons fled their
Agriculture Secretary Earl
homes in North Little Rock Butz and Sen. James 0. Eastwhere Mayor Robert L. Rosa- land, D-Miss., plan to fly over
mond said the damage would flooded areas in Tennessee toexceed $1 million.
day to assess damage caused
In Baton Rouge, La., the by weeks of heavy rain.
Louisana Farm Bureau FederIn the South, cotton is probation estimated flooding will
ably the most endangered crop,
cost state farmers more than
experts say.
$69 million if conditions persist
Almost 300,000 acres of farmland are flooded in that Delbi
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.(API —
state, threating crops of soyA returned POW was to bury
beans and sugarcane.
his only son today,
The Louisiana Conservatior
The son, Randolph Jay "RanDepartment said the petroleum
industry is losing $300,000 a day dy" Myers, 14, died accidental-'
because 600 oil wells and 140 ly when a sand dune caved in
gas wells are inundated. Pro- on him last weekend at Port
duction of 45,000 barrels of oil a Arkansas.
day and 300 million cubic feet
When he returned from North
of gas a day has been stopped. Vietnam earlier this year, U.
But because of levee breaks Col. Armand J. Myers of San
in Central Missouri, the Nation- Antonicrsaid: "I left a small
al Weather Service said the boy of 6 years old.
pressure was relieved in the
"He was a very sweet and
Delta area and record crests
very docile boy ... when I came
predicted earlier would be deVick, I looked up-to a 6-foot-2,
yeri 36 to aliours.
young bright, mature man and
At St. !souls a crest of 43.5
from what I've seen so.dar, I'm
feet or 13.5 feet above fl I I • .re.41 proud "
re
earl

Bleed Rivet
Morning Worship

-Tom Perkins

Memorial
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

eat

New Ml. Carmel Pa
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Flint aaetis
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Cherry Corm
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

it* Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Salem Depth
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sugar Creel

Morning worship
Evening worship
Owens Chas
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

_

ernon's B
Store

FREE B001

Boots S Sho,
Activity Und

A

r
Judy Bailey !Route 2
Murray

iloone's
THE CLEANER

Corveti

"BOWLI

1415 Mem Street

Congressmen Frank Stubblefield and Ed Jones are
among the eight members of the
Committee
on
House
Agriculture visiting Brazil this
week. The tour will take the
members into the rarely visited
western states and the Amazon
Valley,
The group first visited Rio de
Janeiro and lifter will see
agricultural areas that are
used for production of such
crops as coffee, sugar, soybeans
and wheat.
While on the tour as guests of
the Brazilian government, the
congressmen will lunch with the
president of Brazil.

Ze1624 to*giirt,

Evening Worship

Kirksey &apt
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Stubblefield
On Tour Of
Brazil Farms
Look For
Theatre Ads In
Leisure Time
Section

Dunn I
A
SALE
Adm

Uncle Jeffs Shops

Arnrcs;
mo s
CENTRAL
CENTER
TI. finest In Merl* Enterfelnneent

Stipulations Shorten Theft Trial

The agreement to forego the
- testimony of some county court
•. clerks, FBI agents and car
owners—and instead agree to
• the facts that the witnesses
would have presented if put on
the stand—was reached Wednesday in the federal trial being
heard by U.S. District Judge
Mac Swinford
County clerks have been
brought in to testify concerning
auto registration documents involved in the alleged multiIl state car theft ring. Twenty,three persons are being tried
• on conspiracy charges in connection with the alleged ring.
$ Also during.Wednesday's session, a Knoxville, Tenn., detec• tive Robert B. Chadwell testi-

-.

SOVIETS DRAG FEET

20 Years Ago Today

i. cuting attorneys have agreed to
stipulate to certain types of eVi, dence, in a move that could
sharply reduce the length of a
car-theft trial now in its fourth
• week here.

.

.
-•

.wwiCePCapley Newspaper,

Mr. and Mrs. Max Morgan are the parents of a
baby girl, Laurie- Ann, born April 15.

Just as the hit-song says, there is nothing like a
,dame. When she smiles at you she may be wishing tc
"-kick you, when she kisses you she may be thinking
of killing you and when she overfeeds you she may
'
obe punishing you by trying to make you fat.
"Who is't it can read a woman?"
—William Shakespeare
1:
in "Cyrnbeline" V

4.

emONMe.

Men in service notes: Army 2nd U. Gerald D.
Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lennis C. Hale, has been
assigned to the 2nd Armored Division, Fort Hood,
Texas; Army Pvt. William T. Lyons, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Lyons, completed the communications
center specialist's course at the Southeastern Signal
School, Fort Gordpn, ca.

Spring Cress

Fred stumped his toe and thought,
The world had lain in wait,
Just for him and his passing by,
With his labile and rambling gate.

Down he went in a slimrny pit,
A mushy sound came up when he hit,
Slimy in necropolis, a mess first rate,
Fred just sat there cursing his fate.

• ,p,ice,,
^

nis name is Fred

From somewhere beyond his erebus gaze
A voice called, "Hold up and wait."
''Nescient," he thought, "Who bothers me."
The voice cried again, but a bit too late.

A total of 862 persons were screened during the
two nights of the Glaucoma Clinic at Robertson
School, according to R. L. Cooper, Lions Club clinic
chairman
Sandra Perfilio and Terry McCorkill of Robertson
School. Ricky Lowe and Greg Turner of Austin
School, Thomas Robertsand Diane Holland of Faxon
School, and Mary,Winter of College High were
winners in the Jaycee Library Art contest for
elementary school children.

Emmanuel Missic
Morning Worship
Evening worship

Ski Suits
It happened on the novice slope

ARMS

Ten Years Ago Today

Scotts Grove
Woe ship Service
Evening worship

**

Cain & Tr

Ambassador-Hi
Top

75,3-0881

Five Points

CINEMA 1 *

*
Dear Editor:
I noticed in your Seen di
Heard around Murray article in
INCLUDING •
the April 20th, edition of the
BEST PICTURE
Ledger & Times that you helped
clear up some of the confusion
we have in Murray and
Calloway County concerning
the re-registeration of voters.
I personally think this is a job
that should be done by the
County Court Clerk. I also think
at this time it would benefit
many people in Murray and •
KID SHOW 1:00 SAT. & SUN.
Calloway County if you would
print a follow up and point out • TOM THUMB & LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD
the following things concerning
the re-registration procedure.
*
1. People do not have to be re)1
registered to vote in the May
y
Primary.
2°th Centur
Pre88143
2. All 17-year olds may
register and vote in the May
Primary, provided that they
will be 18 years old by the
general election November 7th.
3. Everyone must be re- * IN THE GREAT TRADITION
registered by the November * OF AMERICAN THRILLERS,
General Election.
COLOR BY DE LUXE**
I would hate to see the same
type of confusion occur in the
process of re-registration as
occured in the registration of
our college students in the past,
in one of our local elections.
Thanks for your heads-up
news coverage of thii moir
LATE SHOW 12:00 MIDNIGHT
important issue.
•
"THE SWINGING STEWARDESSES' 1Yours sincerely,
Gerald Myers
*************

.5a4

!NOMINATED FOR I0 ACADEMY AWARD

CINEMA 2 *

THE FRENCH
!CONNECTION
- ALSO

II

John D. Gr

Hwy 94 1 A

Greciar

TOM At

Steaks - Chops
Specials: Mon., Si
Wed., Ground Sirloi
No. 12th Ext.6,

COMI
insurance CI

Hwy. 011 S. (Hazel H

Wel

*.
Jack's
Lubie & R
1100 Chestnut

-24"""qfplesssw....

-.........-••••••••••••41064
0
1
,
.;11••••••-•.•
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Methodist

Baptist
Sens Grove
Worship Service
11 00 a rh
Evening worship
7:30p.rh

Palestine united
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Sunday School
10 30 a.m.
9 313a m.
Worship Service
South Pleasant Grove
Morriing Vrorship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 00p m.
Good Shepherd United
11 00 a.m.
Worship Service
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School

Emmanuel Missionary
morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
4:30 p.m
West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
6.30p.m.

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45am
Evening Worship
6:3)p.m.

Locust Grove
11 000 m
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Nazarene

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11(Ern.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Skied liver
Morning Worship
11• m
Evening Worship
6- 30p.m
Kirkm• flaptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m .
Evening Worship
7:311p.M.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
.10:50a.M.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.

1114.117-

GM.

hand, lose all the God-given opportunities

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship

for service and most of all, your own
soul Maybe you still have time to
come to church and let it help you decade

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

the direction to go

10 50 a.m.
6 p.m.

Goshen Methodist
WOrShie Services /it 11 a m 1st
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at • 45• in liit
Sundays,
11 • m. 3nd I 10S
& 3rd
Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
10 00a m
Worship Service
Dexter-Margin United
Worship Service 10.00 •.m
lit & Ind Sundays. 11:00 a.m.
Sunday. II:30 p.m
3rd
1st I. 3rd A eh Sunday
Worship Service 10:00 •.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 •.m. lit
Sunday-10 00 a m 2nd., 3rd.
4th Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10 00 a m. Ind.
Sunday: 11 03 a m 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10 00 a m 1st, 3rd
1100 •.m. ISM
dis Sunday
Sunday

Warman Chapel A.M.S.
Worship Services. 11 a.rn.. 7p m
S. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10.30 a.m
Morning Worship
9:3041.m

Seventh Ciay Adventist
10 00 a in
Sabbath School
t 30 a.m
Worship Service

Crafts Unlimited
tat)
1101 Arcadia

h9,1ar.1,s

I

753-6025

HEATING - SHEET METAL

Phone 753-8181

Ewing _Tire Service
Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck & Farm Tires

Alit CONDITIONING
Phone 753-4832

4th at Chestnut

201 S. 7th

$02

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

_Front

Highway 641 North

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Chestnut

JAS. D. CLOPTON DIV
. —..
,. ..... .. .

—

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete Automatic Transmission ServiceEnd Alignment.
-Complete Tune-up A Repair Service-

URGER
QUEEN

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"

Auto Repair

808 Coldwater Rd

753-1751

753.3164

y,

Stokes Tractor & implement Co.

Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM—MGR.
@Opp(' Wiliti

,

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

Sales and Service

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1372
4th at Poplar

Phone 753 11'9

Industrial Road

Orten's TV

Taylor Motors, Inc.

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
Ky. Lake State Park

1

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radio-Stereo-T.V.
1600 Dodson Ave.
753-2900

753-7992

'Ph. 711-3209

Mortittid Hwy. 121

Tucker TV Sales .& Service
Your ;„41.2ffriv
Dealer

Cafe

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".
i
753.3914 I Five Points

-

Mobile Home Courts

753-2411

753-4676

Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Mornlng Services 10 45 A M

Shady Oaks

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
..

First Methodist
S 45111050•m

RI/SHIMS Chapel United
10 a m
Sunday School
11 •in
Morning Worship

Immanuel Lutheran
• Sam1
Sunday School
10 30, in
Morning Worship

100 So. 13th St.

Phone 753-2202

Worship

10 00•.m.
11:004.M.

*Glib Ti,
g- •••••1 11•••• •••••
•••••••••I
••••
•••• ...A
.a,_
41••••
•••••
•• ••
Nom.
• ••• to••I le. vs

10• m
11 • m

Mornino Worship
Sunday School

11a.m.
3 Om

St. Lee Catholic Church
Sunday Mass Ilerrl,11•IT, 4 X
m
4:30 p.m.
Saturday Mass
Christian Science
11 a m
Worship Service
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower
Id 30a in
& tryLim(LifeBit
.

Nes

,KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
,
IPalace
CONTROL

Corvette Lanes -inc.-

IC irkmy Wilted
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
7.00p.m
Evening Worship
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11'00 a m 1st &
2nd Sunday 10 00 a m 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10 00 a in 1st &
2nd Sunday' 11_00 am 3rd & 4th
Sunday
Temple ISM United

Church at Jesus Christ
01 Cotter Day Saints
loam
Sunday Scheel

MR. & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
-._
606 S. 4th
Ph. 753-7494
-

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

• _

Independence United
ist 3rd Sundays
1100 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sundays
7.00 p.m.

Other
Denominations

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

Boone's Incorporated

1415 Main Street

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

First Christian
10:30a.m..7
Worship ServiCelli
m
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 45• m , 7 p.m.

FREE BOOT GIVE AWAY EVERY FRIDAY
(Womens and Men)
753-9885
Boots & Shoes For Any
' Sycamore di eh
Activity Under The Sun
i

5

with oblivion staring you in the face?
It is an unexaggerated testimonial of
weakness. One may loose the bird in the

HIS

ernon's Boot, Shoe & Western
Store and Shoo Repair

\

the wheat, men of strength and character
from those with none. Why compromise

Christian

Morning worship
11 cm.
Evening worship
2:15 p.m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00ANt
Evening Worship
5:30PM

45%,P

the good from the bad; the cheft from

Liberty Cumberiand
10 a.m
Sunday School
Ilem
Worship Service
North Mesant Greve
10a in.
Sunday School
11,,a m
Worship Service
Oak Greve
101.15%.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 ill.rb..3111.tel.
Mews,Pomo.
Ham.
Morning Worship
Evening WlVilp— ?p.m.
First Presbyterian
11:310..m.
Church School
Worship Service
10:45 •.m

Flint Baptist
II a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

when the going gets rough, when you

Presbyterian

New Mt. Carmel Missionery
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
_ .

11*.m.
7p.m.

to oblivion One might lead to
Heaven - the other to hell But why despair
have a decision to make? This may
be the true measure God uses to separate

Church School
WOrStiOD Service

Bethel United
11 00. m.
1st Sunday
7 00 p
2nd & 4th Sundays
9 30. m.
3rd Sunday

West Murray
10 54•.m.
Morning Worship
•p in
Evening WOr•nid
Union Greve
10 SO• in
Morning WOrinii)
4 30 P.m
Evening WerShiP
Seventh & Napier
10 40am.
Worship Service
•p m.
Evening Service
hira Concerti
10 30
Morning Service
7p.m.
Evening Worship
Mesas, Valley
It•in.
Morning Worship
Evening worship
4 P.m -

- when the rood to happiness offers
so much? There are only two marked
ways .. one leads to happiness - the other

Aim. t444.41%
Ila.tit.
Morning worship
7:3011.1111.
Evening worship
ufbet•ii. 31111n101 AWL'
Sunday School
Evening worship
3d.aw
United. NOW CONSIWilli
Sunday School
111111.11116
Worship Services II• m.,7p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
100.1E.
Worship services
11 am..TAB
m
First Assembly Weed

Orace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:411011,11111,
Evening Worship
7 W.M.

&lies
*
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Green Plain
Morniiiu Worship
10'43 a in.
Evening Worship
7 a m.

Pentecostal

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Brooks Chapel United
7 00 p m
1st Sunday
9 30 a m
2nd Sunda Y
11 00a m
3rd & 4th Sundays

University
Morning worship
'0 30•.m.
Evening Worship
6 00p.m.

Murray Church
10a m
Sunday School
llam
Worship Service
Locust Greve Church
11• m
Morning Worship
7p m
Evening Worship

Hazel gaptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.30p.m.

11 a.m.
7p.m.

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.

Faith Baptist
11 A.M.
Morning Worship
6.30 P.M.
Evenkno Worship

1.1 a.m.
a

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Church Of Christ

Law Oak Primitive
2:00 P.AS.
1st. Sunday
3rd. Sunday
10:30

Spring Creek
Morning Warship
Evening Worship

UMW

,
• •••••••••••••••.4110
0"
'
7 •

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Complete Repair Service On All Makes
2 Mi. From-5 Points on N. 16th Ext.

753-2385

1

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

Lassiter & Frankhauser
Glass Company

BOOKS"

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral ili Whirlpool
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

V

-Commercial-ResidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd.
753-7117

Ph. 753-3037

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars

e
f.• 514
aiatga

Sycamore at 12th

Fast Service • Open Sundays
Hwy. 641 North
Phone 753-2700

Restaurant

rdlitZ° 6112
ii,,i mom
-

.toor( paints

.SALES

ROSES)
(

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

. SERVICE

Member FDIC
So. 12th & Story
753-4455

500 Main
753-3231

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
Central Shopping Center
753-7175

Chestnut St.
7511215

aa

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. — PH. 753-5334
Hogs bought daily

The Beauty Box
WANDA NANCE.OWNER

753 8944

.),,
1 .
.."

I

753-7132

705 Chestnut

I

Grecian Steak House

Shirley Florist

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

'
N, ii.

FLOWERS FOR A14 _ OCCASIONS

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin • Thurs.. Chicken • Fri., Fish
No. 12
12th Ext. 641 -Call In Orders to 753-4419

'

WM. E. DODSON, OWNER

Garden Center

500 N 4th

.$-'

753 1717
Murray, Ky.

Ph. 753-1636

50 Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery & Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

PARK RENTAL
Hwy. 94. 1 Mi. E. Murray- Ph. 753-6685

Rt 4,

Benton, Ky,

.,,;;r. -Shirley
..
..0.. i

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

Murray, Ky.

'

Paschall Truck Lines

Joe Morris & Sons
Mobile Homes

- ,„„,,,,

.

COMPLIMENTS

COMPLIMENTS

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
•
COVERING
Benjamin -

Phone 753-8220

Phone 753.6160,

501 N 4th

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales-Service-Parts
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
AuroraComplete
Boating Supplies
68
at
On Hwy.
94 E. At Murrayfla7513734
Co.
Phone 414-2202
Ph. 753-3080
1110 Main

---

Call in Orders 753-7101

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation—Gas & Sewer

Vegetables and Desserts

.

GRAIN DIVISION

flighest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
E.W. Outland, Supt.

Claude Vaughn

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads- Meats

Ph. 642-4624, Paris

Aatil
.

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

753-7334

4

.

•

,.
-

Ph. 753-3571, Murray

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
rritd

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

South 2nd St.,

Phone 753-6448

KellitiliCkli

Serviatz Merray State University
1413 Olive Blvd

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co., Inc.
Distributing Gulf Produrs
Tires-Batteries-Accessories
Ern
Murray, Ky

American

Motors
Cain & Treal Motor Sales

Five Points

Wallace's
Book Store

"BIBLES 11,
RELIGIOUS

17:16.
1)

753-3251

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

,,A HOMEM,'s

Residential - Commercial . Farm -- Building Lobs and
Lake Property—Buying - Selling- Leasing
Pnone 753 7724
518 W. Main

MEMBER F.T.D.
502 N . 4th St.

Fern Terrace Lodge

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

a DISTINCTIONRN
Purdor
fIn
a.
OF
THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call At All Times
1505 Stadium View Drive
753.7109

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Mayfield
247 1487

Murray
753-1323

NV
411

.r.i.

Jones Brothers
Body Shop
BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates.
Ph. 753-7150
Hwy.4415. (Hazel Hwit)

Trenholm's Drive-In

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.
"FOR

Al..L.

YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Lynhurst Resort

Storey's Food Giant

- PIZZA - SPAGHETTI

HENNY*ENNY CHICKEN

Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown—Owners

2S Cent Delivery on All Orders
Be! Air Shopping Cenler

Phone 753-1933

I. Murray, Ky.

12th

PhOne 753.2997

& Chestnut

Phone 436-2345 and 436-5376

,

pool Office Equipment & Supplies

Wells Electric

SALES . SERVICE & RENTALS, '
Typewriters . Adding Machines and
Calculators
7511743
115 So. 4th

..c.

*

Jack's SUper Burger
Lubie & Reba Parrish, owners
1100 Chestnut Street-Phone 753-8488

Ward-Elkins

..... _

RCA WCTONli-FR1GtDA1111*-IVtAY T AG

MACK & MACK
Sales anct Service

It

Authorized Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
-Fiberglass & Aluminum Boat Repairs
. West End E goners Ferry-Hwy 641
Pit 474-2344
Aurora
JIA
4.
_.

Wilt Kenfulky:Ru
—ir 1 fl-i-ifilc
Co-Operative Corp.

Phone 7534713

Phone ,753.5013

•

Si

641 Super Shell

----L_ ,- p Pagliai's.
,,_ -ir,....-

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
Open 6:00 a.m. Close 12:00 p.m.

f El Mara%
FAST•IFREA-140T
510 W Main

e

a'.i..
403 Maple

-

----

DEusysity_

.

753-20S ,

Service
earroVire
•
YOUR UNI ROYAl. TJRE DEALER

1105 Psogue 'i Block E. of S. 12th- Phone 753 1489

South TIM WOO—Phone 133-1P131

.
Susit's Cafe,
--

NbliOrial Hotel Building

1
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COOKING Lassiter Home Is
IS FUN Scene, Methodist
Women's Meeting

Mrs. Max Farley
Hostess For Meet
Of Suburban Club
The Suburban Homemakers
Club met Monday, April 16, in
the home of Mrs. Max Farley
with Mrs. Robert Hendon as
cohostess.
The devotion was taken from
Psalms 37:1-4. The thought for
the month is "success comes in
cans, failures comes in can't."
"Kentucky—Our Land" was
the name of the lesson given by
Mrs. Hendon. She pointed out
several interesting facts about
the state.
Mrs. Holmes Dunn, president,
called the meeting to order. She
the
announced
that
Homemakers' are planning a
trip to Opryiand on Saturday,
May 12.
Mrs. Leon Adams gave the
Landscape notes.
Mrs. Prentice Dunn was
welcomed as a new member.
Mrs. D.E. Yates was a visitor.
Other members present were
Mrs. Lenith Rogers, Mrs. Harry
Russell, Mrs. O.J. Jennings,
and Mrs. Jack Wilson.
The next meeting will be in
the home of Mrs. Robert
Hendon, 909 Waldrop Drive, on
May 14, at 7:30 p.m.

ri3ilq77-1.9,4
APPLEGATE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Applegate of 1606 Sunset Drive.
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Kelly Lee, weighing
—seveckvannds twa warms.lX/1.21
ott Tutieday, April 24, at 6:15
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another daughter.
/
2, and one son, Jay,
Janet,age 41
age 31
/
2. The father is an instructor in the special education
department of Murray State
University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. F. Alexander Applegate of
St. Petersburgh, Fla., and Mr.
and Mrs. W.J. Strange of Annapolis, Md.

Leave children with
trustworthy people
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I am divorced with an &month-old son,
Timmy. Last weekend my boy friend invited me to go to
Las Vegas with him, so I left Timmy with a friend I'll call
Carol. Carol has no children of her own,. but she has
practically raised her younger brothers and sisters so I
thought my baby would be in good hands.
When I came home and went to pick up Timmy, I was
shocked and heartsick. He was all bruised and black and
blue. I asked Carol what happened to him, and she said be
fell off a chair. Abby, he can hardly sit up, and *kat
would an 8-month-old child be doing on a chair? He looked
as if he had been beaten.
I took Timmy home, and now he cries all the time and
seems so weak and unhappy. What should I do? Carol
won't admit to having beaten him, if that's what she did.
I'm so nervous and upset and have no one to talk to. Help
YOUNG MOTHER
me
DEAR MOTHER: Take the baby to • pediatrician fee •
thoro examination to determine whether he has suffered
Internal injuries. You could file charges against Carol for
abusing your child, but you would have to prove It, which
would be virtually impossible. Next time, leave your baby
only with one you are sure you can trust.
DEAR ABBY. I have been married for six years and
have two children. My problem is a husband who never
likes to go out, and I do.
Well, one evening my husband's brother came over
with his wile. The brother w cited to go out, but his _wile_
dictft. The wife herself suggested that HE take me. My
husband told me to go ahead, so I went I hadn't been out
In such a long time I jumped at the chance. We went
dancing and goofing around, and had a good time. We got
home around midnight.
I asked a couple of my friends what they thought, of
thts and one said, "You're lucky to have such an understanding husband."
Another said, "Any man who lets his we go out with
another man can't love her. He must be seeing another
woman."
What is your opinion? And do you see anything wrote
with what I did?
BEWILDERED
DEAR BEE: I'd agree with the first friend. IP. S. An
occasional night out with your brother in law is all right
but don't make a habit of tt.1
DEAR ABBY: Two years ago I had a child out of
wedlock. Because I was prernant, unable to work, and
unmarried. I filed for pail& apt Alter the baby came I was
advised to file a paternite suit against Roy, the baby's
father. Roy admitted paternity, and the court ordered him
to pay me child support every month, which he does
Roy is marrying a girl wilo lives about 50 intles away.
He says his fiancee knows nothing about the child and he
has no intentions of telling her. I think he should. The child
e 'Tittles RoY's last name and it anything shOukl happen to
me, he would have to take the child. Roy is 30 years old,
mates a very good living, and
will be his first marriage.
Would I be out of line to let Roy's fiancee know about
our child? If I were in her piece, I'd want someone to tell
me.
CONSIDERING IT

At4fercl
.

•

DEAR CONSIDERING: Tell Roy he is mareatistac, asfair, and kidding himself if he thinks he can keep this
illegitimate child a secret from his wife forever. I would
not tell the girl. but I would advise you to urge Roy to
before the wedding.

100
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Friday, Aprll 2'7
The Sigma Sigma Sigma
Senior "Send On" will be held at
the Holiday Inn at six p.m.
A Country Music Show will be
held at Lynn Grove School at
seven p.m., sponsored by the
Lynn Grove PTC. Admission is
50 and 75 cents.
Saturday, April 28
State
Murray
Annual
University Alumni Association
Banquet will be at 6:30 p.m. at
the Waterfield Student Union
Building. Special tributes • wilt be made to retiring Murray
State President Harry M.
Sparks and Mrs. Sparks.
Reservations should be made
with the MSU Alumni office in
the Administration Building.
A rummage sale will be held
at the American Legion Hall,
starting at seven a.m., sponsored by the United Methodist
Women of the Lei* Grove
Church.

Sunday, April 29
Daylight saving time begins
at two a.m.Set clocks ahead one
hour.

0

KUBOTA

XuBOTA FILLS THE TRACTOR GAP

- The-United Methodist Women
of the First Church will meet in
Hate Chapel at ten a.m. with
Rev. Amy Hurt of Reelfoot
Mission as speaker.
Group I of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. Harlan Hodges at ten a.m.
Group II of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. W.J. Gibson at two p.m.

The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames George
Hart, Vernon Roberts, W.J.
Gibson, Walter Baker, and Miss
Sue Fairless as hostesses.
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Bob
Billington, Howard Brandon,
John Belt, Ted Bradshaw, and
Jimmy Ford as hostesses.

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Sliced Bananas in
Orange Juice
Phyll's Ham HashPatties
with Poached Eggs and
Broiled Tomatoes
Beverage
English Muffins
PHYLL'S HAM
HASH PATTIES
Corned beef may be used instead of the ham.
1 1/3 cups finely ground cooked
lean ham, firmly packed
1 cup home-cooked mashed potatoes, without added liquid
(packed down)
1/4 teaspoon igeneroust onion
powder
1/4 teaspoon Igenerousi dry
mustard
3 tablespoons I about I milk
Butter
4 poached eggs
Broiled tomatoes
Mix together the ham, potatoes, onion powder and mustard, add just enough milk to
moisten but still have mixture
hold together. Shape into 4 patties Fry the patties in a heavy
skillet in a little hot butter until
hot through and browned on
both sides Serve with a
poached egg on top of each pattie and the broiled tomatoes on
the side. Makes 4 servings.

messime,

NAT RYAN HUGHES
AND

JOHN A. GREGORY, JR.

Wednesday, May 2
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Murray
Country Club. Reservations
should be made with Mrs. Clyde
Adkins 753-7772. Other hostesses
are Mesdames William G.
Emener, Bill Crouse. William
Fandrich, Richard Farrell,
William Furgerson, Henry M.
Fulton, Rune Garland, James
H. Garrison, James H. Green,
and Hal Houstn, Jr. Bridge will
be at nine a.m. with Mrs. Buddy
Spann and Mrs. Lawrence
Philpott as hostesses.
Nature's Palette Garden Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
011ie Brown at eleven a.m. with
Mrs. Emma Knight ip charge of
the program.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Betty June Scott of Murray
Route Seven was discharged
April 24, from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.

ATTORNEYS
ARE PEEASE-D 'Ef) ANNOUNCE
THE ASSOCIATION OF

GARY R. HAVERSTOCK
WITH THE FIRM OF

HUGHES and GREGORY
,

Breakfast Bonus
For variety, adc
cooked meat such
sausage, ham, lunct
frankfurters or chi
to scrambled eggs
being to thidten.

or hers

WITH OFFICES AT

204 South Sixth Street, Murray, Ky.
411111momeolommlwomm.
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Monday, April 30
The Great Books Adults
Discussion Group will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library with
Mrs. Solon Buoy as the leader
on "The Corinthian Letters."

Plymouth Duster
' 2-Door Coupe

Plymouth Duster.

The Community Continuing
Education meeting for nurses
will be held in the conference
room of the Murray-Callowa)
County Hospital at 7:30 p.m
with Dr. Hal Houston as
speaker.

Compare 'em anyway you want. Room? Our
Duster seats five, not four. Why, there's more
hip room in the rear seat of a Duster than in a
Cadillac El Dorado. Ride? D,uster has
torsion-bar suspension. And it's got
power enough to whisk you on and off
an expressway without any worry. Handling?
Duster is small enough, outside, to park tight
and snug. The price? For a little more than those
mini-cars, Duster is a lot more car. We welcome
the opportunity to show you why Duster has
become one of the most popular cars in America.

Compare
any way
you want.

We
well m

Reception honoring Mis,
Clara M. Eagle, retiring
director of galleries and former
chairman of the Art Department
at Murray State
University, will be from seven
to nine p.m., Clara M. Eagle,
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. The public is invited

Tickets for the Charity Ball
for June 2 will go oti,saIetod•y

The Baptist Yotu4
the Acteens, and thi
Action of the Flin
Church presented tr,
for Easter and a pr
Fern Terrace Lodge
nesday evening, Apri
Ginger Colson, Gin/
Marth Beale, Patsy
Gina Miller, Susie Im
Colson, and Lesha
scripture readings.
Maurita Rickma
Miller, Becky lines
Brittian, and Dort
blefield
presente,
testimonies telling al
salvation and how r
has meant and mear
lives.
Songs were sung b3
and their leaders. Th
was closed with a pra
Mrs. Wilma Miller. 7
said the project wa
glory of The Lord ano
received a wonderful
Girls present wet
Stubblefield, Gina Mil
Beale, Beverly Brittia
Beale, Patsy Hopkini
Rickman, Becky Irn
Miller, Gina Hopki
Imes, Ginger Colso
Colson, Ladonne
Shannon Knight, La
Lori Bailey, Kim Fa
Turner, and Tens Bu
Leaders present v
Sue Miller, Baptii
Women, Mrs. Sonc
Acteens, and Mn
Miller, Girls in Actio

FOR THE PRACTICE OF LAW

Young Intermediate to Advanced piano students will be
presented in a recital in the
Choral Room on second floor of
the Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU, at 2:30 p.m.

Tuesday, May 1
The Calloway County High
School FHA will present its
spring style show in Jeffrey
.gym at 7.30 p.m. The girls.will
'model garments they have
"rnaae. The show irireE
open to the public.

Group From F,
Baptist Churcl
Presents Progi

Ourcompactcar
more carthan
theirs.Make us
prove it.

A Flea Mart will be held near
the tennis courts on Chestnut
Street from rune a.m. to three
p.m., sponsored by the MSU
Dames Club

Problems? You'll feel better if yes get If off your cheat.
For a perineal reply, mite to ABBY: Box No. NTS, L. A.,
Calif. SSW. Eseiese stamped vell-aaltreesed ea/reeve.
please.

Kubota—the complete line of
in-between tractors unmatched for
eConomy and adaptability.
You get—more features standard
than others offer only as
extra cost options.
You get—a Category #1 three point
hitch that accommodates
a complete line of plows,
cultivators, harrows,
mowers, etc.
You get— a price so reasonable you
can save by using your
Kubota exclus4vely on
jobs where its size,
maneuverability and
economy really pay off.
See Kubota. You'll be amazed by
its-quality and competitive costs.
Three diesel models to choose
from-17,21 and 26 hp.

Tuesday, May 1
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Vernon Campbell at 1:30 p.m.

Chapter M of the PEO
Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. Edward M.
310 _ Calles
N annelee„
Mayfield, at eleven a.m. with
Charles F. Hinds as speaker.
Note change in meeting time.

CONFIDENTIAL TO "FED UP IN ASHLAND": If yew
"fed up" with people who always drag their kids &ion
le adult parties, don't invite people who always drag their
kids along to adult parties.

Get acquainted
with Kubota and Save.

and persons may call Mrs.
James Ransom 753-3058 or Mrs.
Donald Hunter 753.5918. Mtiait
for the ball at the MSU Student
Union building will be by Burl
Olswanger. Proceeds go toward
Mental Health.

Murray Assembly No. 19
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will Order of the Rainbow for Girls
meet at noon at the club house will meet at theNasonic Hall at
with Mesdames Thomas Brown, seven p.m.
G.B. Scott, Mary Belle Over
bey, and Miss Mary Lassiter as
hostesses.

A Benefit Gospel Sing for
Rodney Paschall will be held at
the Calloway County High
School gym at 7:30 p.m. Advance tickets are one dollar
with admission at the door
being $1.50.

are

Free Delivery in Murray Area

HOMEMAKERS LEADERS of Calloway County Clubs were taught a lesson on "Making Candle
Holders Out of Tin Cans" by Mrs. Carl Raidt of Sedalla at the County Extension Office. Clubs and
their leaders present were, left to right, front row, Mrs. Verona Grogan, Town & Country, Mrs.
Robbie Witherspoon, South Murray, Mrs. Raidt, Mrs. Mary Alice Gee, Paris, Road, Mrs. Clyde
Wrather, Harris Grove; second row, Mrs. Virginia Henry,South Murray, Mrs. Janice McClinton and
Mrs. Mildred Cherry, Sunnyside, Mrs. Audrey Futrell and Mrs. Edna Cobb, Wadesboro, Mrs.
Margaret Roach, Paris, Road, Mrs. Anna Lou Jones, Harris Grove, and Mrs. Hilda Orr, South
Pleasant Grove.

The United Methodist Women
Coles Camp Ground
of the
Church held their regular
monthly meeting on Wednesday, April 18, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
home of Mrs. Charlie Lassiter.
Mrs. Maurice Crouse led the
Bible lesson from the book of
Jude.
A candlelight Easter service
was presented by Mrs. Keith
Letterman, Miss Gwenith
Crouse, and Miss Kathy Scott.
The business session was held
and refreshments were served
by the hostess.
Those present were Mrs,
Maurice Crouse. Mrs. Austelle
Crouse, Mrs. Keith Letterman,
Mrs. Homer Fred Williams,
Mrs. Marvin Scott, Mrs. John
Jones, Mrs. Charlie Lassiter,
Miss Gwenith Crouse, Miss
Kathy Scott, and Miss Dianne
Jones.
The next regular meeting will
be held on Wednesday, May 16.
at seven p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Keith Letterman.
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Group From Flint
Baptist Church
Presents Program

Horn-Crass Vows To Be Read

Miss Carol Diane Horn

Mrs. Jennings Is
Hostess At Meet;
Mrs. Kelly Honored

For his graduation...
or hers.. give the watch with
tuning fork accuracy

The Sunnyside Homemakers
Club held its April lOttimeeting
at ten-thirty o'clock in the
morning at the home of Mrs.
Edwin Jennings in the North
Hills Subdivision.

Bulova Accutronr
The most welcome gift of all is an
Accutron by Bulova. So precise is
the Accutron tuning fork
movement that accuracy is
guaranteed to
-vow
within a minute
a month.•
See our full

Mrs. Danny Kelly, president,
presided and Mrs. Mickey
Cherry read the scripture.
Thirteen members answered
The roil'an with their personal
thoughts about Easter.

seleetton'tif •

Accutron
models now.
From $100.

and
The
secreatary4
treasurer's reports were given
by Mrs. Keys McCuiston who
said that the fifty dollars earned
through the bake sale would be
donated toward the purchase of
the rescue tool, Jaws of Life:

4ipt.

P

Are"

Mrs. Kelly reported on the
executive council meetin4. The
club voted to participatan the
County Homemakers Chorus
and to assist in baby sitting
service for chorus members.
Membership surveys were
completed.

ACCUTRON
GALENDAIN
$1 51.

Furches
Phone 753-2835

113 S. 4th

'Wo will adjust to this tolerance, If decease'', Guarantee is for one year.
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Mrs. Max Dowdy announced
that the members would meet
at Jane's Ceramic dievfor a
craft day.
The group voted to sell
decorative paper napkins as a
fund raising project.

Following a potluck luncheon,
Mrs. Danny Kelly was surprised with a baby-to-be
shower. Pink and blue bootees
lecorattei the sheet cake served
See us for the material for
w with pink punch. Pink and blue
a tiaby napkins were used.
your Prom dress!
li
a
The next meeting will be held
a May 8 at 10:30 a.m. at the home
of Mrs. Danny Phillips.
let us help you with:
.
a
your needs.

BRIDES

.
a

BRIDAL MATERIAL
Sunshine Club Has
Silk Organza
a
a
:
Peaude Sole
a•
Meet, Easley Home
c
a
c•
and Lace Trim
a
The Sunshine Homemakers
Club met in the home of Mrs.
of.
:
;
Brim
Wide
Sheer
a
a Lenda Easley on Wednesday,
.
•
a
a April 18, at ten o'clock in the
Floppy Hats
r
3
a
)
W ,
Whites & Pastels a7. morning for the regular
a
meeting.
Pieces
c Head
aa
BRIDAL VEILS
'
c
Mrs. Jean McClure, vicea
brides &
Calfdlelights & White.; president, presided. Mrs.
cL for
Maids. Plenty of illusion to go i Vernoica Elkins read the
:
, A es
.Bride's
devotion from Psalms 37:1-4
a
and the thought, "Success
Pastels
&
White
with
:
them.
s
a
a
comes in cans, failures come in
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- For Fine
a
for
The lesson on "Mexican
members of the .I:
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Nesbitt Fabric Shop
4 Miles South- on-Murray on 641
Phone 492-821 1

a

Easley who served a Mexican

11
lunch to the members and two
a
s
visitors, •
4,
The next meeting will be held
a
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Salon Treats Beauty Problem
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newstaatures Writer
In spring when women shop
for new clothes, Nicole Ronsard
does a thriving business at her
beauty salon in New York. But
many women never hear of her,
she says.

Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd W. Horn,,1713 Calloway Avenue, Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
oldest daughter, Carol Diane, to Joseph Harrison Crass, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Crass of Kirksey.
Miss Horn is a student at Murray High School where she will be
a junior this fall. Mr. Crass attended Calloway County High
Miller Girls in Action.
School and is employed in Murray.
The wedding will be an event of Sunday, June 17, the 23rd
-Wedding iimuversieioThlii paren.The ceremony 1111 be read at
Breakfast Bonus
three o'clock in the afternoon at the First Baptist Church,
For variety, add chopped Murray.
cooked meat such as bacon,
Following the wedding the reception will be held in the Comsausage, ham, luncheon meat, munity Room of the Murray Federal Savings and Loan Building,
frankfurters or chipped beef Main and Seventh Streets, Murray.
to scrambled eggs as they
No formal invitations will be sent and all friends and relatives
being to thicken.
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

ACCU111001
110.1111
$165

June Wedding Planned

.1

Women Refuse To Talk About

The Baptist Young Women,
the Acteens, and the Girls In
Action of the Flint Baptist
Church presented tray favors
for Easter and a program at
Fern Terrace Lodge on Wednesday evening, April 18.
Ginger Colson, Gina Hopkins,
Marth Beale, Patsy Hopkins,
Gina Miller, Susie Imes, Luana
Colson, and Lesha Bucy had
scripture readings.
Maurita Rickman, Patty
Miller, Becky Imes, Beverly
Brittian, and Dortha Stubblefield
their
presented
testimonies telling about their
salvation and how much God
has meant and means to their
lives.
Songs were sung by the girls
and their leaders. The program
was closed with a prayer led by
Mrs. Wilma Miller. The leaders
said the project was for the
glory of The Lord and each one
received a wonderful blessing.
Girls present were Dortha
Stubblefield, Gina Miller, Diane
Beale, Beverly Brittian, Martha
Beale, Patsy Hopkins, Maude
Rickman, Becky Imes, Patty
Miller, Gina Hopkins, Susie
Imes, Ginger Colson, Luana
Colson, Ladonne Roberts,
Shannon Knight, Lesha Bucy,
Lori Bailey, Kim Farley, Edie
Turner, and Tens Bucy.
Leaders present were Mrs.
Sue Miller, Baptist Young
Women, Mrs. Sondar Rice, Acteens, and Mrs. Wilma

a
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on May 16 at 12:30 p.m. in the
home of Mrs. Jean McClure.

"My business is never word of
mouth,- she observed the other
day."Women do not discuss the
beauty problem I treat.... But
they become more aware of it
whenever they shop for a new
wardrobe..."
Mme. Ronsard is an expert in
the treatment of cellulite - in
France it is a well-known
condition that affects the moat
susceptible area, the thighs,
and other parts of the body
including back, upper arms,
and knees. But the condition
usually is not singled out for
treatment an the United States,
"although a large percentage of
women suffer from it" she
explained
LUMPS AND BUMPS
Cellulite - lumps, bumps,
ridges and globs of matter
under the skin -- is accepted by
American women as just
another indication of fat that
they cannot control. But it is
treated by doctors, hospitals,
clinics andy beauticians in
France, Mme. Ronsard commented.
In her salon she uses the
French treatment method that
includes automated massage,
updating the treatment with two
machines
- Bat-one need-not go to a mien
to have it done, she explained,
one reason she wrote the book,
"Cellulite - Those lumps,
bumps and bulges you couldn't
lose before."
How do you recognize
Mme. Ronsard
cellulite?
suggests gripping thighs between the thumb and index
finger or between the palms of
both hands.
"If cellulite is present the skin
will ripple and resemble an
orange peel or cattage cheese,"
she remarked "and there might
be a little sensitivity."
LOOK IN MIRROR
At a more advanced stage the
ripples are noticed just by
looking in a fall length mirror at
an affected area such as the
thighs, and women in that
category often feel the most
despair.
"They cannot wear pants or
shorts and the condition emberresses.t*m. Some wmum
must go to the water's edge at
the beach before they remove a
long robe that covers their
thighs..."
In fact French women
describe the condition as
culottes de c eval (riding
breeches) teca
one's thighs
fall into th
hape with
cellulite, but it was Swedish
massage experts who first
observed "the presence of the
lumpy node-like formations"

which they began treating by
massage, she says. They have
referred to it as paniculite,
myocellulite and cellulite, the
name adopted by the French.
She had been told by doctors
that cellulite occurs when the
waste removal process slows
down in an area Water and
waste..., thicken forming the
bulgy bumps. One client, a yoga
teacher, insists her condition
was the result of having had a
baby But many of Mme.
Ronsard's clients are slim
models who have never been
married. In many respects the
actual cause is a mystery and
even after it is corrected a
maintenance program must be
used to keep it off, she commented
DIETING DOESN'T HELP
"Dieting doesn't help unless it
is combined with exercise,
massage and drinking enough
water to eliminate the cellulite
%that breaks down," she ex-

forth in opposite directions to
form an "S" fold) and wringing
(an "S" formation done without
picking up the flesh -- a deep
action massage that involves
twisting flesh back and forth
with the hands.) Deep stroking
ends every massage (heavy
pressure towards the heart
which therapists believe
relieves congestion and speeds
removal of waste matter from
tissues).
The hose air treatment she
gives in her salon may be done
at home with a garden hose arid
lots of water pressure, she
advises.
Before coming to the United
States six years ago, Mme.
Hansard lived in Paris where
she graduated from a school
specializing in the science of
body shaping But before that

Although
she
stresses
massage, she cautions against
massaging so hard one bruises
the skin. Sitting in a tub is a
good time to work on one's legs
and thighs. Hips and buttocks
might be massaged when one is
towel drying. In fact, she
suggests, once...Un-:knack is
acquired, one can ,massage
when one is wetsLhs television
or sitting in a car or any other
time
Keeping in mind that legs
should always be massaged
towards the heart, she suggests
live massage movements In.....
help break down cellulite stroking (preparing the skin by
using
upward
sliding
movements) kneading
(grabbing "a hunk of flesh,"
lifting it away from the unstructure
and
derlying
squeezing it with the fingers or
whole hand) knuckling (a
crushing movement done in
circular direction with fingers
curled so that the knuckles
press the skin) "S" formation
(using the thumb and forefinger
of both hands to lift up a portion
of flesh running hands back and

4

Miss Shelia Adams

•

Mr. and Mrs. B.R. Adams of Coldwater announce the 7
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
Shelia, to Darrell Cleaver, son of Mr and Mrs. Cecil Cleaver of )
I,
Alma Route One.
The bride-elect is a junior at Calloway County High School.
Mr. Cleaver is a 1970 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is now self employed.
A June wedding is planned.
Mrs. J. B.Darkest+

Pb.7/3-1911

7111.41141

istmon't- at&
To The Voters of ...
New Concord, Clayton Creek, Murray II
(City Hall) and Murray IN
(Old High School).
PLEASE

PICTURE-PRETTY—Spring
flowers blossom out in poppy red, lavender, and gold
on this white cotton satin
formal worn by 1973 Maid
of Cotton Debra Ploch. By
Teal Traina, the V-necked
gown is cut deep in back
and set off with a ribbon.
striped belt. A matching
triangular scarf completes
the look.

Deanna Kaye Cooper
Honored At Tea At
Lynn Grove Church
Miss Deanna Kaye Cooper,
May 18th bride-elect of Richard
West, was honored with a
lovely miscellaneous bridal tea
on Saturday April 14, from two
o'clock to four o'clock in the
afternoon at the Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church.
The charming hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs. Rodney
Warren, Mrs. Roger Cooper,
Mrs. Dorothy Morton,end Mrs.
Billy Murdock.
The honoree chose to wear for
the special occasion alight pink
long sleeve knit dress and was
presented a corsage of white
carnations touched in hot pink,
by the hostesses. Her mother,
Mrs. 011ie Cooper, wore a
corsage of white porn poms.
Miss Phyllis Wiley, friend of
the bride, presided at the
register table, which was
covered in a hot pink floor
length, net-over -satin
tablecloth. The guests were
asked to sign the register book
with a hot pink plume pen.
The beautifully appointed tea
table was overlaid with a white
lace over hot-pink satin
tablecloth and centered with a
hot pink Marabou feather doll
between two light pink candles.
Crystal appointments were
used. Hot pink punch, decorated
cakes, nuts, and mints were
served.
The gifts presented to the
honoree were displayed on
tables overlaid with light pink
cloths.
Approximately eighty persons called or sent gifts daring
the afternoon hours,

4
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Public Relations Notebook
By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University
The relationship existing requirements. He needs to be
between an employer and em- satisfied for his safety. He
ployee is one of the most im- needs to be satisfied as to his
portant aspects of any social status. And, perhaps,
business organization. It is most of all, he needs to be
the degree of this relationship satisfied as to his ego,
which in the long run will
Physical needs are in
reflect the measure of success reference to an employee's
of any business.
food and clothing and other
Of the many relationships daily requirements which are
existing between employer derived from his paycheck
and employee, the basic needs His safety stems from
of a good employee is assurance that his job is perprobably most important. It manent. His social need is
concerns four main areas. An satisfied by the feeling of
employee needs to be satisfied being accepted. And his ego
physical need is for personal selfhis
to
as

esteem and thefeeling that he
is doing what is asked of him.
Proper communication between employer and employee
is the key to a continuous and
successful relationship. Along
with a good communication
system is the need for respect
on the part of both employer
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and employee.
his worth to the organization_ w toward his work. When a
worker assumes a job and the
The biggest problem in em- of which he is a part.
responsibility that goes along
ployer-employee relationships
The way an employee is
with it on a hit or miss
more often is in the attitude treated and efforts to keep
of a company, the employer, him informed and acquainted
relationship the result is
rarely satisfactory to either
toward assuring the worker with all aspects of his job are
employer or employee.
that he is accepted as an in- main factors in an employee
The same basic funtegral part of the firm which doing A proper job and mainemploys him and recognizes taining the right attitude damentals of employer-
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FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1373
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
.to the stars.
ARff
CyI,t
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
An •'iffy" sort of day, much
depending on your initiative and
approach. You have plenty of
planetary backing to carry out
worthwhile moves and plans,
however.
TAURUS
21 to May 211
-----Apr.
You can manage in betterthan-average fashion now, but
must take precautions not to
underestimate or aearevaluate
new propositions—OR the
competition.
II
GEMINI
May 7/ to June 21i
Here is a splendid day for
handling both routine matters
and unusual undertakings. New
advances indicated in projects
which have been standing still.
CANCER
1June 22 to July 731
Reflexes, intuition and
business acumen should be keen
now. Especially favored under
day's aspects: Research,
merchandising, business transactions in general
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
By-pan the irrelevant and
frilolous. You can make top
rank gains if you concentrate
only on the worthwhile, displaying your capabilities effectually.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
eribe averse to making
changes that offer 'definite
advantages. More interest in
things other than the material

employee relationships apply
to any business, whether it
employs thousands or one
which employs only a half
dozen.
This very important area
boils down to the fact that
when the relationship is in its
proper perspective a firm has
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employees • _who are hapiA
satisfied end sincerely ha%c
the interest of the firm at
heart. If the relationship is
weak, a firm will have employees who are interested in
only two things - when 5
o'clock rolls around each day
and the day they receive their
Pay sheds,

JUST IN TIME FOR MOTHER'S DAY GIVING!

LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Waste no time getting this day
out of the planning stage and
into enthusiastic, well-executed
action. Any possible opposition
should stimulate you—not
annoy.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Generally, you react to all
situations brightly. Keep in
form now. You should be
sparkling with ideas, plans, new
and more efficient procedures.
SAGITTARIUS_ __,Jfiert
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "
Faced with a decision
regarding your home or career,
take time to think things over.
Leaving everything status quo
just MIGHT be the wisest
course.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You can take a lot of strain off
next week by lining up
programs and anticipated
activities for study now. You
may need help with some of
your problems.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Dominating influences are
happily on the friendly, social
side, but a serious note here and
there indicates a need tor
studying situations, backgrounds, people.
PISCES
.
)(C
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Deal only with the soundly
feasible. Don't worry over petty
matters, het do by-pass overly
ambitious projects. Many
"little" things offer so many
benefits'
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with unusual sensitivity, a great appreciation
beauty and of the arts. Your
love for home and tradition are
deep-rooted, and you make
excellent historians. You are
fond of travel and of social life,
yet wish your home life to
remain constant. Your tenacity
and determination, often in the
face of obstacles, coupled with
your many talents, could
produce top-rank achievement.
Taureans often accomplish in
more than one career during a
busy lifetime. Medicine, art,
invention, sculpture, literature
and the entertainment fields are
strongly represented in Taurus.
Birthdate of: James Monroe,
5th Pres., U.S.A.
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Public Relations Is Big Business In Largest States
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Public relations is a big business for the nation's two most
populous states;
Such spending in California
and New York illustrates the
size to which state public relations can grow.
In New York, taxpayers support a $4.25-million-a-year public relations Operation; Californians pay out millions that go
into a daily cascade of press
releases, pamphlets, books on
state government, tourist brochures, state agency reports
and for the salaries of hundreds
of persons responsible for producing this information.
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The taxpayer's dollar also the $29,875 a year earned by
contributes to a certain amount Reagan's press secretary Ed
of image-polishing by state bu- Gray.
reaucrats and politicians.
New York Gov. Nelson A.
Although accurate figures are Rockefeller's public relations
hard to come by, it is esti- staff costs $555,000 annually in
mated that New York has salaries and other expenses, acabout 300 employes working full cording to the Budget Division,
time in public relations. California has about 120 working
for state agencies, and considerably more if one counts aides
to the state's 120 legislators and
Gov. Ronald Reagan's eightmember public information
staff.
Among the hundreds of high
Salaries for these people in school juniors and seniors
California range'from the $10,- visiting
State
Murray
606 paid a beginning PIO, to University this spring as they
The $4.25 million spent on all contemplate' their college
educations were 73 from
DuPont Manual High School,
Louisville, who rolled onto the
campus Thursday ( April 19)
aboard two chartered buses.
For the next 24 hours they
were given the red carpet
treatment by Murray State
President Harry M. Sparks and
a score of more top academic
and administrative officials.
Upon their arrival, they were
greeted by President and Mrs.
•Peach
Sparks at a coke party at
•Apricot
"Oakhurst," the traditional
•Cherry
Univerthe
of
home
sity's presidents, after which
3.49 or
they were housed in various
dormitories for the night.

public relations in New York
State represents slightly more
than one-tenth of one per cent
of the $3.5 billion annual state
operating budget.
California officials said they
could not say how much money
is spent on PLO work, but state

DuPont Students Given Tour Of
Murray State Campus Recently

3/$10

2.39 or 5/$10

FLOWERING SHRUBS

e. 1.39 or 57$5
NOTE: SPECIALS GOOD ONLY SAT
& SUN., APRIL 28 b 29

PlANTLAND
The Gift & Garden Spot of the Lakeland

Jct Hwy. 68 & 641, 5 Miles No. of Benton
at the "Y"
Open

every Day 9 till Dart

Bank Cards Welcome

Following the dinner in the
Harry Lee Waterfield Student
Union Building, the group attended a performance of
"Rosencrantz and Gildenstern
Are Dead," presented by the 1
Department of Theatre Arts in
the trffiveilifyITI0Stre,-and'at
10:30 p.m. were treated to a
dance party with the music
provided by Phi Mu Alpha's
"Men of Note," a popular
campus band.
Friday morning before
leaving for home and a tour of
Kentucky Dam, the group met
briefly with Dr. Sparks and
academic deans in the Blackburn Science Building before
being escorted on special interest, tours of the campus.
In charge of the group were
Joe Curtsinger, a guidance

counselor at Manual; Mrs.
Martha Neale Cooke, a ninth
grade counselor; and Mrs.
business
Gillenwater, a
education teacher, at Louisville
School.
Curtsinger, a 1949 graduate of
Murray State, is a native lof
Fancy Farm in Graves County.

CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP) —
Cincinnati Patrolman James
Howard says he still loves his
job — despite being bitten by a
person for the third time in a
year.
"I don't know why this happens to me.. maybe I just taste
good," Howard, 25, said
Wednesday, a day after he was
bitten by a woman.
He didn't need another tetanus shot though. His last one,
two months ago, "was still
good." That came after a burglary suspect bit him in the

Capitol reporters estimate the
figure at about $2 million annually.
"Public information is so difficult to label," said A. Alan
Post, the California Legislature's nonpartisan fiscal adviser. "It's so difficult to extract. We were unable to put on
any kind of meaningful price
tag. We finally threw up our
hands."
The output of the PIOs is impressive. For example, during
a typical 2/
2-hour period at Cal1
ifornia's state Capitol at Sacramento, 18 press releases were
tossed into the "in" basket of
The Associated Frets' bureau
there — about one every eight
minutes.
The state operates its own
printing plant, which did $18
million worth of work last year,
including $6.34 million for textbooks, $6.6 million for state
agencies and $3.9 million for
the legislature.
Among its products is a free,
full color 24-page brochure on
''California — The Golden
State,' and other full color
pamphlets on the legislature, as
well as a hardbound "Blue
Book" on state government
published every four years.

State agencies, independent
boards, legislative committees
and the governor's office issue
a stream of annual or monthly
reports, usually mimeographed
on colored paper and ranging
into the hundreds of pages.
Capitol reporters estimate they
get such reports on an average
of once a day.
State lawmakers are entitled
to taxpayer-paid "informational
mailings" to constituents. The
80 assembly members get three
a year, and the 40 senators are
allotted 15 cents per registered
voter, which usually boils down
to two mailings a year.
Buried deep in the Capitol at
Sacramento is a small television studio where a lawmaker
can appear in front of a huge
blowup of the domed Capitol
building and make a film clip
for home district television stations, if he wants to hire a
cameraman. There are also facilities for preparing tapes for
home town radio stations.
Figures on the publicity expenditures of the New York
Legislature are not available
from any official source, but an
examination of payroll records
Indicates the cost for the Assembly and Senate approaches

WALLIS DRUG

$500,000 annually.
The next largest state public
relations operation is the $298,000 a year apparatus of the Department of Environmental
Conservation.
What is the purpose of the
enormous publicity apparatus?
The official answer is that it
serves to let the people know
what their state government is
doing.
The public relations operation
does make large amounts of information available to the public and the media. But there is
a tendency, in the view of
many reporters, for the government apparatus to portray all
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decisions as bold and decisive
and to give as little publicity as
possible to actions likely to
arouse public ire.
Rockefeller's public relations
staff worked feverishly to cultivate the flurry of headlines that
followed his proposal for mandatory life imprisonment for
drug dealers. News conferences
were staged, letters of support
were released, television cameras were summoned.
But when the governor decided to dump the plan in the
face of legislative opposition,
no announcement il/E1.5 made.
His decision was revealed in an
off-the-cuff remark at an impromptu news conference.
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Knicks To Try To Clinch
NBA Playoff Series Play
By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Paul
Silas and Dave DeBusschere,
two of the best rebounders and
defensive forwards in basketball, will resume their private
war within a war tonight when
the New York Knicks seek to
end their National Basketball
Association playoff series
against the Boston Celtics.
The Knicks lead the Celtics 32 in the best-of-7 Eastern Conference finals and a victory in
tonight's nationally televised
ABC, 9 p.m., EST) game
would Move them into the NBA
finals against the defending
champion Cm Angeles Lakers,
who beat Golden State 4-1 in
the West.
•Meanwhile, the American
Basketball Association's championship playoff series between
the Kentucky Colonels and Indiana Pacers gets under way
Saturday in a nationally televfsed game at Louisville, Ky.
Both those teams finished
second during the regular season, but Kentucky defeated
Carolina 4-3 for the East Division title and Indiana took Utah
4-2 for the West Division crown.
Silas, the 6-foot-7 veteran who
came to the Celtics from Phoenix following last season in exchange for the rights to Charlie
Scott, was an unlikely hero in
Boston's 86-97 victory in Game

No. 5 Wednesday night. He
scored just nine points-but
they included a 30-foot bank
shot that was the Celtics' only
basket in the final eight minutes, and two free throws with
seven seconds left on the clock
which put the Celtics on top for
good.
DeBusschere, meanwhile,has
does his usual workmanlike
job, which has been good
enough to earn him All-Star
and All-NBA defensive team
honors. He's averaging 17.8
points and 9.4 rebounds per
game against Boston, and
knows he'll have to concentrate
on keeping Silas away from the
boards.
If the Celtics win, the seventh
and deciding game will be
played in Boston Sunday afternoon. If not, the Knicks go on
to meet Los Angeles-and Boston, the team with the best
regular-season record in the
NBA, will go home.

Thoroughbreds Take 5-1
Win Over Memphis State

Steuber laced a single to drive
By MIKE BRANDON
in Bono with the tying run.
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
It's nice to have rolled up one Englar helped his own cause by
of the best records in the history reaching base on a bunt single
of the school but there are more to fill the sacks.
now
challenges
Memphis State brought in
serious
a lefthanded pitcher to throw
awaiting the Murray State
to lefthanded bitter David
baseball Thoroughbreds.
Hughes. This time, playing
After chalking up a 5-1 win
the percentages didn't work
yesterday afternoon at Memand Hughes walked to force
phis State University, the
In the tie breaking run.
Thoroughbreds have now all but
It appeared that the threat
closed their regular season.
Only the makeup of a rained might be over when Steve
out game now stands between Coulson hit a slow roller to first.
the 'Breds and the crucial The firstbaseman threw the ball
playoff series for the Ohio wide of the plate and two more
Valley Conference Cham- runs came in, giving Murray a
pionship next weekend. And 4-1 lead.
The final tally of the inning
that makeup game could be a
came across when Barrett
very important one.
Wednesday the
Next
Thoroughbreds will journey to
Carbondale to meet the Salukis
Illinois
Southern
from
University. The Salukis are
currently ranked 10th in the
nation and a win over SIU could
be a factor in whether or not
Murray State receives an NCAA
By BOB COOPER .
bid.
By The Associated Press
Press Writer
Associated
.The
was
yesterday
victory
BASKETBALL - . .
The older horses run for the
for
row
in
a
eighth
the
UNIONDALE, N.Y. - Kevin
money Saturday at the nation's
Murray and leaves Coach
Loughery, former coach of the
major race tracks, while the
diamond
Reagan's
Johnny
Philadelphia 76ers, has signed
younger ones run for gold and
r.eason
5-9
crew
with
a
coach
a five-year contract to
glory and a chance at Amerrecord.
the New York Nets of the
It was junior righthander ica's greatest prize in thoroughAmerican Basketball AssociEngler from Frederick, bred racing.
Greg
ation.
There are 250,000 prizes at
---7-4-Marylend who- eitioyadr-the
race tracks across the
four
yesterday.
starring
role
GOLF .
°
Engler threw a five hit country Saturday, but the interDALLAS- Don Bies fashionallowance
the masterpiece in going the nine est lies in a $10,000
DENVER AP - Roscoe ed a five-under-par 65 for
Churchill Downs where
at
race
mound.
distance
on
the
innings
Tanner, a Stanford University first-round lead in the Byron Englar's control was superb as eight horses probably will
.
political science major, used a Nelson Golf Classic.
their last prep before
NAGOYA, Japan - Masahi he gave up only one walk during make
booming serve and a blistering
Kentucky Derby,
week's
next
his
retained
and
his
stint
forearm to upset top-seeded "Jumbo" Ozaki of Japan shot sharpness in the cold weather to the premier classic in Amerian
eight-under-par
one64
for
a
Ken Ftosewall 6-1,6-2 Thursday
can thoroughbred racing.
record five strikeouts.
night in a second-round match stroke lead after the first round
The Stepping Stone Purse,
The win gives Engler a 4-1
of the $113,200 csanicka Crown
of the 250,000 United Bank Tenworksheet for the season. If the with such stars as Shecky
Golf
Tournament.
nis Classic.
playoff series goes the full three Green, restless Jett and Carl
With the victory, the 21-yeaHORSE RACING
games,Engler is expected to be Count, comes on the heels of
rold left-hander moves into a
LEXINGTON,Ky.- My Gal- on the mound for the game that Thursday's Bluegrass Stakes at
quarterfinal match today with lant, 231,20, posted a narrow
will decide the champion in the nearby -Keeneland where My
Tom Leonard of Chicago who triumph in the
Gallant surprised a field of nine
$50,000 added OVC.
easily downed Tom Gorman of Blue Grass Stakes at
with a narrow victory and alKeeneMemphis State touched
Seattle 6-2,6-2 Thursday.
most a certain berth in the
land.
Engler in the second inning
$125,000 Derby at Churchill
for a run on a single, a walk
Downs next weekenZ. and another single. From
In fact, it is more than likely
that point on, Engler was in
6161:=Z6/6
that at least six of the nine
complete control.
Murray threatened in the Bluegrass . finishers will chalest_
da tifLt_Ah
illi
second inning when shortstop lenge ;the 4-5 Derby favorite
Leon Wurth and leftfielder Secretariat in the 11,4-raile race
become the most fa_..ictuhite
slaird
.e!
- ,two; out that has
*61•11'
sing . But they were
stranded and Memphis State of sports.
My Gallant, held off the pace
CO OP1RATION
held at 1-0 lead after three inby jockey Angel Cordero Jr.,
nings.
Mike Bono drew a walk aft4r ran through the middle of a
one man was out in the fourth cavalry charge with half a furinning. Leon Wurth followed long left and won the Bluegrass
with a walk and men were on by a head over Our native, the
winner earlier of the Flamingo
first and second.
Wurth was forced at second Stakes in Florida.
Warbucks, the darling of Bill
when White reached first on a
Pol. Ad paid for by Hafford James,222 South 12th
fielder's choice with Bono Hartack, winner of more DerStreet, Murray, Ky.
bies than any other active jocktaking third.
Freshman catcher Gene ey, and Arkansas Derby winner

Sports In
Brief

Let Us Pull
Together
Vote for Courage,
Honesty & Sincerity

HAFFORD JAMES
for SHERIFF
Arrow Glass

• A,
Itif0
Hull Type:
LOA: 17' 4"
Beam: 84"
Depth: 40"
Max. H.P.: 186
Approx. Wt. 1830 to 1910
Capacity: 8 Pass./1215 the.

Standard Failures: Positive Foam Flotation /
Mechanical Steering / Insulated Ice Box /
Pump and Blower / 18 Gal. Tank with Electric
Gaoge / Full Canvas / Tempered Glass Shield
/ Transom Boarding Steps
Options: Forward Tonneau

1WE HAVE IN S1QCK1
Grayson McClure d-b-a HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,INC
Panorama Shores on Kentuci.y Lake
M East out of Murray to 230 to 114 to Panorama
, Jerry Henry, Don or Grayson McChtre
See Dane McClure
_

Happy Holiday Travel
INCORPORATED
PAN012.
01% SHORES
Demonstration
Available Early Evenings & Holidays

Impecunious, finished in a dead
heat for third in the 1,,e-mi1e
Bluegrass, producer of nine of
the last 14 Kentucky Derby
winners.
Following in order were
Forego, Navajo, Royal and
Regal, gtariers, and Hearta
-d
Lettuce.
Royal and Regal, the last
hope of A. I. Savin's Aisco
Stable, for a victory in the 99th
running of the Derby, was first
from the gate in the Bluegrass
at Keeneland and held the lead
for the first three furlongs with
Hearts of Lettuce on his heels
for most of the way.
Meantime, Corder() had My
Gallant in fourth position about
.,..
seven lengths off the pace until
he had made his move near-die
head of the stretch and charged
between horses for the victory.
Our Native, owned by Mrs.
M. J. Prichard and Bill Besseguej.:--k, was held by jockey
Don Brumfield just behind the
winner and followed My _Gallant in the charge to the wire.'
After Royal and Regal relinquished his lead early in the
stretch run, Impecunious went
to the front briefly, but faded
as My Gallant and Our Native
made their-bids-InaperzuniOu4.
finished in a dead heat, with
Ed Elzemeyer's Warbucks for
third money.
Overlooked in the betting, My
Gallant paid $31.20 for a win
wager, after spinning the 1 1-8
miles in 1:49 3-5.
Saturday's highlight is the

Mite Phone
436-5483

$10,000 Stepping Stone Purse at
Churchill Downs -- minor compared with the biggies for the
older horses - with speedster
Shecky Green and others making a last-ditch effort for a Des-At Hollywood Park, Ancient
3-3 in stakes races at seven furlongs, goes against a
Kentucky Derby nominee, Groshawk, in the 00,000-added Inglewood Stakes wherre 10 3year-olds will contest a sevenfurlong event.
Ftokeby Stables Summer
Guest and Ogden Phipps' Numbered Account are the top entries in a field that is expected
10-12 at Aqueduct for the
top flight handicap, also a 00,000-added event on a Saturday
whom money is comparatively
slight and dreams are thcorder
of the day.
Ten are entered in Arlington
Park's $50,000 Governor's Cup
Handicap, with Gentle Smoke
top weighted at 119 pounds, giving two pounds to Super Sale
and four to Burning On.
At Golden Gate Fields, a field
of eight is expected for the $50,000 Golden Gate Handicap for
3-year-olds and up with Randy
.Schacht ...aboard the. -1,averite
Wing Out carrying top weight
of 124 pounds.
Other features of the day include the Bay State Handicap
at Suffolk Downs at 1 1-16 mile
and the Riggs Handicap at the
same distance over the turf at
Pemlico.

Whalers And Jets To
Bottle For WHA Title
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New England's Tom Earl
scored his first playoff goal and
Winnipeg's Ernie Wakely
recorded his second shutout-so
it's the Whalers and Jets who'll
be battling for the Avco World
Trophy, the infant World Hockey Association's version of the
Stanley Cup.

AWMOVIIIIAMIMA MI13

Murra
Peach

By Steve I

rolled out to the firstbaseman, Illinois University Wednesday
will begin at 4 p.m.
scoring Hughes.
Today at 2:30 p.m. the freshOnly in one other inning did
man Thoroughbreds will face
Murray threaten to score.
Three Rivers Junior College of
Coulson opened the seventh
with a single and stole second. Poplar Bluff, Missouri.
After an out by Steve Barrett,
Murray
Rick Weisman singled and
AB..R..H .. RBI's
Coulson moved to third.
3 1 1 1
Hughes-ef
4 0 2 0
The bases were loaded when Coulson-3b
4 0 0 1
Bono was hit by a pitch but the Barrett-2b
4 0 1 0
threat ended when Wurth Weisman-rf
2 1 0 0
grounded into a doubleplay for Bono-lb
3 0 1 0
Wurth-ss
the second and third outs.
3 1 1 0
Coulson was the only member -White-1f
3 1 1 1
Steuber-c
hits.
of the team to pick up two
3 1 1 0
Hughes, Weisman, Wurth, Englar-p
29..5..8..3
White, Steuber and Engler all Totals
000
500
000 5-8-2
Murray
State
had one hit apiece.
The game with Southern Memphis State 010 000 000 1-5-1

Stepping Stolle Purse Last Prep
For Eight Derby Thoroughbreds

Rosewall Upset
By Roscoe Tanner

I
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P4GE EIGHT

The Stanley C4, of course,
belongs to the older National
Hockey League, whose championship series begins Sunday
afternoon in Montreal between
the Canadiens and the Chicago
Black Hawks.
"Now we will have to think
about Winnipeg," declared New
England Coach Jack Kelley.
"We will have to spend all our
time now figuring a way to contain their big line of Bobby
Hull, Chris Bordeleau and
Norm Beeudtri:"
Earl, a rookie, netted his
1
2
very special goal with about 3/
minutes left in the second period, putting a rebound of Kevin
Ahearn's shot past Crusaders
goalie Gerry Cheevers to break
a 1-1 tie and move the Whalers
in front to stay.
Rich Purnple of Cleveland
and Tim Sheehy of New England had exchanged first-period
goals. Brad Selwood's 30-footer
in the third period provided the
Whalers wilh an insurance
goal.
Winnipeg overpowered Houston in-their series, outscoring
the Aeros by a combined 14'3
margin.'
Eteaudip scored a pair of
goals Thursday night, giving
him nine for the playoff series,
to support Wakely, who had
blanked the Aeros 2-0 in his

other start against them.
"It was just a total team effort. The goaltending was excellent and so was the defense
and the forwards," Hull said of
his Jets' sweep.
"The defense played the best
they have ever played in their
lives. The forwards did everything they had to do. And what
can I say about the goal tending') It was just great."

Baseball
Standings
American League
East
W. L Pct. G.B
Baltimore
9 7 .563 8 7 .533 1,2
Milwaukee
9 8 .529 1,8
Detroit
7 8 .467 2/
Boston
1
2
7 11 .389 3
Clveland
6 10 .375 3
New York
West
9 5 .643
Minnesota
8 5 .615
Chicago
Kansas City 11 7 .611
California
8 6 571 1
7 10 412 31/
Oakland
Texas
4 9 308 4L2
National League
East
Pittsburgh
8 3 .727 New York
10 7 .588 1
Chicago
8 8 .500 2,/
Montreal7 8 .467 3
Philadelphia
7 8 .467 3
St. Louis
.2 43 .133 8
West
San Francisco 16 5 .762 —
Cincinnati
12 6 .667 21,2
Houston
11 10 .44 5
Los Angeles
8 11 .421 7
San Diego
7 12 .368 8
Atlanta
6 11 .353 8

George Weaks

Permit Me To Say
To You On eltgain
Wha 1 Have Said
Before ...
Several weeks have passed since I told you I was a
candidate for County Judge and ask you to help me. That
you have done, But somehow I have a feeling that I must
again repeat what I told you before: That is, that I have
done so many things in the past that I know were wrong;
that in no way do I blame any other person in all this
world, only myself. I also said to you that I no longer
make these mistakes and have faithfully attended to my
church obligations. He has forgiven me and it seems like
most of you are willing to give me that one big lift I need.
I Fr* 14 Icing'OK
heen-iferded thektaricelberiinmy living in a profession as a lawyer that I had to dig out
the hard way. No doubt, I was eligible for punishment, but
I don't think I have been entitled to being denied forever a
chance. No matter how hard I tried, it seemed to me that a
wall was forever staring me in the face. But now I see a
window open; I see the sun shining; I see your faces and
your word/rand feet-a warmness in your hand. A
great big rainbow hangs in front of the old clouds where
- this word stands out, H-O-P-E-that you have written. I
would rather die tonight than to let down the folks who
. wrote that sign.
Last week I read every line of Judge Miller's pedigree
he printed in the papers and I am sure there wasn't a
mistake. I am also sure others will agree he has a
generally commendable record for they have sent him
back for 20 years. Everything looked blue ribbon and
registered, from and embracing the best stock.
From the judge's message I also received an inspiration, too, to make a record. I was just a dog-faced
soldier tramping all the way from the desert of Africa,
enduring a living, hell on earth for weeks at Anzio
Beachhead, before climbing the hills of Rome but that was
some kind of an endurance test that I have spent years
trying to forget.

When he played
Bosse High St-hoi
sville, Ind., Rus;
Murray State Univi
throwing southpaw
given up the thougl
college ball becaus
been contacted by
Now,four years 1
200- pound senior, h
attention of pract
major league tea:
statistics this seas(
While allowing
earned runs in 48 in
ERA of 1.13, Peach
65 batters and give
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hitters and one thre
season. Only one
managed as many a
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resulted in shut-out
Murray head co
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the second game.
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out that I signed hi
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By KEN RAP1
Associated Press S
It's a good thir
McGraw doesn't I
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The New York
lief pitcher then thi
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the only other Nal
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Tigers beat the Ti
3-2; the Milwaii
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Before even that I have had to scrounge since boyhood
for bread and butter. With G.I. help and tough work I did
make it through law school, and so many times I had
thought if someone could lust help me a little I could do so
much better. Folks responded when I got back home to
elect me their circuit court clerk for one term and with it
came my downfall, drink, that too often comes with
having lots of things.
Then came the long years of regret, feeling sorry for
myself. But when you stop to think how things that happened before shape what is in front of you. even I can
understand one man's good fortune while his neighbor
suffers tragedy The bed Iinade was the one I had to sleep
on,and! repeat no one else was to blame.
By the grace of Power, I know the value of hard work
and I returned to the field of labor everything from Ford's
assembly line to housing your tobacco. As a result I built a
new strength and with that strength a renewed ambition
when you wrote that word H-O-P-E. Like Bob, I too would
like to write a fine record and thereby erase forever from
my memory as much as possible that which occurred
before Never before have I felt a greater need for that
lift

I trust, and I know, that never again will it be necessary
to publicly humble myself with apologies for yesterday,
but for some reason I cannot explain it makes me feel
good to confess my sins and ask your forgiveness,

Hey Had! I
family iniehn
swim and ski
the beautiful
Let us help
will be proud
take it for a
greatest dad

We handle gu
GLASS,GLAST
Trailers by 5
price).
Our outboard
area with full
Our Stern Di
service readily
dealer, Thousal
find one single
Our customer
try to check ou
customers ham
another enthus

‘t,
From personal experience I know there could not be
finer people and more forgiving people in the world than
the folks of Calloway County
1MS
Thank you,
GEORGE WEAKS

,Pol. Ad Paid for by George Weaks, Maple Street, Murray,

Demonstra
Available E
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Murray State Southpaw Russ
Peach Awaiting Pro Career
By Steve Hale
When he played baseball at
Bosse High School in Evansville, Ind., Russell Peach,
Murray State University's hard
throwing southpaw, had almost
given up Me thought of playing
college ball because he had not
been contacted by any scouts.
Now,four years later, the 6-2,
200- pound senior, has drawn the
attention of practically every
major league team with his
statistics this season.
While allowing only six
earned runs in 48 innings for an
ERA of 1.13, Peach has fanned
65 batters and given up only 31
hits. He's pitched a pair of onehitters and one three-hitter this
season. Only one team har
managed as many as six bits off
him. Three of his liiit four
mound appearances have
resulted in shut-outs.
Murray head coach Johnny
says, "It was rather
Ironic how I first managed to
see Russ play. I was in Evansville scouting another player
Russell Peach
and decided to stay and watch
the second game. Russ hap- the guy I came to see."
Concerning pro baseball
pened to be pitching and I was
impressed with him. It turned Peach says, "It's been my goal
out that I signed him instead of since Little League to play pro

ball. My coaches have always
told me that I was pro material
and I guess it just went to my
head."
Improving from a 4-2 record
Last season, Peach says, "I
finally "woke up" and realized
that how well I pitched this
moon could mean what I'll do
for the rest of my life. The
scouts clotrt really look at your
first three years, they're more
about your senior
year, so I've gone to the mound
this season with more determination and confidence than
ever before."

SPORT

Kansas City Royals and the
Oakland As nipped the Cleveland Indians 3-2.
Chris Speier and Gary Thomasson batted in two runs each
as San Francisco won its fourth
straight game and ninth in the
Last 10. The victory put the
high-riding Giants 2k1 games
up over Cincinnati in the NL
West.
"I can't remember when we
swept a series over the Cubs in
Wrigley Field," said San Francisco Manager Charlie Fox.
"But it's a good, good feeling to
come in here and win three in
a row."
Aurelio Rodriguez capped a
three-run rally in the ninth inning with a two-run triple, powering the Tigers over the
Rangers. Just an inning before,
the Rangers had broken up a
scoreless pitching duel between
Weody.-Fryinan and
Texas' Pete Broberg with a run
on Ken Suarez' double.
Dave May topped a five-run
rally in the ninth inning with a
grand slam home run as Milwaukee beat Kansas City.
May's dramatic blast came
after Kansas City pitcher Bruce.
Dal Canton had intentionally
walked Pedro Garcia to load
the bases.
"I wasn't thinking 'home
run'—I just wanted to get the
ball in the outfield," May said.
I didn't think it was going out.
The ball hit down on the lower

By DENNE H. FREEMAN .
cold to take the first-round lead
Associated Press Sports Writer
with a five-under-par 65.
DALLAS ( AP) — Lee Tre- battled wind and cold to take
vino, who says he is "sick and the first-round lead with a fivetired of flinching every time I under-par 65.
swing at the ball," will have to
"The pain killed me when I
wait at least another week to
become a golfing millionaire swung at the ball on the back
because of an injury suffered nine," Trevino said. "I shot 45
and I can't ever remember
while fishing for bass.
Trevino, about $14,000 short shooting 45 before—not even
of joining Arnold Palmer, Jack when I was eight years old."
Trevino said he injured the
Nicklaus and Billy Casper in
the $1-million category, shot shoulder six weeks ago. A dochimself out of the Byron Nelson tor diagnosed his problem as a
Golf Classic Thursday with a
oiled muscle. But Trevino
nine-over-par 79.
wasn't satisfied and sought anDon Ekes battled wind and other doctor for an X ray

Little League Will
Open Season May 28

The Board of Directors of the
Little League recently met and
announced that the season
would begin on May 28.
There will be some changes
that parents of Little League
players should note.
The major change is that each
youngster will have to present a
birth certificate to the league if
According to Coach Reagan, he desires to play. Nobody will
who himself played pro be allowed to paly without the
baseball, Peach has the certificate.
qualititea that make • pro
Another change has been
player. "He definitely has a pro made in the format of the
fastball and has great tem- tryouts.
perament and a good attitude."
In order to give the younger
Coach Reagan says, "Russ players in the league a better
bouihad a great year and we're chance, two different tryouts
fortunate to have had a guy of will be conducted.
his caliber. He's one fif the
finest pitchers Murray has ever
had and his fastball equals that
of anyone we've had."
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Delbert Peach of Evansville
and is engaged to Nanette
Holler also of Evansville.
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP) —
Cincinnati may have a pro basketball team back in town next
year.
A Cincinnati television station
announced Thursday night that
the Kentucky Colonels of the
i-Atiarican Ft2fdiPthRU ASseciation vrill move from Louisville,
part of the bat,very low. I've hit Ky., to Cincinnati.
alot of homeruns, but this was
The station, WKRC, reported
the best.
that a Cincinnati group headed
A bases loaded single by attorney Brian Heekin and
provided the winning run as the former Cincinnati Reds' owner
A's rallied in the ninth to beat Bill DeWitt Jr., made the transthe Indians. Campaneris' hit to action Monday.
right-center scored pinchHalf of Kentucky's games
runner John Odom from third would _be played in Cincinnati
base to give the victory to relief next year, with the entire
pitcher Darold Knowles.
schedule for the 1974-75 seamen,

The nine and 10 year olds will
try out on May 3 and May 7.
Tryouts for the 11 and 12 year
olds will
be held May 4 and
8 The selection of players will
be on May 12.
Two rain dates have been
tentatively scheduled for
tryouts. They are May 11 and 12.
Each of the eight teams in the
Little League will play a 14
game schedule over the course
of the seven week season.
Further
information
on
schedules may be found on page
81 of the league rule book.
After the teams have been
chosen,spring training will held
from May 13 until May 27.

Kentucky Colonels
Moving to Cincinnati

Tug McGraw Gets Fourth Save
Vlb 24-Victory Over_Houston
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
It's a good thing that Tug
McGraw doesn't listen to his
catcher. Duffy Dyer said,
"screwball" and McGraw replied, "fastball."
The New York Mets star relief pitcher then threw the pitch
of his choice past Cesar Cedeno
for a key strikeout that helped
preserve a 2-1 victory over the
Houston Astros Thursday night.
"I shook off Dyer three times
before he called the fastball,"
said McGraw about a tense
ninth-inning situation. "I had
thrown screwball, screwball
and curveball.-I just felt that I
could get the fastball past him,
and that's what happened."
McGraw, who had entered
the game after starter Jim
McAndrew pitched seven innings, gave up a leadoff single
• • iwthe'ninth to orMet- Tommie.
Agee that put the potential winning run at the plate.
McGraw got Tommy Helms
on a fly ball before striking out
the heavy-hitting C,edeno. Then
Bob Watson bounced out and
McGraw had his fourth save of
the young season.
The San Francisco Giants defeated the Chicago Cubs 7-3 in
the only other National League
game played Thursday. In the
American League, the Detroit
Tigers beat the Texas Rangers
3-2; the Milwaukee Brewers
notched a 7-3 victory over the

Trevino Out Of Tourney

MOREHEAD, Ky. AP) —
Western Kentucky will be eligible to compete for the Ohio
Valley Conference Crown in the
corning season while still on
probation in the NCAA, an OVC
oonmaisaiimaz-las-said.
Commissioner Arthur L.
Guepe said Thursday that the
Hilltoppers will be eligible for
the league crown even though
they cannot represent the
league in the NCAA while on
probation for basketball recruiting violations.
..yestern Kentucky's apparent
relbrieve from OVC punishment
for the NCAA recruiting violations came as the OVC opened
its annual business meeting.
Conference delegates approved a bylaw that will make
future NCAA charges subject to

We handle quality, nationally recognized brand names like HARRIS FLOTE-BOTE, ARROW
GLASS, GLASTRON,CARLSON, MARLIN, HURRICANE, BONANZA &SKI BARGE.
Trailers by SHORE LA ND'R (The best quality trailers we have found anywhere for any
price).
Our outboards are equipped with EVIN R UDE, MERCURY or JOHNSON purchased in this local
area with full warranty to you.
Our Stern Drivers are equipped with either MERCRUISER or OMC with authorized local
service readily available. We guarantee service and satisfaction. After four years as a franchised
dealer, Thousands of dollars in sales of pontoons, ski boats and runabouts—We challenge you to
find one single dissatisfied customer
Our customers are taken care of--not promises, not alibis—but action when the need arises We
fry to check out every new unit before it goes out and eliminate any bugs before it reaches our
customers hands Thereby increasing our owner loyalty and satisfaction. We truly want you as
another enthusiastic, happy satisfied customer.

GrayeiM84cClure d-b-a HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,IN(
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
94 East out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama
See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry, Doti or Grayson McClure

Happy Holiday Travel

Defending champion Chi Chi
Rodriguez was in a group of
seven at one-under-par 69. Arnold Palmer was at 71.

Southeastern Baseball Play Resumes Today
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Tennessee, Florida, Vanderbilt and Auburn resume
their torrid battle for the Southeastern Conference Eastern Division baseball championship
today in a pair of crucial doubleheaders.
Vanderbilt, the defending division champion, takes on Auburn at Nashville while Tennessee, the leader, visits Florida. Single games are slated at

the station said.
The Heekin-DeWitt group has
been meeting with Cincinnati
city officials concerning a proposed hockey arena on the riverfront. The hockey club has
been promised a National
Hockey 1,,ezigue frarichise...

both sites Saturday.
The Vols cling to a one-hall
game edge over Florida and
Vandy while Auburn is only one
game behind in a race that
likely will go down to the wire
in next weekend's finales.
Tennessee has a 7-4 record,
Vandy and Florida each stand
at 6-4 and Auburn is 6-5.
Meanwhile, Alabama sits
back in a relaxed mood awaiting the outcome to see who

they face in the SEC playoffs
May 9, 11 and 12 if needed. The
Crimson Tide wrapped up the
Western Division flag last week
and closes its conference action
by entertaining Mississippi
State in a doubleheader today
and a single game Saturday.
In other SEC action today,
Louisiana State is at Mississippi for a pair and Georgia
visits Kentucky for a twin bill.
They also have single games
slated Saturday.

Volkswagen announces
a limited-edition Volkswagen.

„-

Neither of the men were
available for comment.
Former Cincinnati Royals
star Jack Tvryman, now an insurance and business executive
in Cincinnati, confirmed he was
approached about becoming
part of ownership of a team
here, but declined to take part.
He also declined to name the
person contacted him.

immediate review by the OVC
executive committee, which
will decide whether a school on
probation should remain eligible for conference championships.
elsnage was • net- .maderetroactive, though, apparently
sparing Western, which has one
year remaining on NCAA probation.
The bylaw was adopted on a
7-0 vote with Tennessee Tech
absent. Under the bylaw, the
executive committee,composed
of representatives from each of
the eight member schools, is directed to take "appropriate action" after hearing the facts of
each case involving alleged violations.
The current OVC president,
Morehead State University
president Adron Doran, said
the conference action reflected
"a mutual desire to take care
of our own business within the
conference and not base decisions solely on someone else's
findings."
Doran added that the OVC
will continue to support the
NCAA "in every way."
In other action Thursday, the
OVC members discarded pro-

posals to start a post-season
basketball tournament and to
move the golf championship
tournament permanently to a
neutral site.
The league also approved
changes-dr-academie -require.—
rnents to comply with new
NCAA regulations.

Blint Baseball
WARM SPRINGS, Ga ( AP)
— Blind students at the Georgia Rehabilitation Center in
Warm Springs will demonstrate
next month their ability to play
baseball.
The students will give an exhibition of "beep ball" on May
17 at Golden Park in Columbus
prior to a Southern League benefit contest between the Savannah Braves and the Columbus
Astros.
The youths will use a system
developed by Western Bell Laboratories about two years ago.
It includes balls and bases
which emit a steady tone, allowing the visually handicapped
to partiCipate in the sport.
Sighted volunteers will pitch
and act as attendants for the
students.

This Week's
Special:

The/pod/Bug
Set putionght-weicfnever dpit. Well, catch this:
Oversize radial tires. Mounted
wheels.
mag-type
on
Indy-type steering wheel.
True sport s bucket seats.
Short-throw synchro stick shift.
Spirited air-cooled aluminummagnesium alloy engine.
Four-wheel independent
suspension.
Special high-gloss paint job.
In Saturn Yellow. Or Marathon
Silver Metallic. With jet black
trimming.
Options? All kinds. Like racing
stripes. Flare-tip pipes. Stereo
radio. And more.

14 thissounds like what you've
been waiting for from us, wait no
more.
We built only a limited number
of our special-edition Sports Bug.
After all, we can't make too
much of a good thing.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
$OO Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 75341150

PANORAMA SHORES

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-2571

AVE $3.32!!

REGULAR $9.29 LATEX HOUSE PAINT
1,240 DIFFERENT COLORS
Unique oil-emulsion formula protects and
wears like fine quality oil-blise paint with all
the easy-to-use features of latex! Resists
weather, smog, stains, mildew. Contains
Titanium pigment for extra hiding power.
Dries bug-free in minutes. Rich, satin finish
won't catch dirt readily. Washes clean
quickly. Tools clean up in water. Self
priming. For wood, brick, concrete, stucco,
etc. White or Colors at this low price

E xcellent
Value!

97
GALLON
Reg. Price
9.29
CUSTOM MIXED
COLORS HIGHER

—SUPREME PAINT
LATEX

HOUSE PAINT , WHITE
'

Lamy ago lasso*

Yip Save Money on Tru-Test Paints
two

GUARANTEED
HIGHEST QUAUTY PAINT
holy tatisfad ane applyIf rot
wig sccout.ng to label entree.
tioos, enough paint wile be
turntsbed to insure satisfactory

coverage

because

we own

Nite Phone
436-5483

•

Weekdays to 5:00 Saturday 7:30-1:00

INCORPORATED

A

David Graham of Australia
and Roy Pace of Longview,
Tex., were within striking distance with three-under-par 67's.
Rik Massengale, Bob Murphy
and Bruce Devlin shot 688.

Western To Be Allowed To Compete
For OVC Crown While On Probation

Hey Dad' Isn't this the year that you said you were going to spend more time with your
family in wholesome recreation? Family picnics along the quiet lake shore, teach the kids to
swim and ski, take the whole family fishing or just cruise up and down the lake and observe
the beautiful bays and coves.
let us help you get going with a safe, sound durable boat and motor combination that you
will be proud to own for years to come. We will put the one you choose in the water for you,
take it for a trial run and see if it suits your needs before you buy. Just bet you'll be the
greatest dad ever! See if we're not right.

Demonstration
Available Early Evenings & Holidays

before Thursday's round.
"I don't know how it can be a
muscle when it hurts all the
way to my rib cage," Trevino
said. "It tightened up on me
when the rain and cold hit. I
don't hook the ball...I fade it."

paint factories and pass the savings on to you!!
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

Tennis Oxford in Suede
We Also Carry Converse

Suede and Canvas
All Stars in 10
Colors and Action Styles

Butler-Harber

Federal State Market News
Service April 26, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area
Market Report Include 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 654 Est. 500
Barrows and Gilts steady 25
cents lower Sows steady.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 34.75-35.25
OS 1-3 200-250 lbs., 34.00-34.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 33.75-34.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs , 33.25-33.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 33.00-33.50
few 31.00
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 29.00-30.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 28.00-29.00
Boars 24.50-28.00
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale.
Wednesday, April 25, 1973. Total
head 159 compared to last week
they sold $7.00 to $8.00 higher
U.S. 1-2 25-34 lbs., $73.00
U.S. 1-2 35-44 lbs., $73.00
US 1-2 45-54 lbs., $65.00
u.s. 1-2 55-64 lbs., $55.00
US. 1-3 25-34 lbs., $76.00
U.S. t-3 25-44 lb&, $75.50
US. 1-3 45-54 lbs., $65.00
U.S. 1-355-64 lbs., $56.50

201 No. Brewer
Paris, Tenn.
Next to Campbell's Factory Outlet

Front Back Middle
NANNININ
The -Porsche 911

The Audi 100LS

The Porsche 914

Porsche-Audi
Dick Smiley Parlitcakity.
5461
_
2101 S.

Beltliwilety.,

Ph 442

'
Or411/4 tiding mower
(5 or 7 h.p.) and wall gthe you
this trailer attachment
at no extra cost.

Buy any 114 lawn and garden
tractor (from II to 14 h.p.) and wel
give you the MOVIer attachment
at no extra cost.

Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles

. , and
Man's response to God's sovereignty, initiative, grace
him Into
mercy through his personal repentance and faith brings
faith that
„the possession of salvation. It is through the channel of
the
anc‘appropriates
salvation
to
Christ
in
related
becomes
man
grace and strength to serve Him acceptably.
The Confession of Thomas —John 20:26-29
When the news reached the apostles that the women had seen
Christ alive after His body had disappeared from the sepulcher,
they assembled again in the upper room, that place of hallowed
memories. While they were assembled there in mourning, Christ
appeared to them and said, "Peace be unto thee." He then gave
them a task to perform: "As my Father hath sent me, even so
send I you."
Thomas was not present at that memorable meeting_ He should
have been there, but he was not. Believing that Christ had stood
for a lost cause and that He was dead, Thomas had lost hope. He
was not present because he did not expect Christ to be there.
Doubtless he would have lic.:en present had he known the Lord
would be there. Because of his absence Thomas missed the
privilege of seeing Christ, the thrill of a great joy, the gift of
peace, the commission to a great service, and a fresh anointing of
the Holy Spirit.
When the other apostles sought out Thomas and informed him
'at they had seen Christ, Who had arisen from the dead, he
refused to believe their testimony concerning the resurrection of
their Savior. Thomas told his colleagues that he would not
believe that Christ was alive until he could see and touch Him. It
is not surprising that Thomas descended to the depths of
despondency. On many occasions unbelief robs people of God's
blessings.
On the next Lord's Day Thomas was present with the other
apostles. Christ appeared again in their midst and bestowed
peace upon them. Knowing all about the doubt and unbelief of
Thomas. as well as the bold statement which he had made on the
previous Lord's Day, Christ invited him to do precisely what he
said he had to do before he would believe, namely, examine His
hands and His side. Christ's offer to permit Thomas to inspect His
wounds or visible scars of the crucifixion. When he did so. Thomas
was convinced and immediately gave utterance to the brief but
full and great confession of the Lordship and deity of Christ : "My
Lord and my God." Christ immediatley commended Thomas for
his outburst of adoring faith. In His approval of the faith of
Thomas, Christ commended even more highly those who believe
on Him Whom they have not seen.
The Confession of Christians —Romans 10:6-11
Multitudes want to say, offer, give, sacrifice, or do something in
order to obtain salvation.By their noble thoughts, unselfish actions:generous contrtbv titirs7and so-called good-deedsrtherhepe
to earn the forgiveness of their sins and get to heaven. But all such
attempts are futile. Salvation is never an achievement, but
always a gift from God.
Through His glorious gospel our Lord has brought His saving
message to sinners, and placed righteousness within the reach of
every penitent soul. Many have cherished the belief that salvation
is available through works, but they have been mistaten. Those
who have received salvation know from experience thatsalvation
does noteoine-through the works-of man, but through believing on
Christ. Concerning the way of salvation Paul wrote: "That if thou
shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in
thine heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be
saved." This salvation, which has to do with the past, the present,
and the future, includes deliverance from the penalty of sin, the
power of sin, and the presence of sin.
This word about faith in Christ is quite clear. Note that there is a
heart duty,"Believe in thine heart that God hath raised him from
the dead," and a mouth duty, "Confess with thy mouth the Lord
Jesus." The belief is within the heart, where the Lord sees it: the
confession is with the mouth, and men hear it. One must believe
with the heart and not the heacf Real believing is with the heart —
a term which includes the mind, the emotions, and the will. As
Charles Hodge said. "Saving faith is not mere intellectual assent,
but a cordial receiving and resting on Christ alone for salvation
After one believes on Christ as Saviour, he is obligated to
Scale_ss Him as such.i:iefore others. Confession would not be
anything More. than empty-wcirdi *Unless it arose from genuine
faith in the heart. Confession is the external evidence of faith. If
one truly has faith in Christ, he cannot help confess it by word and
by life. Our Lord requires those who are His to acknowlege that
fact to the world. The inward faith must be expressed by the
outward testimony. In other words, genuine faith in Christ must
issue in faithful witnessing to others for Him. True Christians will
not remain silent when they have opportunities to speak for their
precious Saviour and wonderful Lord. It is our inestimable
privilege and imperative duty to share the gospel of Christ with
all who have never received the Saviour, even though some who
listen to us may reject the Christ Whom we proclaim.

Hospital Report
April 24, 1073
ADULTS..105
NURSERY 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Cecile Ann Applecate
and Baby Girl, 1606 Sunset
Drive, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Edward Eugene McLeod,
Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Elsie
Thurman, 1725
Jeanette
Keenland, Murray, James
Anthony Lyons, 603 Olive
Street, Murray, James Anthony
Lyons, 603 Olive Street,
Mrs.
Murray,
Charlene

Jeanette West, Box 205 Route 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Joann Canady,
Route 2, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Vicki Jo Roberts, 306 Farris,
Murray, Mrs. Beulah May
Jones, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Louise Thelma Outland, 514
Beale, Murray, Miss Mitzi Gaye
Ray, Box 161, Murray, Mrs.
Ruby Cohoon, Route 6, Murray,
Buell Wendell Edmons, 504
%%knell, Murray, William Jeff
Nicholas, Route 2, Clinton,
Taamon Kenneth Hale, Route 2,
Murray, Henry Clay Brewer
(expired), Route 2, Murray.

Bad language
'means bad work'
A Moscow survey recently
reported that bad-tempered
Russian miners who use bad
language in the pit seem to be
less productive than workers
who avoid swearing.
Sociologists made a special
study of swearing in the Donbass mining area and used the
findings to back an official
campaign for inure politeness
in daily life, according to a Soviet press story on the survey.

To The Residents of Murray
and Calloway County.

MAX CHURCHILL
for CORONER
I would like to take this opportunity to announce may candidacy for the office of County
Coroner in the Democratic Primary of May 29th, 1973, and I am asking for your help and
support.
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Call
753-19

CARD OF TII
We want to that'
everyone who helps
during the illness i
our loved one, Wayla
Especially those
flowers, food, the
niece and nephe
Douglas and Oneidi
pallbearers, the on
care of grave d
preciation to Cy
Miller of Miller Ft
(felon Strader for a
courteous service.
Many thanks to
Thomas and Bro. (
for their words of
prayer. May God b
you in your time of
many thanks to Mur
doctors nurses and s
Puryear Nursing Hi
all kindness.
relatives, nieces a
have been wonderfu
Annie Perry and

Kindest
regards,
I was born in Murray over a coffin shop which was operated by my Daddy on the
Southside of the Court Square.

r

Jam the son of the late J. H. Churchill, whom I succeeded as ythir County Coroner and the
Mae& litrandeivasuchill. who washoraat-liico.KetitnckY.In the Patestint.curMunitY_
North East part of Calloway County.

Snoopy
5/w

I attended grade school here in Murray and graduated from Murray High School. I also
attended Murray State for two years
I am a graduate of Gupton-Jones School of Embalming at Nashville, Tennessee, where I
studied Business Ethics, Mortuary Law, Chemistry, Bacteriology, Hygiene, Anatomy,
Pathology, Restortiave Art, Funeral Directing and Embalming. All of which have helped
me in my office of Coroner. I hail a funeral director's and embalmer's License both in
Kentucky and Tennessee.

— My Affiliations

"Om maw.
lhodmila

lam a member of the First Baptist Church of Murray, Murray Lodge number 105 F di AM,
all the steps up to the Shriner, Rizpah Temple, Madisonville, Kentucky, Kentucky Colonel
and!am also a member of American Legion Post number 73.
I am married to the former Nell Gordon Weaver—She has three sons Jerry, Jackie and
Johnny. I have fdur children, Max Horace Junior, James Mason, Annetta and Sharon. Nell
has five grandchildren and I have sixteen.
My wife and I reside 3',.2 miles west of Murray on the Lynn Grove Road, Route Seven,
Murray, Kentucky.
I have lived in Murray and Calloway County all my life with the exception of the two years
tir 1945) in service World War Two in-the U.-S. Navy-and-tbs.tdna-I was-away in.
Embalming School, Nashville, Tennessee. I am 'he only Veteran in this race.

41444

4

Dictated but r

I have been associated with the Funeral Business for 43 years here in Murray and
Calloway County.
I am owner and operator of the Max Churchill Funeral Home and have been since April
1946. The present location of the Funeral Home is 311 North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky. My associate.James Shelton is my Deputy Coroner.

— Duties —

HE
WIMMII
r THAT HE PCP ME 04
SAYS A
NE 5
PATROLMAN
WAS SHOT

The office of Coroner is an important one because he is called when death occurs suddenly
or unexpectedly by accidents of all nature, drowning, suicide, murder or any unusual death
when a doctor is not in attendance.
The Coroner is called to these happenings to determine whether or not there has been any
foul play by holding inquest with a sworn jury. If and when this type of death occurs and
after his investigation he and jury cannot come to a conclusion he has the power to authorize
and autopsy to be performed by our local pathologist, to determie the death more
_
thoroughly.
The Office of Coroner is also an important one because the coroner is closely associated
with all the law enforcement officers such as the Sheriff, County Attorney. .Judge, ('ity.
County and State Police. Also the Doctors, Medical Profession and Hospital.
•
I have been your Coroner for a number of years, several which were without pay, hut I
still served you with the best of my ability.
So if you think I am qualified for this office of Coroner will you please
Churchill on May 29th, 1973. _

'bull ham So arks* our Mow 'n
Ia.eonus rs 0 papa deal
But who, makes if an outstanding
one is wtIof you're wary ese
bonus on A bog. powerful
1,4,

keernalsonal Harvester machine
,t
,
eat not only'sondes *le tougest
•but'sat
c''' ch"os '''"th Icfs
car
your
as
easy lo?nye
Omer issfsores June 30 /913

for me, Max

All you people who are properly registered are elgible to vote for the Candidate of your
choice for Coroner. If you live in the City of Murray),community of Hazel, New. Providence,
New Concord, Hamlin, Pottertown, Faxon. Dexter, Almo, Penny, Kirksey, Stella, Coldwater, Lynn Grove, Brovm&Grove (Calloway Side). Harris Grove, Protemous, Taylor's
Store, Crossland, Midway or any place in Calloway County you are eligible to vote.

III

ANT VINT YOU CUT IT. INTERNANONAL.VIARVESTIA

WHY SHOULD YOU BUY AN INTERNATIONAL CUB CADET
FROM JAMES SANDERS NURSERY
* Vote

1. Direct Drive(No Belts) All Sizes
11-10-12-14 H.P.
2. Service backed by 4 full-time mechanics,
we only service what we sell.
3. Parts inventory in excess $20,000

vote

JU5PfRE
LOT c
ARE

For *

T. G. (Ted)
ALEXANDER

If you think and feel that I am Qualified and Experienced for this important Office of
Calloway County Coroner will you please vote for me, MAX CHURCHIld
May 29, 1973.
Thank You.

"I Haven't Forgotten

Ill ABNER_
siNcE (201KX

N HERE FOR
SN VELL"/ — WH
I PA`t YOUR S4

•

4123 ScAnokbean Rea
Free Delivery in Murray Area

1m*4434151
PActucah

ePeid Political AS, paid rorby

Max M. Churchill, Route 7,

Murray

.•..e.••••••••••••••••A
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753C7111916
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CARD OF THANKS

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR RENT

AUCTION SALE

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

We want to thank each and CHEVY II SS-1969, new L.T.1. 350 OLDSMOBILE 1962, new brakes
everyone who helped in any way cubic inch engine, pool track 488 good tires and air conditioned. ANTIQUE AUCTION, April 28,
1973 at 10:00 a.m., I A M Union
during the illness and death of rear end, 4 speed, new paint, tow Good condition. Phonel'53Hall,
on Highway 62 and Junction
our loved one, Wayland W. Perry. bar, and hubs, one set of M & H 9562.
A27C
95, 5 miles west of Ky. Dam and
Especially those who sent 9.0-29.5-15 slicks. Phone Paris,
flowers, food, the singers, his Tennessee 642,0445 between 9:03 1971 TOYOTA corolla, 1 speed, 12 miles east of Paducah, Ky. Mr.
MIP air conditioned, up to 30 M.P.G. and Mrs. Aaron Colson have been
niece and nephew, Charles a.m. and 10:00p.m.
Excellent condition,$1500.00. Call buying all winter for this auction
Douglas and Oneida White, the
If you have an adequate crew, tools and transportation,
1602 Olive
A30C and have purchased some rare
pallbearers, the ones who took CHEVROLET PICKUP--1970, 436-5574.
we have subcontract work available for you. Plenty of
items for sale.
care of grave digging. Ap- Custom 10. Power and air, local
work year around in all areas. For more information
preciation to Cy and Thelma one owner. Low miles. Phone 753- CHRYSLER-1984-300, power The following is a partial listing
apply or call Jack SmIddy, 2093, South Beltline HighA28C steering, power brakes, air, of items that will be offered for
Office 753-7921
Miller of Miller Funeral Home 5742.
way, Paducah, Ky., 442-5479.
automatic. Fine condition. absolute auction: Walnut Blanket
Lelon Strader for their kind and
Home
753-4978
4104••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••114114
BUICK ELECTRA 1972, full $400.00. Phone 767-4745, between Chest, Walnut 6-Drawer Spool
courteous service.
noon and 4:30p.m.
A30C
power,
air
conditioning,
stereo
Cabinet,
Walnut
Marble
Top
Office
753-4342
Many thanks to Bro. A.M.
WANT A second income? For
on••••OOOOOOOis•••••aose
Table, Walnut Chess Table,
Horn 7 Thomas and Bro. Clovis Kemp tape, radial tires, extra clean.
• opportunity to work part time, set
two
door
OWNER:
1968
Buick
BY
Phone
753-5532.
AMC
Inlaid Checker Table, Game
for their words of comfort and
.own hours, have financial :41
areer
hardtop,Skylark Custom,factory table, Oak Hall Tree, and Iceboy.
prayer. May God bless each of
•
• security. Phone 753-1470. Mayl1C
car.
Imand
air,
local
power
oldie,
A
Sugar
Chest
that
is
an
you in your time of sorrow. Also, FORD 1964, two door hardtop, V8.
•
Exceptional
tires.
maculate.
New
• OIL,MIA&111.MLNI11111.1Wilki
Walnut Corner Cupboard, Child's
many thanks to Murray Hospital, Good condition. Phone 437into
believe.
If
buy.
Must
see
Roll
Top
Desk,
Beautiful
Oak
•
doctors nurses and sitter, and the 4434.
Selling our product
Arc terested phone 753-5970. A27C Roll Top Desk, Tiffany Type
Puryear Nursing Home staff for
Looking for men who have •0
PART & FlILL TIME
iff 0 DAY COUNTER HELP 0 '
'Lamp and Beautiful Sleigh Bed.
It
all kindness. His friends, MUSTANG-1965-289 four
the ability to sell and work •
FORD VAN, 1963. Good con- We also have a 71 piece set of
relatives, nieces and nephews speed,$240.00. Phone 753NEEDED
up
to
management
in
a
M2C Sterling Silver Flatware, Set of 4
dition. Phone 489-2626.
have been wonderful.
short time.
7271.
A27C
•
Ambitious young man, sales experience helpful
Cane Bottom Dining Chairs, Oak
Annie Perry and his Family.
Insurance men would be • Must be neat, clean and °
0
•• dependable. Apply in 00
Spool cabinet, wall telephone, 5
AUCTION
SALE
good
at this
ITC BUICK SKYLARK-1967. Full
but not required. Guaranteed weekly salary, plus
p.m.
extra nice Clocks, Carnival
person
from
2-5
•
Call 753-1325
power and air, mags and new PERSONAL PROPERTY Glass, Blue & White Stone ButContact Mr. Larry BarCOMM
•
Night 527-9608
commission. Six paid holidays, paid vacation, paid
tires. 1966 Chevelle, blue, "283", Auction. The Personal Property termilk Pitcher and Salt Crock.
•
nes—Mgr. at Burger Chef,
•
chrome wheels, 4 speed, new of George Marine, Kirksey, Ky. Lots of Depression glass, OldKindest
1384 West Main.
insurance for employee and family. High school
tires. 1949 Chevrolet pickup, like will be Auctioned, Saturday, Pattern glass, Iron Kettles, Wood
°
0
1
k
regards,
new inside and out recently April 28, 1973, at 1:00 p.m. Items Planes, Cake Plates, Oak wall
WANTED RECEPTIONIST. List
Of equivalent
rebuilt motor. Phone 753-7484 to be auctioned include: stand, Fruit picture, Ironware
qualifications and give three
after 4:30.
A.27C1 Household Furnishings: 2 and small primitives. Possibly
references. Write P.O. Boa 32-F, WANTED SHORT order cook,
Braided Rugs 9 x 12, 1 Wool rug & there will be a Walnut Dry Sink
A30C 4:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon or 12:00
Murray,Ky.
VOLKSWAGEN BUG 1963, 200
9 x 12, throw rugs, chairs, and Victorian Marble Top Wash
pad
noon to 8:00 p.m, at Irvin Cobb
miles on new engine. New paint,
tables, dishes, lamps, clothes Stand for this sale.
A30C
Resort. Phone 436-5811.
new tires, new brakes, rebuilt
sales
proven
have
a
IF YOU
hamper, coffee table
Lanch and soft dsinks will be
front end. $495.00 ortest offer.
potential or think you can sett
end table, Tappan (Signature) available. Douglas Shoemaker,
Call The Bug Doctor 753-0223 or
and have desire to earn $500.00 to
Electric stove in , excellent Associate
of
Shoemaker
BABY-SITTER, five
753-8046.
Snoopy
M3C condition, Dinette Table, Desk,
$1000.00 a month and are willing WANTED
Livestock arid Auction Co., in
436-2295. A30C
Phone
days
week.
to work, we want to talk to you.
'MUCK 1970 Dodge D-600, 175" Washing Machine (Wringer charge of sale. For further In.
5/w
over
21
car,
be
have
a
must
You
W.B., 361 cu. en,g., 2-speed 17,000 type), Bathroom Seta, Warm formation call 527-8081 or 753years old, have a neat apNOTICE
lb. axle, 5-speed transmission. Morning Stove, Quilts.
3375. Merchandise may be seen
pearance, we need two men or
Desk
Child's
Equipment:
Baby
Brand new 90022042 ply tires,
April 27, from 5 o'clock p.m till
women in your area. For per- ALL PEOPLE who have
radio. $2475.00. Near Harpole & Chair, Baby plan pen, high 9:00p.m.
A27C FURNISHED APARTMENT MOBILE HOME, 10'x55', two
sonal interview write to Mr. John relatives or friends buried in the
conditioned,
gas
air
chair,
walker.
bedroom,
adjoining
University.
Living
Grocery,Hwy.94 west.
A30C
Farm Equipment:Mind toots.
753-3108, after 5:00 W. Isbell, Box 442 Fulton, Ky. Zip Goshen Cemetery and are inAUCTION SALE Saturday, April and dining area, ldtchen 2 large heat. Phone
4f- 27
pick-up,
28,
A30C code 42041, giving age, sex, ad- terested in its upkeep, please
CHEVROLET IMPALA 1971, 50 gallon drums, 6-ft.
6:30 p.m., Hazel Auction closets, hall, bath, one bedroom, p.m.
dress and telephone number. M2C send contributions to Mrs. Mary
furcarpet,
good
wall
to
wall
four door hardtop, vinyl roof, Disc, pond scoop.
House, Hazel, Ky. Toys, tape
Ray,Route 1, Murray, Ky.This is
song.
Notes
Shaped
wide.
Antiques:
and
12'
TRAILERS,
10'
power and air, 21,000 miles. Just
recorder, lamps, pink glass, cut niture, air conditiordng. Phone
urgent as expenses of *keep
Vaughn
and
Real nice. See Mrs. B.B. Dill at
like new, $2,350.00. Phone 488- books, (James
glass, old oak bed, chairs, rocker, 753-8648.
AZIC
have greatly increased.
NOTICE
Some
phone
753Music
Co.)
Sycamore
Street
or
314
Stamps-Baxter
M2C
2368.
AMC
lots of items too
M3C
published in 1916, Pie Safe, 10 grab boxes,
1551.
numerous to mention.
NOVA 1969, red two door coupe gallon Crocks, Wagon seat,
Wilson & Thompson Auction TRAILER, ALL electric, air
SUMMER—boys. Four
with air conditioning. Can be seen Rocker, Horse Collars, Flour
Service. Wayne Wilson and conditioned. Two bedrooms. FOR
A3OP Rarrells (.Wooden, Churn
bedroom house, near university.
at 110 North 9th.
Charles ThornpSon licensed and Located within walking distance
Of campus, $75.00 per month. Furnished. Phone 753-3896 or 753Dashers, Kerosine LamP. Plc- bonded auctioneers.
SKYLARK-1970, loaded. Must hire Fram -Ikeforaugs,
A.30C
Water furnished. No pets. Phone 3482.
sell. Wrecked, partially rebuilt Cans, Single Trees, Glass Door
A28C
753-1203.
with all needed parts includeed. Safe, Other miscellaneous items.
NOW RENTING—trailers for
FOR RENT
furnished summer months, near university,
Also 1969 Catalina convertible, Terms: Cash Day of Sale. Not
ROOM
THREE
Dictated but not read. needs some body and motor
responsible in case of accident, SPACIOUS TWO bedroom apartment, air conditioned, air conditioned. Mobile Home
•Available Full Time
repair. Both autos $2400.00. John Randolph Realty & Auction modern unfurnished Valarah Lee electric heat, private entrance. Village, 753-3895 or 753-3482. A30C
,
Phone 753-0688.
.43•P COMpa1fy,-753-8382.
AM-Apartments. 753-3866.
AFIC $70.00-per month. Couples only.
•Trained—
A28C THREE ROOM duplex unNo pets. Phone 753-1203
furnished apartment, 213 Elm
NEATLY FURNISHED one or Street. Rent $75. 00 per month.
two bedroom apartment, located Phone Paducah, Ky., 898-3216 for
M3P
100 South 13th Street. May be appointment.
Rol Ad paid for Ituel E stalls
seen at Kelly's Pest Control. A28C
Campaign Commiftee, Buel E.
Stalls, Jr , Trea# Box 69,
HOW'S THIS 6UY
THE PATROL NEVER LET THAT
Murray, K
KNEW ABOUT THAT
OUT KNOW WHY? 'cAuse
NICE trailer, carpeted, MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms
EX
IRA
HE'S
ONLY
THEIR
IE
THINK
OWN
GUY
THEY
Fox
air.
Located
two
baths,
air conditioned, color T.V. water with
A DRUNK'?
SHOT HIM.
and gas furnished. Deposit Meadows. Phone 753-2744 after
A30C
6:00 p.m.
required. Phone 753-7358.
tre you tired of pa)ing
M2C
TWO BEDROOM brick house, 6 those high iitsurame
TWO—HOUSE trailers. One with miles east of Murray. Phone 753- premiums out our...
A28C
t
air conditioning. On water front 5491 after 6:00p.m.
lots in Blood River Subdivision.
:ii4,11t•
Phone 436-2427.
HELP WANTED
A30C
I.
11.41tri le
21
/
2 Mi. North of Murra
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom
Ctitrittiri
10'x50. Has large living room
(Formerly Neal Starks
with 8'x12' extension, ileith air
It
two k v,ith
& Sons)
Water
conditioning, electric heal
WolloouJole
and storage building furrAshed
Distributors I r Shaklee
l/etig 14 illoughlm
$75.00 per month. Phone 489Products in this area—
Insurance
A27C
2513.
SupFood
Organic
50 hook swiveled
50.1 tlain
plements, household
TROTLINES
NICE TWO bedroom mobile
cleansers. Los ue
$3.50
home. Located 242 miles south of
Cosmetics. Male-Female
at
Murray on 641. Phone 753-4645,
part
or Couple. Full or
Don & Donna's Grocery
after 4:00p.m.
A27C
time. Above a % erage
earnings.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
bathroom
kitchen,
room,
living
and shower and bath. One or two 'Contact: Joe & Mary
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartJane Haley, Box 202
ments, South 16th Street, 753To Buy
6609.
May9C

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

WANTED

Special Summer
Rental Rates

Framing Sub-Contractors

Air Conditioned Efficiency Units
Bobby Grogan
Don Tucker

C

Route Salesman

Opportunity

Murray. Area

0
0

•

_Applifelay 1-2 (3:0(1-7:00 p.m.)
Holiday Inn, Murray, -Ky.

Industrial Towel &
Uniform Service

tzika?:
,t

..
Ol..71
0,
80.1firmorl

THERE
liALANSIFIEM

JOE MORRIS
& SONS
Mobile Home
Soles, Inc.

Help_ Wanted

SOI

753-9636

WANTED

NANCY "I

I'M A
FRAME MAKER

HATE SMALL PAINTINGS
LIKE THE BIG ONES

Fr;

—
ARE
YOU
AN
ARTIST
?

LK' ABNER
SINCE I'M GOING TO BEN HERE FOR AO YEARS,
SNIVELLY — WI-4Y SHOULD
PA`l YOUR SALARY
-sr

Union City, Tenn.
CLEAN UP or body shop
Located one mile from Murray. NEEDED—RELIABLE
baby$75.00 per month. Phone Cadiz sitter for 3 weeks beginning May
5224332,
A27C 7. Hours 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.,
five days a week. For further
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom information phone 753-3628. A27P
furnished. Air conditioned Water
and garbage pick up furnished.
Located one mile from Murray.
Over 21 Yearspld
$85.00 per month Phone Cadiz
Male or Female
A27C
522-6332.
Morning or evening

If
/

* OPENING SOON *
Hank & Jodies
200 E. Main - Murray
Phone 753-0761 or 753-8794

Lease A Car!!
Why Lease A Car??

SIX ROOM house; located 107
South 12th, furnished. $100.00 per
month. Phone 753-4331
4C

Cooking
Personnel

Stop by CUSTOM LEASECO at 505 Main
and get reasons why.

LOST & FOUND

With-Capability

Also available is our Lease Purchase Plan which
makes you the owner at the end of your lease

FOUND BASSETT hound, white
with brown spots. Wearing tollar,
no name tag. On Coldwater Road.
A27NC
Fli•pe 75.17;486.

•terlow........r
••••••••••••••,

GOOD USED FURNITURE

LOST BBAGLE, wearing Illinois
I.D. tag with name Bess. If found
ANC
phone 753-0386. Reward.

6
oti

and Pride
Pay commensurate with
experience and ability

TRIANGLE INN
753-4953

See Doug or Judy Willoughby at

WILLOUGHBY INSURANCE
505 Main Street
Phone 753-1272 or 753.0991
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•
•••
Call
753-1916

sell It With A Classified Ad
•
••••••

NOTICE

NOTICE
ALMO TRUCK STOP
Now open 7 days
5.30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Plate Lunches
Mon. thru Fri.
Specialties
Catfish Dinners, Steak
Dinners, Chicken Dinners
Owner: Mrs. ClIfford
Hughes
Management Margaret L.
Reeder

FOR RENT OR SALE

r'REE BOOT give away, every
Friday (women's, men's, boy's
or girl's), at Vernon's Boot—Shoe
& Western Store and Shoe
Repair. Corner of Sycamore &
4th.
A27NC

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

WITH OPTION to buy; four 103 ACRES (land and trees)
bedroom house, central heat-air. Back adjoins the Kentucky Lake
Convenient to all schools. Very. front has black top frontage on
attractive and efficient. Phone Highway, 1364. For more in753-2900-6:00-8:00 a.m. or from formation phone 1-502-354A27P 0304.
9:00-10:00 p.m.
A3OP

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

RED, WHITE, and Beautiful.
FOR SALE OR LEASE
en••••••******* *****
The double red basins and red
MANAGEMENT &
FOUR ROOM house and 8 bay carpet complete the
spacious
clean up shop. Contact Used Car bath in this 3
bedroom home
MANAGEMENT
Exchange,220 Tyson Ave., Paris, which has
central heat and air.
Tennessee, phone 642-0231. A27C The kitchen has
TRAINEES
a built-in range,
dishwasher and China Cabinet.
RAY'S LOUNGE, South Fu/ton,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Keith Hays, 489-2488, John
openings
Immediate
Tennessee. Every Thursday nite
Randolph Realty & Auction Co.
neat,
•
be
Must
available.
"Wolfeman And The Pack."
GREEN LAWN has been fer. 753-8382.
A27C
clean, enthusiastic, i tilized!
Open 7:00 p.m., close 12:00
shade.
Afternoon
I:
capable
to
be
energetic
and
old.
midnight. Must be 18 years
Children can run. Home on
assuming responsibWties. •
Have proof of age on you. May 7C
Camelot Drive. Central heat and $200 PER ACRE. Large acreage.
ranging
salary
Attractive
•air, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, shag Near Kirksey. Keith Hays, 489from $110 to $150 per week
carpet, built-ins, dishwasher, 2488, John Randolph Realty &
and other benefits offered.
garbage disposal, extra fine! Auction Company,753-8382. A27C
Contact Mr. Dailey in •
WANTED!
Keith Hays, 489-2488, John
person or send resume to •tRandolph
Realty & Auction BY OWNER new brick three
Your Vote for My Dad
Burger Chef, 1304 West •• company 7534382.
A27C bedroom house with living room,
•
Main.
kitchen and utility room, built-in
stove, storm doors and windows.
SMALL ACREAGE. Build here. Located 1612 Catalina Drive
BICYCLE DEALERSHIPS Pond and barn already there. $17,500.00. To see this house,
M2C
available. Manufacturer wants to Keith Hays 489-2488, John phone 753-0675.
Randolph Realty & Auction
dealerbicycle
new
establish
Pol. Ad., Paid for by Earl
A27C 116'1197' LOT on
ships. First time offered in this ComPanY 753-8382.
Sycamore
Futrell, RR. 1, Murray,
Intraining.
factory
area. Full
Extended, close to new high
Ky.
lots
in
front
TWO
LARGE
water
school. Phone 753-9174 or 436-2135
vestment $2,700 to $8,000. Call 317M3C Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00 after 5:00p.m.
=-3904.
A30C
INDIVIDUALS INTERESTED in
after
for both. Phone 436-2427 or
MayllP
selling merchandise at Flea
6:00 pin. 753-8997.
BY OWNER; four bedroom-triPEST CONTROL
Market at Happy Hollow
level house with central gas heat
BY OlibiEB.; Iwo- wooded lots,
arnocornent _Park in. &Ewa,
FOE THE beV in pest control Sharpe Street, beside park, and air2acres of land, good well.
Kentucky, on May 5, and 6, from
Nine miles from Murray, five
1000 a.m. to dusk, call 474-2351, service and termite control call near schools. shopping center,
minutes from lake. Phone 436or 474-2288. Sponsored by the Superior Exterminating Com- university. Phone 606 5492205
after 5:30p.m.
pany,
753-7266.
May
3C
A28C
A27C
MayEIC
Aurora Funland,Inc.
2494.

Earl Futrell
for Sheriff
—Teddy Futrell

•

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

By Owner
Corner lot with city
water. Five minutes from
Murray and Ky. Lake.
Priced for Quick Sale
Telephone 474-2308

e
je

I

JUST LISTED IS THIS BEAtMlfilri bedroom brick plctured above. It is on a lot 165':317'. It has an extra large den
with fireplace, entrance hall, LOTS & LOTS of cabinets and
closets. range, dishwasher, 2 baths, central heat and air,
carpet, large utility, carport. This house has the very best in
raZ materials and wurkmanship. It is priced much lesktheruou
wOuld
A LITTLE FARM IN TOWN,located on a lot 82':478', is this
ilk nice 3 bedroom house with den, utility, 2 baths, large garage
with work shop, carport on garage. Two blocks from Carter
ok School, near giuce, y.
t..; WE HAVE A LIMY DOLL HOUSE on Whitnell. It has 3
'111:
111 bedrooms, utility, garage, a beautiful yard with the back all
fenced. If you are looking for something nice near the $20,000
price you should look at this one. It is worth the extra.
7•11:.
,t..! ON BELMONTE DRIVE WE HAVE THIS extra nice 3
bedroom brick with electric heat and central air. Den, enlit'trance hall, extra nice kitchen with dining room, utility, 2
N baths, large carport with storage room, large yard-fenced.
•This house and lot can be bought for less than you could bullti
the house today.
(iN THE COLLEGE FARM ROAD WE HAVE a very nice 3
II bedroom brick with 1 12 baths, carpet, electric heat, air
•yoriditioned, carport, outside storage and sWittiming pool
and priced at $15.000.00.
. _

JUST LISTED ON NORTh MiSTREET A 3 bedroom brick
with 2 baths, fireplace, carpet. The very best G.E. appliances, lots of closets and storage place. Only 2b2 blocks
from downtown.
ON A THREE.SXDST
bedrm
oo brick
ce
range, carport, storage room,

dw
or

we have a 3
s, electric heat, u
IN(
821,500.00.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO GET AWAY FROM IT ALL, see ri
-us about the eottage, furniture and :
4 acre of land on Blood tit
River. $13,000 will buy it all.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO LET AN EXTRA INCOME make the W
payments on your home? See us about the three apartment
house that we have on Main Street or Olive Street. Both 73
houses have nice living quarters plus two extra apartments :PI
for rental. One is listed at $25,500.00 and the other at :41!
$34,000.00.
AISO LISTED IS A DUPLEX ON North 6th Street. One side Olt
A
is completely furnished. This can be bought for only ige.
$12,500.00.
WE HAVE BUSINESS PROPERTY FROM THE Court ri
Square to the University, so if you want to start your own
business, see us about your location.

ROBERTS REALTY is happy to take this opportunity to announce that T. C. Collie is now associated
with them as a Broker-Salesman.
ROBERTS REALTY is in need of new listings. Property is moving and listings are needed in all
areas of Calloway County. ROBERTS REALTY is exclusively real estate so you can know that when
your property is listed with them that it will receive the utmost attention.

For all of your real estate needs see
Hoyt Roberts, Ray Roberts or T. C. Collie
at 12th and Sycamore.
* Member of Multiple Listing *
Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE .

EXTRA NICE ONE BEDROOM AND BATH HOME at 910
Pogue Ave. Brick and stone, carpet, large living room.
$8,950.00.
•
NICE BRICK DUPLEX AT 204 IRVAN on nice shady lot.
Two bedrooms and bath each apartment. Drapes and air
conditioners. Also 12'x18' storage building. Priced right.
GROVE HEIGHTS—PERFECT THREE bedroom brick
veneer house on large size lot-100'x215'—central electric
heat and air. One and half bath, plenty of built-ins, fully
carpeted,
Fireplace and waiting for someone. $28,500.00.
704 FAIRLANE- PERFECT THREE BEDROOM BRICK
Veneer house. Recently built, plenty of built-ins, storm doors
and windows and priced right. This house is ideal for the
young or old at heart. $17,500.00.
MEADOW GREEN ACRES-BEAUTIFUL large three
bedroom brick veneer house on 34 acre lot. All built-ins, two
baths, central heat and air, full basement.

ON OLIVE STREET, NEWLY PAINTED four --io- edroom
home with central gas heat, bath on each floor, separate
garage In_the back yard, also has fireplace. The price is
$16,900.00. Better hurry, it won't last long.

1605 LOCUST DRIVE. HOME WITH two apartments, 3',2
baths, central heat and air. On 100'x200' lot. A lovely home
with good income. Near schools and university. Call for
appointment to see.
ON NORTH FORK CHURCH ROAD, 1, mile north, of Lynn
Grove Road, a large three bedroom brick borne, two baths,
large lot. All paneled, carpets and built-in range. Has carport, electric heat, and good well. Priced to sell. 821,500.00.
PEGGY ANN DRIVE—READY TO MOVE IN—Brand new
three bedroom brick veneer house with two baths. Fully
carpeted, plenty of cabinets and dishwasher, carport, central
heat and air, and large patio. Cannot beat this price.
KAY'S RESTAURANT, JUNCTION OF Hwys. 68 and 80,
with 3 acres and all futures, also cottage with 4 units. A fine
piece of commercial property in a perfect location. Don't
pass this up. Inquire at office.
NEW FOUR BEDROOM HOME in Gatesboro, near completion. Central heat and air. Large living room and extra
large family room, two baths, built-ins, carpet. Ready soon,
so call to see.
LOOKING FOR A FINE BUSINESS near the University? If
so — we have the University Inn on North 16th Street for sale.
Business, good will and all equipment. Call Guy Spann for
details.
•
BUDGET PRICE ON A COMFORTABLE and well located 2
bedroom home at 1105 Mulberry. Masonry Construction
with gas heat. New carpet. Priced to sell at $10,500.00.
AT PANORAMA SHORES—TWO STORY Cottage on lake
front tot with beautiful view of lake. Cottage has 2 bedrooms
Upstairs, a large all purpose room downstairs, two baths,
carpeting in all rooms, large walk-in closets, baseboard
heating. Stone fireplace downstairs. Included are two air
conditioners, draperies, metal tool house on concrete slab,
snack bar and outside shrubs. See to appreciate.

71t;
ixi
!It!:
;Iv

'FIVE ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley
Lake. All are wooded and with view of Highway 68 bridge. On
paved road and city water. This is a prime location and
priced right.

.11•:
:•
:

HARDWARE STORE IN HAZEL. All stock, building and lot.
Building is in good condition. Can be bought at a bargain
'0

49:

SEE

1*.
:
;3
.It•

Office Phone: 753-1651 .
Ray Roberts 753-5583
:
••
** **

Hoyt Robert 753-3924
T. GLUe.753-5122
******-*Awracircia:

,

a

Right on The Water Boat Dock, Boat House, electric heat,
big fireplace, screened in front porch, patio overlooking
the lake. One of the most beautiful views you've ever seen.
Not Many Left.
1711 minutes from Murray
Phone 753-1833 after 5:00 p.m.

NICE DUPLEX AT 1100 Fairlane Two bedrooms each side.
Drapes and air conditioners. Pull down stairway for storage.
Range and refrigerator in one apartment. Call for details
NEAR HARDIN—LARGE THREE bedroom brick veneer
house on 51
/
2 acres. One bathroom, good well, built-in oven
and range, and has good barn. Acreage is cleared and
fenced. Excellent pasture. Price can't be wrong.
EXCELLENT LOCATION AT 1614 KEENLAND. New 3
bedroom home with all built-ins, 2 baths, family room. Large
double garage has big storage room. Also has covered patio
and central heat and air. A most desirable-home. Call us to
see.
'PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 6415. across
from Holiday Inn. 150' frontage and extra deep. Ideal for
most types of businesses. Call for details.
TWO WATERFRONT LOTS,'ON KENTUCKY 'LAKE near
Aurora Each lot 62 acre and wooded. Gentle slope to water
and beautiful view of Eggners Ferry Bridge. We don't
know of any better lots left on the lake. Priced to sell.
AT PANORAMA SHORES,extra nice 4 bedroom brick home
on large lot. Year around home. Has 2 baths, carport and an
paved street. Has fireplace, dishwasher and draperies. A lot
of house for the price. Call us for more details.
ON DORAN ROAD, THREE BEDROOM brick, central air
and heat, two tile baths, formal dining room, foyer. Huge
living room and family room. All built-ins, beautiful hardwood floors, carport.
9 MILES EAST ON HIGHWAY 94—Attractive two bedroom
brick veneer house, less than 2 years old, with central gas
heat and one air-conditioner, located on one and three tenths
acre. Plenty of carpet and one bath and good size single
carport. Priced right—$17,500.00.
811 NORTH 16TH STREET—Four bedroom masonry house
plus two complete apartments. Built on 100'x200' size lot,
central heat and air. Live and rent, or live and have separate
quarters for relatives. Zoned R-4, and Priced to move.
190 ACRES LAND on state road, No. 614 one mile North of
Highway 121.-835,000.00.
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET, four bedroom brick veneer.
Large living room, family room, large kitchen and dining
area, 3 baths, central heat and air, garage with automatic
door opener, paved drive
and patio. On nice corner lot.
IN GATES130ROUGH,BEAUTIFUL HOME with ten rooms,
double car garage, fireplace, central gas heat, central air
conditioning, 3 baths, 4 bedrooms, carpeting throughout. Try
and build this one for the asking price.
REDUCED!! 800 NORTH 18TH STREET—Attractive three
bedroom brick veneer house on large lot, 75' x 225'. Plenty of
shade and fenced. Carport, utility and large rooms. Price at
only $18,900.00.
REAL NICE BRICK HOME in Lynn Grove. His 3 bedrooms,
142 baths, built-ins. Family room with fireplace, city water
and on wooded lot 95'x490'and priced to sell.
SUNSHINE NURSERY at 305 N. 7th St. Has aluminum
siding, large lot and 3 baths. Owner's apt. has 4 bedrooms.
Smite carpets. All furniture and fixtures except in owners
apartment. Could accomodate 35 children. Shown by appointment only. Call for details.
A LARGE LIBRARY IN THIS IkWELY BRICK home in
Bagwell Manor Has three bedrooms, central heat and air, 3
baths, built-ins Drastically reduced.
IN FAIRVIEW ACRES 4 MILES Southeast of Murray on 121
real nice 3 bedroom brick veneer. Large living room, kitchen
and dining combination, 11
/
2 baths, 34 acre lot. All this for
only ;19,500.00.
REDUCED!'THREE BEDROOM AND FAMILY room
home on large lot in Grove Heights. Has carpet, utility room
and on city water In excellent condition and priced to sell at
$20.250.00
160 ACRES 70 ACRES TENDABLE new well,
and rest is
beautiful woodland. Located near Pottertown.
Unbelievable
price
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County
lots. Some small, some large. All different price ranges.
Check with us for residential or commercial lots.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of
901 Sycamore St.

741;
Cs
it.

ON KENTUCKY LAKE

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We have a large staff
of Qualified Salesmen to-serve you.

FOUR MILES NORTH OF MURRAY we have the Herman
Lovins home and used car business for sale. House consists of
3 bedrooms, kitchen with all built-ins, large living room with
fireplace, beautiful family room,full basement,.Central heat
and air. Has both garage and carport, all fenced with chain
link fence. Several out buildings, good pond. Clean up shop is
50'x46', Lots of parking out front, office space. All this and 6
acres of land. Give us a call and look at this beautiful home
and business.

"to.

753-19

MESE=

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Year Around Cabin

COUNTRY UYES for sale. Call
Sam Harris 7534061 or your
May 24C
realtor.

WESTVIOOD—HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL brick veneer
duplex. Two bedrooms on each side with stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, and central heat and air. Located on large lot
and priced to sell,
ri

Call

RANT TO B
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner,
brick home,carpeted, three large
bedrooms, living room, den,
kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
two baths, double garage with
storage room, patio, central heat
and air, nice lot. Shown by appointment only. Phone 753-8742
M3C
after 5:00p.m.

FOR SALE

in•
I

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Cali
753-1916

PAGE THIRTEEN

Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
Our
Sales Staff ...
Home Phones:

Guy Spann 753-2587
'Louise Baker 753-2409
Jack Persall 753-8961
—Tries Willia

75 -0311

Prentice Dunn 753-572'5
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Buddy Sykes 753-1465

WILL BUY or trim
used guns, or new g
laying hens. Phone!
16C

WANT TO BUY o
bedroom house
Murray. Phone Ste
at 753-9297.

WANT TO BUY;
Sunfish, Sailfish, or
Phone 753-0276, or !
5:00p.m.

WANT TO BUY in
pickup truck, 1968o:
753-5808.

WANT TO BUY; in
table. Phone 489-251
p.m.

WANT TO BUY; us
uniforms size 12 ar
753-7152 or 436-5338.

WANT TO BUY can
wheel base truck. Ph
4698.
MUSIC

TUNIN
PIANO
rebuilding. Prompt
vice. 15 years experi
pianos for sale. B
Muiray, Kennicky
8911.

PIANO TUNING
Jerry Cain, 753-871
craftsman Piano
Guild.

BALDWIN PIANOS
Rent to purchase p
Piano Company,
Post Office, Paris,'l

SPINET -CONSOLF
Wanted responsible
over spinet piano.
Can be seen locally.
Manager, P.O.
. Shelbyville,Indiana
WANTED Ti

WANT TO RENT; s
to 3 miles from tov
on or around May !
0326.

WANT TO RENT ti
home, Murray or
area. Couple with ti
ages 3, 5, and 7. (
behaved. Phone 75

SERVICES OF
aitt

—,sairs .••
DIXIELAND(
CO.
753-3013 Day
All Work Gua

JOHN'S REPAI
Plumbing-electrica!
carpentry. Phone 75
753-7625 nights.

BULLDOZER WOF
also bank gravel,
topsoil. Phone Hai
or 354-8161. after 5:0

•
o.0Ppa nseTtri
•Panel
•Ceilin

omp e
Remodel
RE
I
OUI
753-09

i

WILL PAINT color
on walls or nurse
room, such as one
Calloway County P
Please call Mrs. Ad

ASPHALT PAVIN(
parking lots, seal
free estimate phi
Construction
Mayfield,247-6937.

HOUSE PAENTI
interior—city, or I
work, reaaonably g
Painting Contractoi
4712.

CARPET CLEXI1
sionaL Commercial
at reasonable r
estimate. Will furni
Phone Handyman,
10C

••••-•-••- ••••••• rir
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Call
753-1916

R-

,THE WANT ADS WAY can
OP

716

[••

WANT TO BUY
WILL BUY or trade old guns,
used guns, or new guns. Will buy
Laying hens. Phone 753-6940. Ma
16C
WANT TO BUY or rent three
bedroom house in or near
Murray. Phone Steve Sammons
at 753-9297.
M1C

WEIMEISIBAREIFgli_

alMIMMIESN1

Another View
SERVICES OFFERED

ciikfL2 2 P-,1

4131i•

Service Offered

BEAT THESE PRICES

WANT TO BUY; sail boat,
Sunfish, Sailfish, or equal class.
Phone 753-0276, or 753-6386 after
5:00p.m.
M1C

3-DAY SPECIAL!!

WANT TO BUY used panel or
pickup truck, 1968 or later. Phone
AMC
753-5808.

Friday, Saturday, Sunday
CRAIG
B-itACK

WANT TO BUY; good used pool
---table. Phone 489-2563, after 5:00
AMC
P.m.
OH --All •40.1s nerved
TPA Rog. U S
0 1973 by linAed home. SorlorAle. Ine

WANT TO BUY; used Boy Scout
uniforms size 12 and 16. Phone
753-7152 or 436-5338.
A28C
WANT TO BUY camper for short
wheel base truck. Phone 753A3OP
4698.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

tA • gi [fa

(94111.111SIMISIMIEZI

753-6130

THE DECREASE IN VIOLET CRIME
"
ITIN THE PENITENTIARTS OR IN 11-tE
STREET5.
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TV COLOR

A BEAUTIFUL
A

COLOR
CAR
TV
STEREO
95
000269
onty$3995

PICTURE
TUBES
First Quality
$ 124
Installed
With a 3-Year Warranty

BLUE Lustre not only rids SEARS 22.1' chest freezer, good
With Trade
With Speakers
carpets of soil but leaves pile soft condition, $100.00. Phone 753A30C
and lofty. Rent electric sham- 0891.
TUNING-RepairPIANO
pooer $1 Kwik-Pik Market, Five
rebuilding. Prompt expert serPoints. •
AMC
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
Termites
Spiders
STARCRAFT CAMPERS. Shasta
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, „
„Golden Falcon, travel
.and
YOtH410
Murray, Kentticky. Phone 75S4111Lal
'Murray, Ky.
BEIGE SOFA, mares into bed. trailers. Phone 753-6650. May 31C
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-6593
TFC
8911.
Also five piece dinette set and
Open Sunday 1-6 p.m.
miscellaneous items. Phone 753- BEAUTIFUL AKC registered toy
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
9781.
A27C poodle puppies, white, black or
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
OLIVETTI
UNDERWOOD silver. Male or female. 6 weeks tA,LIOTT ADDRESSER, foot
craftsman Piano Technician
Carry Germs
portable typewriter. Phone 489- old. Price $50.00 to $55.00. Phone pedal operated. Uses paper
Guild.
TFC
at
dozen for S
M3C stencils. Can handle mailing Us
2123.
A27C 753-4469.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
of two to three thousand. Used at
COMPARE, SAVE Seamless
--Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
-I:edger and Times for several
aluminum gutters. Atkins Gutter DRESSER $15.00. 'Twin bed with years
Piano Company, across from
and replaced by Ad
Installation. "Financing springs. Fireplace screen. dressograph. Complete with
Post Office, Paris,Term.
A27C
available". Phone 7594407 or 753- Lounge chair. Dinette set, $15.00. stencil drawers and cabinet. Ttus
lie asTU- edWilirrermites ursei 24 hours a day die year
SPINET -CONSOLE
piano.
8992.
May 23NC Couch, $20.00. Coldspot air machine can be placed on
rood_ Muter and Summer.
Wanted responsible party to take
conditioner, $35.00. Phone 753- automatic for running out the
over spinet piano. Easy terms.
MOVING: MUST sell AKC 4909.
M3C complete mailing list and can be
Can be seen locally. Write Credit
registered poodle. Phone 753operated by foot pedal to stamp
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
A30C RIDING MOWER, 26". Extra each piece of mailing material.
8182.
Manager, P.O. Box 276,
- BULLS or HEIFERS
. Shelbyville,Indiana 46176. A2IIP
good condition. Phone 753LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
May be seen at tedger and
HOUSE TRAILER, 10':55', 6533.
A30C Times.
A27NC
• From 1 Week to Weaning Age
completely furnished. In good
'WANTED TO RENT
condition, $2,000.00. Phone 437- SOFA-CHAIR, Early American MATTRESS AND springs
Good
Will sell c
4231.
For Further Information . .
AMC style. Green naughahyde with Simmons.
A27C
WANT TO RENT; small house, 2
wood trim, one year old. In ex- condition. Phone 753-26
to 3 miles from town, beginning
Murray. Ky.
100S. 13th Street
MOTORCYCLE, 1969 model, cellent condition, $200.00. Older
on or around May 4. Phone 753Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Sears 125. Good condition refrigerator in good condition, USED BALDWIN organs. Used
0326.
A27C
$175.00. Phone 753-0482 or see at $15.00. Phone 753-5625
A3OP Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Piano Company, across from
Jones'Bros. Body Shop.
A27C
WANT TO RENT three bedroom
Post Office, Paris, TenKentucky
of
State
by
Licensed
AKC REGISTERED three year
ARMSTRONG'S best line of 4 pi)
home, Murray or surrounding
nessee.
A27C SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy
old
black
doberman
dog.
Strictly
Member Chamber of Commerce
duty, full size. Regular $79.95. nylon whitewall tires.
area. Couple with three children,
FOR SALE
•
a guard dog. This dog is a beauty.
15" - 616.60 + $2.11
ages 3, 5, and 7. Children well ANEW
NEW 19" color Television, $299.95 Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig. 775 x 14 or
Sharp 1968 Chevrolet two
cheap.
sold
quickly
will
sell
If
15" - $1711 + $2.27
x
14
or
825
A30C--witssmarspessmap
behaved. Phone 7534164.
while they last. Roby Sales, High- regular $99.95. Sale $63.96.
door hardtop, custom
Phone 489-2154.
A30C
15" - $18.14 + $2.43
way 68, Benton, Kentucky. May Deluxe zig zig. Regular $139.95. 855 x 14 or
Impala, V-8 automatic with
Armstrong Custom supreme 4
Sale
$95.47.
Super
deluxe
zig
rig.
2C
power, new tires, light
whitewall
Old=
Relief Lettering
CLEARANCE SALE. Letter
SERVICES OFFERED
Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37. ply polyester 78 series
green, $1095.00.
holders, $3.00. Walnut jewelry
tires.
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
1967 Chevrolet Impala,
box, $5.00. Hat rack, $3.00. FENLL SALE-Chain link Kentucky.
$17.40 + $2.42
May 2C F78 x 14 or 15" two door hardtop, V-8 with
fencing
now
on
AIR COMPRES.SoRS
sale
at
Sears.
Call
Portable sewing cabinet, $8.00.
- $18.27 + $2.60
15"
or
x
14
G78
power and air, automatic,
-Sales & SemicePhone 753-1712.
A3ONC 'Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free '21" MOWER, Briggs di Stratton H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80
burgundy with black vinyl
estimate. Expert installation also
DIXIELAND COMPRESSOR
./78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + $2.89
CO.
top, $595.00.
April 28C engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller.
CARPET SALE; While it lasts available.;
Armstrong's best line of
Briggs
&
Stratton
engine,
power
753-3019 Day or Night
1968 Oldsmobile
"Buy good carpet cheap." Heavy
reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding polyester glass belted whitewall
-All Work GuaranteedDelmont, two door hardtop
shags, many colors to choose LATE MODEL boat, beautiful mower, 25" cut, Briggs & tires.
with power, light green
from, $3.95 sq. yd. Rubber back condition. Complete for $1850.00. Stratton
engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 + $2.54
with black vinyl top,
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Olf fi g3c.rlacozi
Painted Signs
tweeds, 12 and 15 ft. widths, only Phone 753-6262. You must see.
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & '378 x 14 or 15" - $20.89 + $2.73
'Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
$695.00.
May 21C
$2.99 sq. yd. Many colors to
Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P. 1178 x 14 or 15" - $21.98 4- $2.96
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
1968 Plymouth Sports
choose from 12 and 15 ft. widths,
GUTTERING
BY
Sears.
Sears riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
TFC
753-7625 nights.
Satellite, two door hardtop
heavy plush carpet only $3.95 seamless gutters, installed per Stratton engine, electric start,
J78 x 14 or 15" - $22.43 + $3.02
with
power and air,
square yard. 12 and 15 ft. widths, your specifications. Call Larry $399.95. Roby Sales Highway 68,
BULLDOZER WORK: trucking, 1200 Story Ave.
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73 + $3.13
automatic, white, $650.00.
heavy
pattern
carpet,
HiLo $3.95 Lyles
Ph. 753-0276
Ilday2C
at 753-2310 for free Benton, Kentucky.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Armstrong's best line of
Sharp 1988 Mustang V-8
sq. yd. New printed carpet, estimate.
(Behind J&S Oil Co.)
May 12C
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, ,
steel belted whitewall
polyester
automatic with new tires,
rubber back only $3.95 square
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. tires.
or 354-8181. after 5:00 p.m. TFC
avacado green, $1150.00.
yard. Vinyl cushion floor, $2.25
PORTABLE TELEVISION, 19", Edison air conditioners. 10,000 F78 x 14 or 15"- $23.13 + $2,68
GLEN STARKS
square yard, and mobile floor yd. black and white. One year old, BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
FOR ALL your additions- WILL MOW
yards. Phone 753ALMO, KY.
Thousands and thousands of like new, $75.00. Phone 753-3976, 20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
emodeling, residential or
G78 x 14 or 15" - $24.27 + $2.87
8257 after 6:00 p.m.
A30C
PHONE 753-2753
yards in stock. Come see and after 5:30p.m.
commercial. New or old. Free
A30C $285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58 + $3.10
save. No waiting, we have what
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Armstrong Polyester glass
CAMPER Sales, we advertise in stock. Paschall BEDROOM DRAPERIES and Kentucky.
May 2C belted wide 70 series with raised
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & ARROWHEAD
House,
Hazel,on the Discount
bedspread. Excellent condition.
Electric.
Repairs made on all jet Mayfield, Kentucky
white letters.
ROY's LOCKSMITH Service.
trailers, Kentucky. Phone 492-9733. Open
A28C CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +$2.86
and submersable well pumps. 24 Benton Highway. Travel
Phone 753-5544.
A3OP
TFC
Phone Paris,642-8551.
also six days a week,8-5.
couldn't
toppers.
We
them
at
prices
you
pickup
camper,
full
of
hour
emergency
service.
H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81 + $3.09
Complete Home
week or
believe, starting at $450.00. Full
Authorized Myers dealer. Phone rent campers by the
Armstrong nylon glass belted
Remodekng
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489- SWIVEL ROCKER. Phone 753- KENTUCKY'S LARGEST type,fold down and motor homes.
753-5543.
May 31C
wide 60 series with raised white
A30C
Custom Built Furniture 6 miles
A28C 5114.
Camper
and
used.
At
Bill's
New
2303.
variety of pistols. Buy now while
letters.
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
you can still get them at Corner, located at Bill's Mobile G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- PAINTING: Willie s Interior & THREE BEDROOM double- PHILCO DRYER. Good conRiver Road,
reasonable prices Country Roy Homes, 3900 Clarks
L60 x 14 or 15" - $28.44 -1- $3.66
TFC Exterior
8837.
753-0961
Painting.
Free wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile dition. Looks like new. See at Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for
Armstrong's best highway
Highway,
estimates. Phone 753-4832, 8:00 Homes, South Beltline
A28C
Ward & Elkins or phone 753-1729 from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 informition, 443-6150.
tread truck tire, tube type.
FREE
ESTIMATE
on
spectic
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. or 753-7484, after Paducah, Ky.Phone 443phone 753.
after 5:00 p.m.
A27C and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
WILL PAINT colorful characters
installation.
A28C
4:00p.m.
on walls or nursery or child's .7:LA.`"3
M1C 6150.
A28C PORTABLE TELEVISION, 16"- 650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58
p.m.
TFC
Zenith, black and white, $25.00. 670 x
pony and saddle.
EXTRA
NICE
room, such as one in the Murray
15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40
CHEVROLET-1961 Bel Air,
Priced reasonably. Good pet for VA LOANS,no down payment for Baby's car seat, $3.00. Platform- 700 x 15 - 6 ply, $21.67
Calloway County Public Library. WILL
+ $2.80
DO trash and brush
automatic. Radio for Chevrolet
A27P qualified veteran. 12 years to spring action horse, $3.00. Phone 750 x
753-6685.
children.
Phone
Please call Mrs. Adams 753-1982.
FOR SALE
16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
truck. Tractor mower. Team
/CAC
pay. Drive on out almost to 753-4783, after 5:00 p.m.
20- 10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14
M2C 753-6130.
mower. Garden cultivator. Also
TFC
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33
996 pounds of burley tobacco for
45
H.P.
iarden-lawn
24"
BOY'S
bike,
like
new.
Phone
BOAT-16',
C
A.SE
222-12
FIBERGLASS
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
A28C
leaf. Phone 489-2143.
H.P. Mercury motor and trailer, Mobile Homes, 3900 South tractor with 41" mower, used 1000 x
A28C
ASPHALT PAVING-driveways, Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South 753-5100.
22 - 12 ply-, $80.26 + $9.98
$375.09. Phone 753-1208.
A27P Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., only one season. Excellent
parking lots, seal coating. For 13th Street, "Every day you
Armstrong's best lug or
MOBILE HOME 12'160-1969,
Honda
SL70
and
condition,
$1,050.00.
C.a-qe
dump
TRAIL
BIKES;
estimate
phone
Joe
Ford
free
A28C
delay lets bugs have their
443-6150.
traction type truck tire.
two bedrooms with utility. Phone
cart, $95.00. Case grass catcher, 600 x 16
Company, way."
Construction
TFC Honda SL175. Can be seen at 1621 753-5699.
A28P 327 CHEVROLET motor, just
-6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56
Sunset Drive or phone 753Mayfield,2474937.
May 30C
overhauled. Phone 753-5696. A27C CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to .25', used very little, $85.00. Snoco tilt 670 x 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89
12"
wheels,
lights,
ADC
trailer
with
9381.
SUMMER HEAT won't stop-but
and treated fence posts. Murray
700 15-6 ply, $23.30 + $3.33
10' CAMPER and Ford camper
CARPET• paths and Lumber Company, 104 Maple $275.00. 618' trailer, $60.00. 750 x 16 - 8 ply, $30.18 + $4.12
HOUSE PAINTING-exterior, your air conditioner will, if not
special truck with 13,500 actual REMOVE
A211C Fancy dog house, $30.00. Phone 825 x 20 - 10 ply. $63.89 + $7.25
Interior-city, or farm. Quality serviced properly. Call Morris 350 HONDA, 1972142, $600.00, or miles. Camper has shower, stove, spots; fluff beaten down nap with Street.
A28C 900 x
753-4874.
20 - 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51
work, reasonably priced. C & J Refrigeration Sales 81. Service, will let take over payments for furnace, refrigerator, hot water Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer
Shopping
Belaire
$1.00.
Big
K,
Comet,
$65.00.
$150.00.
Also
1962
753-7205,
1000 x 20-12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52
May2C
Painting Contractors. Phone 437beater, water pump. Plipne 753A28C
M1P 5742.
Phone 435-4585.
4712.
May7NC
A28C C,enter.
CONSOLE-SPINET . piano. 1000 x 22- 12 ply, $87.61 $11.50
KIRBY VACUUMS--The shag
WE MOW lawns or will do
y 68.
1._Wanted responsible party to Roby Sales, Hi
any
adjusts
to
that
specialist
rug
'CARPET CLEXIING - Profes- trimming. Phone 437-4296. AMC SKI BOAT and runabout. 1968 HOUSE TO be -moved or torn.
May 9C
.
assume payments on console Benton, Ky.
vacuums
used
New
and
carpet.
model with 60 H. P. Johnson. Has down. $2,000.00. House is in good WIG: Human Hair, shoulder
sionaL Commercial or residential
spinet piano. Easy terms. Can be
for sa4e. For demonstration
at reasonable prices. Free WILL DO an type of carpenter sun top and good trailer. Com- condition, complete with wiring, length, brunetletwith stand and
Write Credit BOAT, TRAILER, and outboard
phone Mike Hutchens, your local seen locally.
estimate. Will furnish references. work. Large or small jobs. New pletely equipped and ready to go. plumbing and gas furnace Sixty case). $20.00,for all. Make great
Manager, 2341, East Virginia, motor, $250.00. Phone 767-4745
753or
753-0752
distributor.
Kirby
All for $1175.00. Phone 726days to remove. Located at 9th & 'Mother's Day gift. Phone 753-0930
MI(' between noon and 430 p.m. A30C
47711
Phone Handyman,753-5827. May or remodeling. Phone 753May19C Evaniville,Indiana
A27I9C 1359.
AVINC Sycamore, phone 753-3018. A28C after 5:30 pm' -,4
e .
Ma y 30C 1376..
10C .
7906-

TV SERVICE CENTER
SHINERS
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DON & DONNA'S GROCERY

Protect Your.Home!

r*************************1
* HOLSTEIN CALVES it

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL

Phone 489-2161 After 5:00 p.m.
••*********tiii***************4

Abatiliag

isual

dvertisinge*

"For All Your Sign Painting
Needs"

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
oug on

•

Washington Choir To
Present Concert Here
The Washington High School
Concert Choir of Washington
High School, Washington, Indiana, under the direction of
Dan McDaniel, a former
Murray resident, will present a
concert in the old Recital Hall of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building at Murray State
University, at 7:00 p.m., on May
1. The Concert Choir is a sixty
voice select choral group
performing a wide range of
choral literature.
Dan McDaniel, director of the
choir, is the knaif Mrs. Lubie
McDaniel of Route 7, Murray,
and the late Mr. McDaniel. He
is a 1967 graduate of Murray
State University and while
there he was active in the
A'capella Choir, the Band, the
opera workshop, Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, Baptist Student Union,
and served as organist at
several leen churcbsi.
The members of be
Washington High School Concert Choir hold over 400 medals
for superior performances at
Indiana District and State Solo
and Ensemble Contests. The
choir has also received three

_—
perfect ratings at State Choral
Organizations Contest.
One of two high school groups
chosen to perform at Disney
World during April, the choir
has expanded its tour to include
concerts at High Schools,
Churches, and Universities, in
addition to their Disney World
performance.
A well known performing
group in their own locale, their
present tour is their first venture outside of Indiana.
Found in the concert reporCentury
17th
are
tory
Madrigals,German Folk Songs,
Shaker Hymns, as well as
selections from well-known
musicals such as "George M!"
and "West Side Story."
Highlights of the year for
choir members include the
annual Musical, a series of
Madrigal
Dinners,
the
Christmas and Spring concerts,
the Fine Arts Festival, area
concert appearances, television
performances, cutting a record,
and tour. The choir joins the
school's other choral groups in
festivals and contests.

(Coatimied from Page 1)
Brown Tucker, a local stamp
collector for 50 years. The
exhibit will be a cross section of
collection
personal
his
featuring; old U.S. singles,
early commemorative blocks,
airmails, space stamps and
special departments of U.S.
including Duck stamps and
special delivery.
There will be an exhibit of
early Kentucky stamp covers
and a special 3 frame exhibit of
the progress of airmail in
Kentucky. An album of foreign
stamps will also be displayed.
Collectors supplies, catalogs
and other equipment needed to
property mama a collection will
also be shown.
Tucker, a member of the
American Airmail Society and
the Society of Philatelic
Americans will be available to
answer questions that concern
the average and advanced
collector. He will be available
from 1:00 p.m. until closing
time.
Also to be displayed v411 be
certificates and awards of
recognition of various employees for their contribution to
their community.

1 Antlered
animal
4 Pertect
mountain
High
9
12 Female ruff
13 Name
14 Ocean
15 Washes lightty
17 Whips
19 Gillette
21 Loquid measure
labor
22 Seasoning
25 A state Cabby')
27 Toerard shelter
31 Southern
blackbird
32 Things added
34 Enlisted man
IcolloO)
35 Bakers
product
36 Transgress
37 Near
38 Watchtkolneas
41 Devoured
42 Watered
43 Prefix three
44 Dock
45 Compase point
47 Urge on
49 Free tickets
63 Makes amends
57 Hasten
58 Growing out of
50 A stale
51 Anger
62 Small valleys
63 Remuneration

1 Be mistaken
2 Hawaiian
wreath
3 Range of
knowledge
4 Roman road
5 Dissenter
Latin
corium-Son

7 Everted,
8 Jomp
9 %WOW)
10 Confederate
general
11 Dance step
16 Place
18 glemien
20 Goal
22 Heroic tales
23 Old-wornanisn
24 Chniksemak
26 Squander
28 Benold.
29 Growing out of
3d Chemical
compound
32 River island
33 Common
Contracton
35 NewsPaPent,
collectively
39 Teutonic deity

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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40 Bitter vetch
41 Three-toed
sloth
44 In favor of
46 Unwanted
plant
48 Southwester,
Indians
49 Greek letter

Ventilate
Bishopric
Nahoor sheep
Shod !keep
Guido s high
note
56 Declare
59 Mans
nIc.} narne

50
51
52
54
55

"On Death and Dying" will be
the sermon topic for this Sunday
by Rev. Chuch Moffett of the
First Presbyterian Church, 16th
and Main Streets The Scripture
readings will be from I
Corinthians 15.
The public is cordially invited
to attend Church School classes
at 9:30 a.m, and the service of
worship at 10:45 am. A nursery
is provided.

Retirees . . .
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Pallbearers will be Dewey
Bazzell, Revel Haneline, Adrian
Cloys, Thomas Smith, Devoe
Bridges, and Ira Smith.
Burial will be in the Bazzell
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home where
friends may call.
• Mrs. Stone, age 80, died
Thursday at 2:15 a.m. at the
Madisoii, Tenn., hospital. Her
husband, Burt Sone, died in
1931. She was the daughter of
the late John and Martha
Haneline, and was a member of
the Coldwater United Methodist
Church.
Survivors are pne daughter,
Mrs. James ( Sylvia) Stone of
Murray Route One, one son,
Wayne Stone of Kirksey, five
grandchildren, two step grandchildren, seven great granchildren, and one great great
granchild

(Continued from Page 1
from $2400 to $3000; and city
judge from $4200 to $4400. The
reason for the larger increase in
the city prosecutor's salary is
that he does not make much in
the first place and is called out
all hours of the night.
We think this was a good
move. No increase was considered for the city councilmen
who only get $30.00 per month.

11111ffirnii.M1ig;i1OM
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We call attention to the letter
to the editor which spells out the
fact that you must re-register
for the November election, but
you do not have to re-register
for the May 29 Primary. If you
are already registered, you can
vote in the Primary. We don't
know why this is so confusing
but apparently it is.
Rhododendron in full bloom.
And- the purple Azaleas are a
thing of beauty and b joy
forever.
Fellow says the only good
thing about inflation is that it's
practically impossible for a kid
to lose his appetite for dinner by
• eating a dime candy bar7

North Vietnamese sources in
Paris hinted on Thursday that
Tho would not return to Paris
unless Washington agreed to resume the clearing of U. S.
mines from North Vietnamese
waters and discussions of U.S.
economic aid to Hanoi. The
sources also said the United
States should display more cow
cern about South Vietnamese
violations of the cease-fire.

Subject For Sermon

Funeral services for Mrs. Ila
Stone will be held Saturday at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Glen Puckett
officiating.

man

Sullivan and 'Mach met for 5
hours, 25 minutes and announced they would meet again
Sunday.

'On Death And Dying'

BLONDIE

Crossword Puzzle

talks between Sullivan and
Thach would be a preliminary
to a Kissinger-Tho meeting in
mid-May.
—
The North Vietnamese communique today said: According to Western news agency
dispatches, the White House
has announced that there would
be a meeting between special
counsellor Le Due Tho and Or.
Kissinger around mid-May 1973.
This is a report made unilaterally by the United States. The
Embassy of the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam does not
yet have any information on
the subject of this meeting."

(Continued from Page 1)
Fay W. Sledd, who joined the
school administrative staff in
1927. To become effective June
30, her retirement is from the
personnel office.
Others who retired during the
school year or who are planning
retirement are from the
maintenance and food service
Operations at the university.
Everett E. White of manteriance retired Dec. 31. He had
been employed
by the
university since 1967.
The others, all in food service,
the dates of their retirements,
and the years they were employed are:
Olean McClanahan, Jan. 31,
1973, employed since 1960;
Minerva Orr, Aug. 31, 1972,
employed singe 1965; Inez
Taylor, Nov. 30, 1972, employed
since 1966; Frances Wilson,
Aug. 31, 1972, employed since
1965; Opal Warren, May 31,
1973, employed since 1949;
Lorene Byers, May 31, employed since 1964; W.H. Finney,
April 30, 1973, employed since
1960; and Elizabeth Oliver,-May
31, 1973, employed since 1958.

Prayer & Service
Breakfast Monday
The eighth in a serie of
Prayer and Service Breakfasts
will be held Monday, April 30, at
eight a.m. at the Holiday Inn
with Father Martin Mattingly
presiding.
The Bible Study theme for the
day will be "How Do I
Believe?" This is a continuation
of Phase III of Key '73 undc: the
general title of "Calling our
Continent to Resurrection.'
These breakfast's are open to
both clergy and lay persons and
the public is cordially invited to
attend. Key '73 will continue
throughout the year with some
phases overlapping.
Phase IV "Calling our Continent to New Life" has already
started under the chairmanship
of Chuck Guthrie with the youth
of the county providing the
leadership.
Phase V begins this summer
and will focus primarily on the
Calloway County Fair with Rev.
James Garrett serving as
chairman. The theme for Phase
V is "Calling our Continent to
Committment."
The Murray-Calloway county
Ministerial Association. is
sponsoring Key '73 in the area
with Rev. Darrell Keith serving
as general chairman. President
of the Ministerial kssixiation s
Rev. Robert Brockhoff and
vice-president is Rev. Charles
Timberlake.

(Cuallseed from Page 1)
CadetCapin Charles Wayne
Henry of Route 3 was presented
the VFW Award for Leadership
based on outstanding leadership
ability as demonstrated both in
ROTC and other campus activities. Wayne also received
the Moyers Flight Trophy as the
most outstanding student in the
ROTC Flight Training Program
at MSU.
Cadet David E. Alexander of
1320 Wells Blvd. was presented
the Daughters of Founders and
Patriots of America Award for
the highest academic average
in Military History. This was
the second year in which David
has earned the scholastic excellence award for his military
science class.
Cadet Scott C. Peterson of
1709 Johnson Blvd. was
presented the Rotary Club
Award for Scholastic Excellence by an MS I student. The
award is for the best overall
academic average by a freshman.

ev. W. Edd Glover
Gives Sermon Topic
Rev. W. Edd Glover, minister
of the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church, will speak on the
subject,
"The
Last
Judgement", at the eleven a.m.
services on Sunday, April 29, at
the church.
His scripture reading will be
Matthew 25:31-46. Sunday
School will be at ten a.m. and
evening worship at 6:30 p.m.

Watergate . . .
IContinued from Page 11
development without formal notice. His lawyer, James J.
Bierbower, was asked late
Thursday night for an explanation, and said flatly,
"There will be none.Recent news reports have
quoted Magruder as telling federal prosecutors that Mitchell
and Dean, the White House
counsel, approved and helped
plan last summer's wiretapping
of Democratic offices. Magruder also reportedly said the
pair later arranged payoffs to
silence the defendants in the
case.
Dean has said publicly he
won't be a scapegoat and has
vowed privately to implicate
others. News reports say Magruder broke down only after
Dean made accusations of his
own to prosecutors.
Magruder has declined to
speak to newsmen since reports
of his accusations broke into
print. His lawyer has said he
advised him not to make public
statements.
FREE DOG
Dog, half Collie and half
German Shepherd, two years
old, is free to someone for a pet.
For information call 753-4909.
CANCELLED
The Good Sam Camp Out
planned for this weekend has
been cancelled, according to a
club spokesman

LYNN GROVE Adult Farmer Class officers aad officials of the Calloway County Soil Imporvement
Association are shown at the dinner meeting hosted by the C,00pat Colonial House Smorgasbord on
Thursday evening for members and guests. They are, left to right, Guy Wilson, Coop Manager,
William N Murdock, class president, William Gargus, class vice-president, Dan Winters, Coop
assistant manager, and Max Workman, calss secretary.
Staff photo by Jo Burkeen.

By BILL O'SHEA
Associated Press Writer
President Nixon makes an
aerial inspection today of
flooded areas in the Mississippi
River valley where about 10,000
persons have been left homeless and damage estimates
have climbed to more than
$200-ini1llan.
Ten persons have lost their
lives in the flooding along the

(Continued from Page 1)
reconsidered the Brandon
property on 121 By-Pass for
rezoning. The property is to be
rezoned from R-4 to B-2.
Councilman Dave Willis
reported two bids were received
on a steaming device for the
Steaming off of trucks. Two
firms bid on the same brand
with Simmons Sale Company of
Memphis bidding $1,025 on each
machine and M &G Company of
Mayfield bidding $400 each. The
Mayfield bid was accepted. One
of the machines is for Murray
Sanitation System and the other
is for the Murray Water &
Sewer System.
Councilman W.R. Furches
reported that applications for
the Fire Department are
needed.
The District Fire School will
be held in Murray this weekend
with the Murray Fire Department acting as host department. From 200 to 250 firemen
from West Kentucky are expected to attend.
Larry Robinson was changed
from temporary employment to
permanent employment with
the Murray Natural Gas
System.
A trash pickup study was
reported on by Councilman
Melvin Henley, Chariman of the
Special Problems Committee of
the council.
In his report Henley pointed
out that this once a week trash
pickup had been financed entirely by the Federal government under a program which is
being phased out.
He estimated that it would
cost the city $38,993 to set up
such a program on its own with
succeeding years costing about
$30,000 a year.
Henley offered for options
for the operation of such a
system by the city. Three of
them would involve a 75 cent
charge per month to present
garbage customers. It was felt
this charge would finance such
a pickup system.
The once a week pickup is
different from the garbagg
pickup which is handled by the •
Murray Sanitation System. The
trash pickup was done by
employees of the Street
Department under a Federally
financed program.
It was pointed out that the
trash pickup was abused by
some residents who expected
the service to haul off old
refrigerators, huge trees which
had been felled and in one case,
the entire roof Of a building. The
pickup service was designed to
aid residents who take pride in
their yards and have no way to
haul off tree limbs, dead
shtubbery or trash not normally
picked up by the Murray
Sanitation System. The pickup
system was designed to encourage cleaner housekeeping
by residents.

Mississippi, Missouri and Illinois rivers and their tributaries in seven states,
In some areas the highest
flood-levels in recorded history
were expected to worsen after
new rains last week fell on top
of earlier heavy spring downpours. The Miasissippi River at
St. Louis reached 42.16 feet
overnight and was rising. The
previous record of 42 feet was
set in 1785.
In Washington, NiSOFI declared flood-stricken parts of Illinois major disaster areas and
moved to make federal aid
available.
The help will consist primarily of temporary housing,
unemployment assistance, lowinterest loans, debris clearance
and repairs to roads, bridges,
dikes and levees.
Nixon was to fly over some of
the flooded areas en route to a
ceremony at Meridian, Miss.,
honoring Sen. John C. Stennis,
1)-Miss.
The crest, or highest flood
level, of the Mississippi swept
past Hannibal, Mo., during the
night, but the saturated levees
upriver at Quincy, Ill., remained in serious jeopardy, a
spokesman for the US. Corps
of Army Engineers said.
'The Corps of Army Engineers
at St. Louis estimated that if
the river reaches its expected
crest of 43.5 feet there on Saturday $136-million in damages
will have been done in Missouri
'41•
and Illinois alone.

Lutheran Women To
Hold Retreat Here

Dinner Held
For Lynn Grove
Farmer Class
The members of the Lynn
Grove Adult Farmer Class,
their wives, and guests were
entertained with a dinner by the
Calloway Comity Soil Improvement Association on
Thursday evening at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Codie E. Jones, president,
welcomed the group and
praised the class teacher, W.H.
Brooks, for his faithfulness
since the class was started
thirteen years ago. Jones also
gave farm figures and some
both good and bad things about
farming.
The teacher, Mr. Brooks, said
this was the sixty-fifth class
dinner he had attended since the
classes were started in 1960. He
teaches four classes each year
and each one is honored at a
dinner hosted by a local firm,
and one dinner for the five
classes combined is also held
each year hosted by two firms.
New officers elected for the
next school year were William
N. Murdock, president, William
Gargus, vice-president, anii
Max Workman, secretary.
Other retiring officers are
James Harris, vice-president,
Smotherman.
and
Max
secretary.
Guy Wilson, Coop manager,
welcomed the group and gave
facts concerning the fertilizer
supply. He urged the farmers to
grow mere corn . to help
alleviate a shortage for feed.
Wilson and his assistant
manager,
Dan
Winters,
presented gifts to the men and
women.

etasa members and wives
present were Messrs and
sponsored
A spring ttetreat,
Mesdames O.A. Bogard,
by the Middle Tennesse Zone of Hyland Darnell,
James Dixon,
Women's
Lutheran
the
Duff Erwin, William Gargus.
Missionary League, will be held James
Harris, Clifton L. Jones,
Saturday, April 28, at the Parish Coche E.
Jones, Glenn Kelso,
House in Aurora. The women of Eugene Nance,
Clifton McImmanuel Luthern Church will Callon, Alfred
H. Murdock,
serve as hosts.
William N. Murdock, Marvin
Approximately forty women Parks, Dwaine Rogers, Carroll
from the seven Lutheran M. Rogers,Steve Rowland, Max
congregations in the Paducah Srnotherman, Max Workman,
Circuit will participate.
Eddie Workman, and Robert
The theme for the one day Wright.
gathering
is "Is
Your
Also present were Mr. and
Recreation Re-Creation?" The Mrs. W.H. Brooks, Mr. and Mrs.
resource leaders will be Donald J.B. Burkeen, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Cherney of Clarksville, Tenn., Winters, and Guy Wilson.
and Rev. Merlen Wegener
Class members unable to
of Union City, Tenn.
attend were Thomas Lee Armstrong, Glenn Crawford, Leon
Cooper, Prentice Darnell.
Alpha Ford, Howard Wendt.
and W.P. West.

Mrs. Hudson Smith
Patient, Paducah

Mrs. Hudson ( Eulala Smith
of Murray Route Three is a
patient in Room 251 of the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The Murray woman was
seriously injured Sunday
morning when she was struck
by a car in front of her home on
Highway 94 East. She was given
emergency treatment at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and transferred to the
Paducah Hospital where she
was in the intensive care unit
after surgery until transferred
to her room on Thursday.
Mr. Smith and a daughter,
Mrs. "Short" Futrell of
Chicago, Ill., are at her bedside,
Mather daughter, Mrs. Herbert
Dean of Otlando, Fla., is
hospitalized there and unableto
travel to be withAer mother.

Mrs. Addie Ingram
Dies On Wednesday
Mrs. Addie Ingram, mother of
Mrs. Ray Ingram of Mw-ray
Route Two, died Wednesday at
ten a.m, at her home on Wing»
Route Two.
The deceased was formerly of
Marshall County.
Survivors are her husband,
Pius Ingram of Wingo Route
Two; two daughters, Mrs.
Ingram and Mrs. Pearl King of
Lincoln Park, Mich.; fifteen
grandchildren; twenty-five
great grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at one p.m. at the
Howe-Peterson Funeral _Home,
Dearborn, Mich., with burial to
follow in Cadillac Menional
Gardens, Garden City, Mich
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PARIS (AP) — The North
Vietnamese Embassy threw
cold water today on U.S. talk of
a meeting between Henry A.
Kissinger and Le Due Tho, saying it knew nothing about such
a meeting to discuss enforceinent of the Vietnamese ceasefire.
The embassy issued a statement saying news about such a
meeting had been issued unilaterally by the United States.
The North Vietnamese statement was issued as William
Sullivan, U.S. deputy assistant
secretary of state, and Nguyen
Co 'Mach, Hanoi's deputy foreign minister, began talks on
ways to carry out the cease-fire
agreement signed in Paris
three months ago today.
Those negotiations had been
announced
simultaneously
Wednesday by the United
States and North Vietnam. The
announcements said nothing
about a meeting between President Nixon's national security
adviser and the North Vietnamese Politburo member with
whom he negotiated the ceasefire agreement, but sources at
the White House then said the

The Washington High School Concert ('bob of Washington. Ind., under the &teal" riDan McDaniel, formerly of Murray, will present a concert here May 1.

ACROSS
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surpirses.
Temple, Spring Byington.
8:00—Movie; "Chubasco,"
Shirley Temple in the famed
Channels 5, 12.
fantasy classic of the little
8:00 p.m.—Movie: "Guns at
the
of
verigence—and
private
girl's
for
search
happiness.
Friday, May 4
Batasi," Channel 29. Richard
their
changes
who
woman
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Wacky
9:00
a.m.—Movie:
Attenborough, J. Hawkins,
World of Mother Goose"
"Jayhawkers" Channel 8.
Flora Robeson, John Leyton,
of
"Freedom
p.m.—Movie:
1:30
5.
Channel
the
Featuring
Jeff Chandler, Fess Parker,
Mia Farrow,Cecil Parker. In
the Seas" Channel 29. Repeat
voice of Margaret Ruther.Nicole Murrey, Henry Silva.
NE U YORK (UP11— A
a British Army Camp is a
of 10:00 p.m. Movie on
ford. All the familiar Mother
1859:.Story of two men—the
two-hour version of Alexandre
newly independant African
Thursday.
Goose
characters
brought
Dumas' fansed novel, "The
complex Jayhawker leader
nation a rigid protocol3:30 p.m.—Movie: "The Blue
Count of M4nte Cristo:. is in
together in a delightful tale of
who dreams of power and his
major
sergeant
minded
NBC's future. The show will be
Bird," Channel 4. Shirley
secret agents and sinister
would-be captor spurred by
refuses to hand over a native
filmed in Europe.
officer to the rebels causing
•••
the hero officer to be shot as
The title role in "Lisa. Bright
a traitor for not participating
WAS CC 25
Ashland
and. Dark," a "Hallmark Hall
Ch 35
Madisonville
WKGB Ch 53
Bowling Green
in a rebellion. Actions causes
if Fame" drama for NBC next
WhhIR Ch 31
Morelia('
WCVN CC 51
Covington
t.eason, will be played by 19chaos and near destruction.
Murray Mayfield FINMU CC 21
EliZ3bOthtown
Mtn Ch 23
NOKON Ch 52
OvientOn
tear-old Kay Lenz. Anne
#11044 Ch 15
Hazard
10:30 p.m.—Movie: "It Came
W1(1.1 Ch 22
Pikeviils
Lekington Richmond *PM Ch 46
Baxter and John Forsythe play
From Outer Space," Channel
WItS0 Ch 21
S•rnerset
11/KM1 Ch N
Louisville
the parents of a 17-year-old girl
29. Richard Carlson, Barbara
gradually slipping into mental
Rush, Russell Johnson,
•
Kathleen Hughes, Charles
•••
I;orake, Joe Sawyer. Weird
TeLeViSION
eoucationAL
Two
CBS
daytime serials,
KeNtucku
happenings when meteor
"As the World Turns': and
crashes in Arizona desert
"The Edge of Night," are now
by
visited
Scientist,
in their 18th year on the net9 30 WALL STREET 7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
SUNDAY, APRIL 29
work. Botil made their debuts
creatures who have taken his
800 FISH AND WILDWEEK
7:00 ZOOM
on April 2, 119.16.
them
help
to
FILM
agrees
wife,
LIFE
WASHINGTON)
00
10
7:30 tba
e ••
8:30 BOOK BEAT: The
leave in peace. Followed by:
WEEK IN REVIEW
800 tba
"Murders In The Rue
The baseball season on
830 WHO'S AFRAID OF 10- 30 BLACK JOURNAL Bounty Ships of France
900 LENOX QUARTET:
television has been made
Morgue" Bela Lugosi, Sidney
OPERA.
HAYDN OPUS 20
brighter by NBC's hiring of Joe
Fox. Mad scientist plans to
9 00 MASTERPIECE TUESDAY, MAY 1
Garagiola to do 15 pre-game
9 30 THE TURNING
4 • 00 SESAME STREET
kidnap a girl to create an
THEATRE The Golden
shows preceding the network's
5:00 MISTER ROGERS POINTS
Bowl End Game — WithOut
ape-woman.
prime-time major league
10-00 SOUL
revealing that she suspects NEIGHBORHOOD
12:00 MID—Movie: "Lady With
baseball games on Monday
5 30 ELECTRIC COM-.
the affair between her husClaude
3
Channel
Hair"
Red
nights.;The old catcher does his
THURSDAY, MAY 3
band and her mother-in-law, PANY
first show on May 21.
Miriam Hopkins.
Rains,
600 NEW SHAPES: ED- 400 SESAME STREET
Maggie persuades her father
—Jack Garver
Based loosely on the life of a
ROGERS
MISTER
5:00
UCATION)
to return to America.
great actress Mrs. Leslie
,NEIGHBORHOOD
SCHOOL
HIGH
TV
6 30
10:00 FIRING LINE
z
Carter, and the famous
7- 00 SMALL BUSINESS 5:30 ELECTRIC COMproducer, Belasco.
PANY
Boyd & Woodward
ADMINISTRATION
MONDAY, APRIL 30
6:00 WINDOW TO THE
7:30 EKU PRESENTS
'4:00 SESAME STREET
Images and
CLASSROOM:
Maintenance, Inc.
Angel flies high
FILM
HUMANITIES
8:00
MISTER
ROGERS
5:00
HOLLYWOOD (UPI'—
FORUM' Oliver Twist This Things
NEIGHBORHOOD
Angel Tompkins gets the most
630 TV HIGH SCHOOL
Home & Office
530 ELECTRIC COM- 1947 British film is consid
important role of her career in a
ered the definitive screen
PANY
part
Anthony
with
supporting
4
MAY
Maintenance
6_00 WINDOW TO THE adaptation of Iiicken's FRIDAY,
Quinn in Hal Wallis'"The Don
4:00 SESAME STREET
CLASSROOM Draw Me A classic novel of an orDead."
Is
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
phanage boy's suffering and
Telephone
Repair Service
630 BUSINESS OF adventures in the seamy NEIGHBORHOOD
Humane Wayne
COM
ELECTRIC
30
5
HOLLYWOOD (UPI WRITING Writing Prin- underworld of London.
PANY
Humane
American
The
ciples • •
Janitorial-Trash Service
Asenciation has named John
.7.00 MAKING THINGS WEDNESDAY, MAY 2
Interior -exterior Painting
"National
1973
Wayne
GROW III: Have You Even
4.00 SESAME STREET ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN
Kindness Chairman."
Window cleaning-Wall stashing
Been To Kew? Sir George
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
Lawn Care
Taylor, Director of the NEIGHBORHOOD
N'oteci best
Royal Botanic Gardens at
5:30 ELECTRIC COMHOLLYWOOD (UPI I—
Kew, England, is guest. PANY
Mexico's Heraldo Trophy for
Phase 436-2403
Thalassa and Sir George 6-00 WINDOW TO THE
the best picture of 1972 was
tour the gardens in this CLASSROOM: Kentucky
voted to "The Godfather."
special program, precluding History
Thalassa's third series.
6:20 LAW OF THE
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL LAND: An information ser8:00 SPECIAL OF THE ies on law for the public
'WEEK Steambath. Comic 6:30 SMALL BUSINESS
author Bruce Jay Fried - ADMINISTRATION
Why pay extra for your operating expenses when
man's bizarre play about 7-00 EFFICIENT READ
you can get a LAW COST BUDGETED
twelve dead characters in a ING The Dynamic Role of
OPERATING LOAN from P.C.A. and pay cash.
steambath.
Reading
They set up all you need for the year, but you only
pay interest on your outstanding balance. 1 say
that's the way to SAVE.
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RACING'S TRIPLE CROWN will again be presented on the CBS Television Network — the Kentucky Derby on Saturday, May 5 14:00-5:00 p.m.,CDT ), the Preakness on Saturday, May 19 14:00-5:00
p.m., CDT) and the Belmont Stakes on Saturday, June 9 (4:00-5:00 p.m.,CDT 1. CBS Sports has
broadcast the Derby and the Preakness since 1948, and the Belmont since 1949.
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Hazel, Ky.

.. Sharon's
e
to
Figure Salon

Hours: 12:00-8:00
Phone 492-8861

3 MONTH PLAN FOR $10.00 PER
MONTH, THRU MAY 5

* SPECIAL *

Sharon's Figure Salon

talking about it!!
Try . . .

You can't lose weight by

1

1

Returning in 73-74 from this
year's fare will be 11 series for
kindergarten through the third
grade, ten series for the fourth
through sixth grades, and four
series for the seventh through
twelfth grades.
With the new Hanbooks,
Commonwealth teachers Will be
able to plan their utilization of
KET programming through the
year. During this school year,
approximately 95 percent of
Kentucky's school districts used
this teaching aid in the
classroom.
The Teacher's Handbook, and
all Teacher Guides for individual series, are provided
free of charge from KET.
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The Electric Company, from
the producers of "Sesame
Street," is expanded to four
broadcasts a week. "Electric
Company" is the awardwinning reading series for
grades 2 through 5.
"Matter of Fact-Matter of
Fiction," two series running on
alternate weeks featuring John
Robbins who introduces sixth
graders and up to books, both
fiction and non-fiction.
"Cover to Cover," a language
arts series designed for the
fifth grade and up. The series
uses film clips and art work to
stimulate the student to read.
"Cover to Cover" is expanded
next year to a complete
schedule.
Again this year, the KET
schedule will feature special
broadcasts each Friday.
Planned are programs on drug
abuse, ecology, language arts,

and the short story as well as
five "Holiday Specials" commemorating Holloween,
Christmas,
Thanksgiving,
and
Birthday
Lincoln's
Washington's Birthday.

Saturday, April 28

Ky.—
LEXINGTON,
Kentucky's 30,000 public school
teachers have now received the
1973-74 Teacher's Handbook
from' Kentucky Educational
Television(KET)outlining next
school year's schedule of inschool, instructional programs
to supplement classroom
•
teaching.
The Hanndbook, an annual
publication of KET's Education
Division, lists 31 regular series,
20 Special in the Arts programs,
and the complete Friday
Special schedule that makes up
KET's 35-hours-a-week daytime
television fare.
New on the schedule are:
"Inside-Out," a series for the
third through fifth grades that
explains a child's emotions, and
how he or she can deal with
them best. KET produced, the
in-service film and teacher's
guide for this nationally
distributed instructional series.

6
7
8
.9

Hostess
IUPI I—
HOLLYWOOD
Rosalind Russell will oierve as
hostess on "Women of the
Year—l973," a CBS special to
be telecast from the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in W ashington.

11:30 p.m.,—Movie: "The Pink
Jungle" channel 6 James
Garner, Eva Renzi, George
Kennedy, Nigel Green,
Michael Ansara. Commercial photographer and
his sexy model find themselves trapped in a sleepy
South American country
trying to convince authorities
photographic
his
that
equipment and thousands of
lipstick tubes are to be used
in a cosmetic ad lay out and,
are not spy apparatus, get
involved in mad safari to
uncover lost diamond mine.

11:30 p.m. —Movie: "Cattle
Drive" channel 5, Joel
McCrea, *Dean Stockwell,
Chill Wills, Leon Ames.
Spoiled 14-year-old son of
railrlid magnate finds
unand
frierMship
derstanding with cowhand on
dangerous cattle drive
across parched desert to
Santa Fe.

11:30 p.m. —Movie: "Vampire
Men of Lost Planet" channel
4 Followed by : "What
Beckoning Ghost."

Roland. Fear of not getting
their share of a $50,000
reward gradually destroys a
5-man posse which captured
a murderer in Mexico. A
bounty-hunter ieputy incites
the group to a violent
arguement leading to the
death of most of the group.

10:30 p.m. —Movie: "The
Reward channel 3 Max Von
Sydow, Yvette Mirniux,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Gilbert

FRIDAY—APRIL /7, 1973

Teachers Receive Handbook From KET Television
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Hellions" channel 29 Richard
Todd, Anne Aubrey, Jamis
Uys, Marty Wilde, Lionel
Jeffries. South Africa 19th
Century: Five outlaws,
father and his four sons ride
into peaceful town to kill
local police sergeant. Local
finally
is
storekeeper
aiding
into
provoked
sergeant.

ATTENTION!!

:71i
!

753-6363
DIAL Courtesy

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

For Correct

12:30 p.m. —Movie: "The
Human Duplicators"
channel 29 George Nader,
Barbara Nichols, George
; Macready, Hugh Beaumont,
Richard Kiel. Cosmic agent
from another world is sent to
. earth to create a colony of
Androids (Human-like
robots) who will secretly
infiltrate key industrial,
governmental and military
centers in preparation for
their invasion.
2:00 p.m. —Movie: ''Arizona
Raiders" channel 29 Audie
Murphy, Michael Dante, Ben
Cooper, Gloria Talbott,
Buster Crabbe. Former
Confederate who rode with
Quantrell joins up with newly
formed Arizona Rangers to
hunt down former Quantrall
killers who have been
spreading a reign of terror
throughout the territory.
7:00 p.m. —Movie: "Cat
Ballou" channel 8 Jane
Fonda, Lee Marvin, Michael
Callan, Dwayne Hickman,
Nat King Cole, Stubby Kaye.
1890's: Young schoolteacher
teams up with a cattle rustler
and hit drunken uncle,
posing as a preacher and
after his father's death they
Stage a train robbery.
8:00 p.m. —Movie:-,khannel 4,6,
special
three hour
"The
presentation . of
Group," starring Candice
Bergen, Elizabeth Hartman,
Joanna Pettet, Jessica
Walter, Joan Hackett and
Larry Hagman. The lives of
eight girls, old college
friends, entwine tightly as
they prepare careers for
themselves in the early
Depression years.
8:0e p.m. —Movie: "The

Saturday-April 28

Saturday Highlights

It‘GE rwi

Sue McCoart •1

Title change
HOLLYWOOD IUPI I—
Twentieth Century-Fox has
changed the title of "Tbe New
Adventures of Perry Mason" to
"The New Capes of Perry
Mason" for the renewed
toleseries.

Bottoms signs
HOLLYS(XM
After six months of searching
Gregory Peck signed Joseph
Bottoms to star in "Here There
Be Dragons:. the first movie
for the 18-year-old Bottoms
Santa Barbara, Calif.

fanciers and their pets, with
Chad Everett as hostthe
Among
narrator.
highlights are a visit with
naturalist Dorothy Richards,
the only person licensed to
raise beavers in New York
State, at her wildlife sanctuary called Beaversprite; a
look at a super-plush hotel for
dogs in New jersey, and a
visit to a Missouri mentalhealth facility where an Irish
setter provides therapy for
distrubed
emotionally
youngsters.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 5,
12. "Hot Millions," starring
Peter Ustinov and Maggie
Smith. The story of two
hilarious embezzlers, one
who pulls off a terrific heist
with a computer and not a
gun, and the other a scatterbrained kook with her own
ideas about making a nest
egg. Bob Newhart and Karl
Malden are featured.
8:00 p.m.—Movle: "The Cool
Ones" Roddy McDowell,
Debbie Watson, Phil Harris,
Nita Talbot, Gil Peterson,
Robert Conte. Once famous
rock 'n' roll singer and young
girl, looking for singing
stardom, try to make it
together as a team.
9:00 p.m.—Saga of Sonora:
Channels 4, 6. Vince Edwards, Jill St. John and
special guest Zero Mostel
star in a musical spoof of
Westerns. A young man is
transformed into a handsome
hero, and as sheriff of a
Western town, meets with
opposition from the town
boas.
10:00 p.m.—Movie: "Freedom
of the Seas," Channel 29.
Clifford Mollison, Wendy
Barrie. A timid Lawyer's
clerk in love with his bosses
daughter becomes a junior
Naval officer and his actions
against enemy submarines
win him the admiration of the
girl and her father.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 12
( 11;30 on Channel 5)
"Bombers B-52," starring
Natalie Wood, Karl Malden
and Efrem Zimbalist Jr. The
action-filled story of an air
base that houses the most
powerful bomber in the world
71. and its influence on the lives
of two young people.

••..• •

.•••••••4•1

5:30 p.m. —Movie: "How Awful

rirtatrialict

ic

row and then by the loud,
mournful "OW0000" that has
been his trademark since 1959.
That was the year the
Brooklyn-born disc jockey hit it
big with his show from station
XERF in Del Rio, Tex.. near
the Mexican border. It sounds
like an unlikely place to become a star.
Rut the station's transmitter,
located across the border in
Ciudad Acuna, pumped out 250,000 watts. You could hear Wolfman's howls late at night as far
north as Las Vegas and then
some
Wolfman, a stocky man in his
late 30s, has been going strong
ever since. He was in town this
week to discuss a record album, but took time to recount
how he got in the howling business.
It all stemmed, he said, from
disc jockeys here and in Buffalo who howled or barked on
occasion.
"I more or less got the whole
thing from them, and that's
where the Wolfman Jack name
came from." said Wolfman.
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"Awareness of water quality
is part of the country's environmental awareness," Dr.
Tanner notes. "Fishing has
added a substantial number of
people who will vigorously
champion water quality. That
will mean ecological benefits all
over the country."

states Dr. Howard A. Tanner,
professor of fisheries and
wildlife at Michigan State
University and one of the
fishing participants on the
program. "Because of this, the
fisherman is very much aware
of the value of water quality."
Dr. Tanner cites as an
example the revival of sport
fishing in Lake Michigan, after
the balance of nature was
restored by the introduction of
(-oho slamon in 1966.

4

1

I

who has a greying goatee.
hates wearing coats and goes
about p cewboy boots.
"At midnight, I'd come on
with the wolves howling and
the down-home blues sound."
he said, grinning and giving a
quick sample: "This is Wolfman Jack down here with the
donkeys gone get you some
Soul, man!"
He stayed with his tried-andtested howls throughout the late
1960s, when many radio stations were doing what he calls
"sterilized radio" — de-emphasizing on-air personalities and
emphasizing carefully programmed music selections
picked out by a consultant.
Wolfman, whose aides insist
his real name is Bob Smith.
moved to Los Angeles in 1966.
He taped his shows there, although they were booked north
by a 50,000-watt station, still
with his wolf howls, and began
syndicating his show, picking
up a swarm of new fans in addition to those he'd had right
from the XERF days.
He went from underground
fame to that of the network variety when tapped to announce
on NBC's "Midnight Special"
shows.
''They wanted somebody on
the show who wasn't a straight
announcer, someone who could
do different things to give the
show the kind of rock image
they wanted," he said.
"So they came to me and
asked me to do what I do on
the radio show. So far, it's
worked pretty good."
Wolfman, who is married and
has two kids, lives quietly and
conventionally, despite his
howling success in radio. What
music does he like when relaxing from work?
"I really don't listen to music
when I'm not on the air," he
said. "I listen to it, like, 10
hours a day and it's my trade.
my profession. You know — a
butcher doesn't go home and
cut meat.
"I usually like to go home
and hear silence. I like to medi- tate a little bit because I hear
sounds all day long."

Thursday, May 3

Birds do it. Bears do it. Fish
do it. And 55 million Americans
do it.
They all fish.
The pleasures, frustrations
and popularity of fishing are
viewed on a one-hour sports
special, "You Should've Seen
the One That Got Away,"
Saturday, April 28 (3:00-4:00
p.m., CST ; on the CBS
Television Network.
Virgil Ward, a former world
champion fisherman, converses
with a wide range of fishing
friends, as they go after tarpon,
coho salmon and bass. The
program also stresses the
importance of clean water and
a balanced ecology, if people
are going to continue to enjoy
the sport.
"Good fishing requires water
of high quality to support fish,"

Aired On CBS April 28

Fishing Special To Be

But they're always heard on
his daily rock radio show,
which he tapes at his home in
Beverly Hills, Calif., and syndi-.
cates to slightly more than 1,400 stations in the U.S.
Wolfman probably is totally
unknown to older folks. But
he's a legend to millions -of
teen-age listeners and to, say,
anyone who still can recite the
complete lyrics of "Blue Suede
Shoes."
He's mild in person and wild
on the air. His delivery is a
rapid-fire growl, punctuated

By JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (API — Most
television announcers got where
they are today with perfect diction and deep voices. Wolfman
.lack, on the other hand, did it
with the taped howls of wolves.
The familiar howls don't usually accompany him in his
chores as the regular announcer on the "Midnight Special" pop music show that commences each Saturday at 1
a.m. on NBC-TV.
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Murray, Ky.
753-5273
PROFIT
LOW
1VOLUME
LARGE
"Semite Built Or Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD Inc.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADI WITH

7,1

Linda Adams

And we are here to serve its
moving population. If you have
just moved into a new, home,
call the Welcome Wagon host- 1
ess.
Phone 753-3722 Phone 753-2374
Hostess
Asst. Hostess i

It's
a Moving
World!

Thursday, May 3
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Shadow
- Over Elveron" Channel 8
James Franciscous, Leslie
Nielson, Shirley Knight,
Franchot Tone, James Dunn,
Don Ameche. One good man
manages to take on an entire
corrupt town, expose its
deep-seated shame, and fan
the waning spark of dignity
left in its people following the
murder of a young boy by the
town sheriff.
1:30 p.m.—Movie: "Recoil"
Channel 29. Repeat of 10:00
p.m. movie on Wednesday.
3:30 p.m—Movie: "Sign of the
Pagan," Channel 3 Jeff
Chandler, Jack
Palance,
Ludmilla Techerina, Rita
Gam, Jeff Morrow. 450 A.D.:
Flaming days when the
hordes of Attila hurtled
against Rome and the mighty
sword of the Roman warrior
that withstood him.
3:30 p.m.Movie: "Tarzan and
the Leopard
Woman,"
Channel
4,
Johnny
Weissmuller, Brenda Joyce,
Johnny Sheffield. Tarzan
sets out to break up a warlike
tribe of natives who dress in
leopard skins with iron
claws.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Awful
Doctor Orloff" Channel 5
Howard Vernon, Diana
Larys, Insane surgeon, aided
by monstrous near-robot,
kidnaps and disfigures
women in vain attempts to
restore appearance of his
horribly disfigured wife.
7:00 p.m.—"It Tates A Lot Of
Love," Channels 5, 12.
Special focusing on the
distinctive kind of devotion
that exists between animal

FRIDAY—APRIL 27, arm

Howls Usually Heard Daily q
Rock Show Of Wolfman Jack
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•
•
•
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Keyes. A wealthy English*
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•
•
li.
man asks Keys to get back a
painting he sold to an old
friend. .
8:00 p.m.—Movie: "The Bob,"
ay.
*
Channel 29. Peter Sellers,
*
Britt Ekland, Rosannoo
Brazzi. Singing matador,
trying to break into show
business, is promised a
theater booking if he can
conquer a local gold-digging
beauty within three days.
9:00 p.m.—all-Star Swing
Festival: Channels 4, 6. Doc
Severinsen hosts a jazz
concert at New York's
Philharmonic Hall. Performers include Benny
INCLUDING
Goodman, Lionel Hampton,
urns GENE NOUN
°macros A ma OANTOIS PRODUCT=
Gene Krupa, Ella Fitzgerald,
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*
Wilson.
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— SHOWTIME 5:00 9.10 —
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR JOEL GREY
10:00 p.m.—Movie: "The
*
BEST DIRECTOR BOB FOSSE
Recoil" Channel 29, Kieron
BEST ART DIRECTION
Moore, Elizabeth Sellars.'
SCREENPLAY
BEST
Girl tracks down the murBEST FILM EDITING
derer of her jeweler father.
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 12
BEST SOUND
( 11:30 on Channel 5) "The
Left-Handed Gun," starring
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
(,)
Paul Newman. Set in the
West during the 1800's,*the
exciting drama centers on
Billy the Kid, who vows to kill
,,tok
IA—
a sheriff arid three other men
responsible for the murder of
LATE SHOW 12:00 MIDNIGHT
a
rancher
who
had
Color by DE LIM'
THE SWINGING STEWARDESSES
befriended him.
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honey
Commercial
production in the United States
, in 1972 was 106,050.000
pounds, up 13 per cent from
1 1971.

, New features
HOLLYWOOD IUPD—
David Wolper Productions
announced it will film two new
features for Columbia this year,
"Love and the Animals" and
"Ardrey Papers."
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A PLOT TO TAKE OVER — Peter Ustiaov (right) talks a famous computer expert, played by:
Robert Morley, into taking a long trip, leaving the path clear for Ustiaov to move into some serious
embessling, in "Hot Millions" on "The CBS Thursday Night Movies" Thursday, May 3 (8:00-10:00
p.m.,CDT)in color on the CBS Television Network,
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pictutre of a wealthy industrialist, is given a
managerial job. His greed
causes him to loose his good
position, and he is forced to
leave his recently acquired
life of ease.
7:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 4,6,
"The Barefoot Stewardness
Caper," starring Dennis
Weaver as Marshal McCloud. Jo Ann Pflug and Britt
Ekland guest-star as a pair ot
airline stewardesses who are
Part of an international ring
of jewel theives.
8:00 p.m. —Movie: channels 3,8,
"My Son John" Helen Hayes,
Van Heflin and Robert
Walker star in the dramatic
story of a conflict between
love of country and loyalty to
family; written and directed
by Leo McCarey.
10:30 p.m. —Movie: "Work Is a
4 Letter Word" channel 6,
David Warner, Cilia Black,
David
Waller,
Zia
Mohyeddin. In a world of
automation gone made, a
young man develops a
species of mushroom which,
when eaten, colors all life
with a rosy hue, turning the
commonplace into the ecstatic.
10:30' —Movie: "Conquest of
Cochise" channel 29 John
Hodiak, Joy Page, Robert
Stack. After war between
Mexico and U. S., Calvalry
officers are sent to maintain
peace and halt killing that
still persists In the Southwest.
10:45 p.m. —Movie: "Bus Stop"
channel 3 Marilyn Monroe,
Arthur O'Connell, Hope
Lange, Don Murray, Hans
Conreid, Betty Field. Motley
collection of travelers arrive
at some truths about
themselves while snowbound
at an Arizona bus stop.
Among them is exuberant
cowboy who virtually kidnapped sexy entertainer in
his dtermination to marry
her.
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5:30 p.m. —Movie: "How Awful
About Alan" channel 8 Tony
Perkins, Julie Harris, Joan
Hackett. Young man suffering from psychosomatic
blinders returns home after
eight months hopeful that the
presence of his sister and
girlfriend will restore his
sight, is tormented by
strange voices and near fatal
accidents. He is determined
to find his persecutor.
7:00 p.m. —Movie: "Full
Hearts arid Empty Pockets"
channel 29 Thomas Fritsch,
Senta
Berger,
Linda
Christian, Gino Cervi.
Ambitious young man, after
obtaining a compromising

Sunday Highlights
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9:00 a.m. —Movie: channel 8
Vivien Iteign, Warren Beatty,
I.63tte Leynya, Jill St. John
Not-so-successful actress
itives up her career for
lomance with a succession of
gtigalos in Rome.
1:34 p.m. —Movie: "Conquest
clf Cochise" channel 29
eat of 10130 p.m. movie on
day.
p.ni. —Movie: "Iron Man"
qrtannel 3 Jeff Chandler,
8velyn Keyes, Stephen
McNally, Joyce Holden,
Rock Hudson, Jun Backus.
Goal
miner
turns
phfessional boxer against
his will and fights his way to
world's
heavyweight
championship_ He is hated by
fans because he is killer in
the eine
3:30 p.m. —Movie: "West
pound" channel 4 Randolph Scott Virginia Mayo,
Karen Steele, Andrew
Duggan.
Unior,
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period in Civil War, is or-
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Texican" channel 29 Audie
Murphy, Broderick
Crawford, Diana Lorya. Man
•
accused of crime he didn't
dered to get overland stage
Ledger S, Times classified ads lets you sell for cash the
commit by ruthless Texas
use. And It offers
running to bring gold shipitems
you possess but no longer need and
•
frontier town boss returns
•
day.
ments from California; must
each
sale
for
values
•
from his Mexican hideout
•
fight Confederate agents
when he learns his brother
cost is low. Just
trying to disrupt service.
▪ Placing your Classified is easy and the
•
has been murdered and
753-1916. A friendly voice will help you put your
dial
▪
•
uncovers the murderer.
•
4:00 —Movie: "Smoke Signal"
• message in print.
10:00 p.m. —Movie: "A Matter
•
channel 5 Dana Andrews,
•
of Resistance" channel 29
•Fpiper
Laurie,
Rex
10:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 12
Harrison, William Tillman.
•
(11:30 on 5) "The Comedy of
Cavalry rides into new post
Terrors." Vincent Price,
to find it being attacked by
Peter Lorre, Boris Karloff
Indians. Survivors escape by
and Basil Rathbone star in a
flatboat, taking dangerous
jovial spoof of mystery
•
CALL NOW
trek &am Colorado River.
thrillers.
•
8:00 p.m. -41ovie: channel 3,8
"Man-Trap" David Janssen,
Voisht in 'Coinack.
Stella Stevens and Jeffrey
IfOLEYWDOID IUPII—Jon
Hunter star in a tough and
%oight will star for producer.
director Martin Rht in
cynical crime drama from a
"C.onrack" at 20th Century.
John D. MacDonald story.
Fox.
11
8:00 p.m. —Movie: channel 4,6
"The Ceremony," Laurence
Harvey, Sarah Miles and
Robert Walker, As Sean
McKenna (Harvey) awaits
WDXR
K FVS
WSIX
WPSD
WSIL
esecution for his part in a
29
12
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
8
Ch.
6
Ch. 3
Paducah
kl1ng, his girl friend (Miss
Nashville
Paducah
Miles) and brother (Walker)
plot aft escape that has
S•hr.S•
conditions.
CBS
Ralph
S•rne•t•r
Wows
Emery
8:00 p.m. —Movie: "The
Braokfa•t
Ted
Gorn•r
30
Armstrong
IP'
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is all about. Also starring
Jim Backus and Burgess
Meredith.
8:00 p.m. —movie: "Assault On
a Queen," channel 29 Frank
Sinatra, Virile Lisi, Tony
Franciosa, Richard Conte.
Woman adventurer and her
ruthless companion talk an
ex-submarine officer into
joining them in raising a
sunken German sub. Their
plan is to recondition the sub
and use it to hold up the
Queen Mary. Their plan
succed.s only to have the U.S.
Coast Guard race to the
scene, providing an ironic,
humorous ending.
8:38 p.m. —Movie: channels
12,5 "Gargoyles," starring
Gomel Wilde, Jenifer Salt,
Grayson Hall and Bernie
Casey. Suspense drama
concerns an anthropologist
photographer
and
his
daughter, en route from
California to Mexico to
research
book
on
a
demonology, who
are
menaced by creatures
resembling the gargoyles of
ancient legend.
10:00 p.m. —Movie: "Thunder
in the Sun" channel 29 Susan
Hayward, Jeff Chandler,
Bergerac 1850:
Jacques
Story of the Basque people
who are going to California to
start new vineyards involving a complicated love
triangle.
10:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 12
(11:30 on 5) "'Terror on a
Train," starring Glenn Ford.
Tense drama of a man's race
against time in defusing a
bomb planted on a train. Ann
Vernon, Harold Warrender
and Martin Wyldeck are
featured.
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Latest

; The past year has brought a
new trend: European companies coming to the United
States to make films. They
bring their own actors and key
Personnel, drawing their crews
from the American unions.
- Latest of the invaders is
Stone Killer."
.It is one of those fast-moving
crime films — 78 locations in 46
days — being produced by an
Italian, Dino DeLaurentiis, directed by an Englishman, Michael Winner, with an Amer-Om star, Charles Bronson.
"The Stone Killer" was
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4:00 p.m. —Movie: "Shock
Corridor" channel 5 Peter
Breck, Constance Towers,
Gene Evans, James Best. A
reporter
gets
himself
committed to a mental
hospital to write about unsolved murder, endures
beatings and shock; winds up
as a schizophrenic Pulitzer
Price winner.
:00 p.m. —Movie: channel 4,6
"World Premiere: Magic
Carpet," staring Susan Saint
James, Robert Pratt, Jim
Backus and Abby Dalton. A
young woman (Miss Saint
James) fills in as tour guide
for a group of Americans and
soon discovers there is a
mysterious freelader
among them. Filmed on
location in Italy.
7:30 p.m. —Movie: channels 3,8
"Getting Away From It All"
original 90-minute movie
made especially for ABC
starring Barbara Feldon,
Larry
Hagman, Gary
Collins, E. J. Peaker and
Vivian Vance. Middle-aged,
middle-Americans take off
from
their
mundane
existence to see what real life

9:00 a.m. —Movie: "Barbarian
and the Geisha" channel 8
John Wayne, Elko Ando, Sam
Yammaura.
Jafee, So
Historical drama of one
man's successful fight to
open Japan to the western
world.
1:30 p.m. —Movie: "A Mater of
Resistance" channel 29
3:30 p.m. —Movie: "So This Is
Paris" channel 3 Gloria De
Haven, Tony Curtis, Corinne
Calvet, Gene Nelson, Mara
Corday. Three American
sailors, on leave in Paris, go
on the town. Meet gorgeous
girls and get mixed up with
charity bazaar for war orphans.
3:30 p.m. —Movie: -Wasp
Woman" channel 4 Susan
Cabot, Fred Eisly, Barboura
Morris, Michael Marks.
Owner of cosmetic firm
submits to injections to
restore her youthful beauty but instead turns into vegeful
wasp-woman.
4:00 p.m. —Movie: "Shock
Corridor" channel 5 Susan
Cabot, Fred B
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Go-stars
HOLLYWOOD It 1'11—Al
Lettieri, who plard a killer in
-The Getaway.' will co-star
with Anthony Quinn in '•The
Don Is Dead." another ntosie
based on operations of the
Mafia.

Distributor
IIDLEYXI(X)1)
(LTD —
A‘co Embassy Pictures will
distribute Brut Productions'
first two movies. "Night
R arch.— starring Elizabeth
Taylor. and "A Touch of
Cl," with George Segal and
Glenda Jackson.

Truth or
Coneces
A MOE ing
Kreskin

Tuesday, May 1

recently acquired for the
United States by Columbia, but
the film came here with a 92.4
million budget and no American release. That's how confident producer DeLaurentiis
was.
"As a matter of fact, this picture was in profit before we
started shooting," reported director Winner. "Rights were
sold in various countries; Italy
alone will bring $1 million
clear."
Between scenes of a shootout
in a Century City parking
structure, Winner explained
some of the dizzying economics
that have troubled American
film companies.
The biggest threat, he observed, came from the European entrepreneurs "who can
operate out of a phone booth"
and make deals while the
Americans are trying to make
up their corporative minds,
Examples: DeLaurentiis, producer of "The Bible," "Romeo
and Juliet" and "The Valachi
Papers"; Italian Alberto Grimadli, who made "Burn!" and
"Last Tango in Paris";
Frenchman Robert Dorfmann,
now filmtng "Papillon" with
Steve McQueen and Dustin
Hoffman.
"These entrepreneurs can
outbid the American majors,"
said director Winner, "for two
reasons:
"1. On many of their pictures
they can do what they call
'quota-milking'; that is, getting
subsidies in countries like Germany, France and Italy by
shooting at least part of the
picture there and employing
nationals when they shoot elsewhere.
"2. They can offer directors,
actors and producers more attractive deals because their
films are not cross-collatoralimed by country, as the American films are. In other words, a
big profit in France isn't wiped
out if there has been a loss in
Italy."
Why are the Europeans
bringing their projects to
America?
"Because American films
still sell the best in every country," said the British director.
"That's why it's important to
get American stars and to use
American locations."
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No objectionable previews will be shown
with this Disney progra". Our contract
with Disney requires that we charge 75'
for children 5 thru 11 yrs.

NOTICE!

at 8:45 Only Tonite • at 7:00 & 11:00 Sat.

— PLUS —

t•Y,1

r, at 9:15 Only Sat
ifesar

MURRAY

at 7:00 & 11:00 Tonite

ar)

* OPEN EVERY NIGHT *

Fr1i nfo 15,3-3314

BEAUTY AND THE HOST — America's Junior Miss 1972.
Lydia Anne Hodson of Lexington, Ky., will serve as hostess, and
television personality Ed McMahen will act as master of
ceremonies for the 16th annual "America's Junior Miss
Pageant," to be broadcast live from Mobile, Ala., Friday, May 11
(7:00-8:00 p.m. CDT) on the CBS Television Network.

By BOB THOMAS
LOS ANGELES(AP) — As if
the American film industry
didn't have enough problems, it
has lately been faced with the
"reverse runaway" of European movie makers filming
in this country.
"Runaway production" has
long been the battle cry of Hollywood film workers seeking
government aid to stem the
loss of Jobs. They charged that
production was running away
to foreign lands with the lure of
cheaper costs and government
subsidies.

Faced with 'Reverse Runaway' Tuesday Highlights
American
Industry Now
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